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Title: 


Location: 


Grade Levels: 


Participants: 


98Q-8l Min::lrity 
1 Majority 


Minority 
1981-82 Majority 


Description: 


12/9/80 


SCHOOL OF CREATIVE AND PERFORMING ARTS 


O'Farrell Site 


4-11 (1981-82), 4-12 (1982-83) 


The program will include minority students from schools having 
predominantly minority-student populations and majority students from 
schools having predo"inantly majority-student populations. The 
ethnic balance goal for this program should be consistent with the 
total district student ethnic population. In the final selection 
of applicants, consideration will be given to the . following: 


1. Majority students from schools with predominantly majority 
population. 


2. Resident students within the O'Farrell attendance area. 
a. Grades 7-8 and 9 for 1981-82. 
b. Incoming 7th-grade students from 1982-83 on. 


3. Minority students from schools with predominantly minority 
population. 


Projected enrollment in the magnet school program is detailed below. 


Resident Non-resident Total Total % Minority 
Students Students Students Stuc!eJlts Students 


in Program in Program in Program in School in School 


137 490 35% 
253 


140 334 474 1,000 47% 
25 501 526 


Elementary 


This program for creative and performing arts is designed to meet the 
special needs of students with high interest and potential talent in 
the arts. The program provides the opportunity and encouragement to 
develop artistic skills, abilities, and appreciatio~ while continuing 
a strong 1nst~ctional program in the basic skills. 


Fundamental to this concept is the -belief that sound training and 
discipline in the arts also build the qualities of character, judgment, 
and insight important to good citizenship and a rewarding life in any 
vocation. The creative and performing arts program offers comprehen
sive study. beginning in the upper elementary grades in the visual 
arts, dance, theatre arts, and vocal and instrumental music. 


The curriculum for the creative and performing arts program meets the 
basic requirements of the State of California and the Elementary 
Course of Study of the San Diego City Schools as adopted each year by 
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Description: 
(Continued) 


Program 
Organization: 


12/9/80 


the Board of Education. Included in instruction are the language arts, 
math, and the social sciences. Students are also programmed into one 
or more of the special activities each semester with the exception that 
students have some experience in each of the creative and performing 
arts areas upon completion of four years in this program. Elementary 
students enrolled in the magnet program follow an extended or 
re-structured day schedule. This program draws upon the artistic 
resources of the community. 


Secondary 


This is a program for students with demonstrated abilities and/or 
strong interests in one or more of the arts. A well-plan..ed curriculum 
combines basic academic studies with special emphasis on art, music, 
theatre arts, dance, and television/media. The program capitalizes 
on the student's special abilities in the arts and prepares each student 
to pursue further arts study in higher education, to enter an arts 
field directly, or to acquire a lar-ting appreciation for the arts, with 
the assurance of having received a sound basic high school education 
with the opportunity to fulfill requirements for entrance to a colleiel 
university. Students will enroll in a sequence of courses in their area 
of specialization and in courses which will meet the basic requirements 
of the State of California and the Secondary Course of Study of the 
San Diego City Schools as adopted by the Board of Education. 


Performances and exhibits of student work are scheduled on a regular 
basis in the community and in the schools. 


Unique aspects of the program include: 


1. Comprehensive academic and arts curriculum 


2. Extended-time period for studio courses 


3. Attendance at concerts, theatres, galleries, and shows 


4. Visiting artists. musicians. performers 


s. Increased exposure to community resources 


6. Occupational courses to prepare 8tu~ents for employment 
or advanced technical training 


7. Advanced placement in the arts as well as academic classes 


8. Internship with area professionals 


9. Total staff involvement in the arts 


10. Gifted program and seminar MGM program. 


Participants are in the program for a full instructional day. 
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Title: 


Location: 


Grade Levels: 


Participants: 


1980-81 Minority 
Majority 


Minority 
1981-82 Majority 


Description: 
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CENTER FOR SCIENCE, MATH, AND COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 


Gompers Secondary School 


7-12 


The ethnic balance goal for this program is 60% majority and 40% 
minority. In the final selection of applicants, consideration will 
be given to the following: 


1. Majority students from schools with 60% or more majority
student population 


2. Resident students currently enrolled at Compers 


3. Minority students from minority-isolated and imbalanced 
schools. 


4. Enrollment priority will be given to students enrolled in elementary 
math/science magnets if applications are received prior to the end 
of the first semester. Consideration will be given to the ethnic 
balance and maximum numbers within each grade level. 


Projected student enrollment and ethnic balance within the program. 
as well as the total number of students and percentage of minority 
students in the total school, are detailed below • . 


Resident Non-Resident Total Total % Minority 
Students Students Students Students Students 


in Prosram in Prosram in Prosram in School in School 


60 40 100 559 57.4% 
200 200 


200 ::50 250 875 55.0% 
375 375 


Students with a strong interest in the physical, biological, earth, 
and space sciences; mathematics; and computer sciences will partici
pate in a program that includes working with professionals in the 
fields of science, mathematics, and computers. The district offer
ings in advanced science and mathematics will be available, along 
with additional elective courses not offered at other school sites, 
including geology, space science, and astronomy. Students viII be 
given the opportunity for math/science/computer vork experience with 
profeSSionals in local agencies, industries, research laboratories, 
and other related facilities. Current concerns relating to energy 
and enviroxunent will be addressed, and the role of the computer in 
all phases of research will be emphasized. Courses in language arts, 
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Description: 
(Continued) 


Program . 
Organization: 


12/9/80 


social science, and practical arts will be designed for science
oriented students. Additional courses in computer science and 
technology will be offered. Graduates of the program will have gained 
attitudes, knowledge, and skills for success in their chosen careers. 
They will have the backgrounds for continuing success in further stuay 
in the fields of science, mathematics, and computers. 


Students enrolled in the above program will meet the basic 
requirements of the State of California and the Secondary Course 
of Study of the San Diego City Schools as adopted each year by 
the Board of Education. Students have the opportunity to receive 
a diploma from Gompers that reflects graduation requirements over 
and above those used throughout the district. 


This is a magnet program within the school. Most students partici
pating in this program will be enrolled on a full-time basis. A 
regular instructional program will be offered at Gompers for other 
resident students. 
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Location: 


Grade Level: 


Participants: 


1980-81 Minority 
Majority 


1981-82 Minority 
Majority 


Descri;'tion: 
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HUIR ALTERNATIVE MAGNET 


Muir Alternative School 


K-12 


Approximately 300 students have been selected from all schools 
within the district. The enrollment reflects the racial/ethnic 
balance of the total district and includes minority students from 
minority-isolated schools. 


Projected student enrollment. number of resident and non-resident 
students. and the percentage of minority students are detailed 
below. 


Resident Non-Resident Total Total % Minority 
Students Students S~udents Stu'!cnts Students 


in Program in Program in Program in School in School' 


108 108 300 35% 
192 192 


120 120 300 40% 
180 180 


Muir Alternative school has an open education philosophy. The program 
emphasizes individualized learning, student responsibility for 
learning. and flexible scheduling. Self-reliance. creativity. and 
leadership are promoted among its pupils. The curriculum is 
innovative and flexible. with students ta~ing as much responsibility 
for choosing and planning their own learning programs as is possible 
for their maturity leyels. 


Secondary pupils participate in regular district course offerings 
which lead to high school graduation. They also may choose from a 
variety of courses which interest them. as well as provide them 
with a foundation for future careers and personal success. 


Elementary pupils are taught basic skills in self-contained classrooms 
for a portion of each day. They have a choice of activities for the 
remainder of the day. 


The curriculum meets the requirements of the State of California 
and the Elementary and Secondary Courses of Study of the San Diego 
City Schools as adopted each year by the Board of Education. 


Students of all ages gain socially and academically through , their 
interaction with each other. Students receive tutoring help from 
other students. 


12/11/80 (No Revisions) 
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"MUIR ALTERNATIVE MAGNET 
(Continued) . 


Description: 
(Continued) 


Program 
Organization: 


12/9/80 


Students, staff, and parents share in making decisions related to 
school programs and activities. Consistent use is made of 
community resources. 


The entire school participates in the programs described above. 
Each grade level has a heterogeneous and balanced racial/ethnic "and 
male/female population. All students are eligible to partiCipate 
in all aspects of the school program. 


-12/Ll/80· ~o Revisions) 
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OBJECTIONS TO DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED RACIAL INTEGRATION PLAN 
1978-82, filed April 27, 1978. 
programs who do not enhance desegregation. There are minor-


ity students f~om majority schools going to magnet programs 


. also in majority schools. There are majority students leav


ing tipping or isolated schools to attend magnets in majorit} 


schools. Thus, the number of minority or majority students 


participating in a program is not an accurate indicator of 


how much desegregation is really taking place. There may be 


very good reasons for making exceptions to the rules, but 


those students should not be counted as desegregating. (See 


map accompanying Longfellow for demonstration of this prob


lem. (See Figure 11-15, .Se.e Page 77) 


• 


4. UNFAIR 


Voluntary magnets have built-in unfairness. Of necessity more 


money will be spent on magnet participants than on other students; 


in some cases a great deal of mohey. (See cost analysis with 


each school). At the same time, some students are not eligible, 


because of their race and the racial mix of their school of resi-


dence, to attend any magnet. Other students may be eligible for 


some programs, but not others. 


5. PlANNING PROBLEHS tHTH VOLUNTARY HAGNETS 
-


A completely voluntary magnet plan creates terrible pl~nning 


problems. Ie is difficult to provide for a smooth transition 


through school when a certain type of magnet is located in a 


primary school in one area, an elementary school in another, a 


junior high school someplace else, and the associated high school 


program is still another location. 
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OBGECTIONS TO DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED RACIAL INTEGRATION PLAN 
U979-82. filed June 19. 1979. 


1 F. LARGE PROPORTION OF MINORITY STUDENTS INELIGIBLE FOR MAGNET 


2 PROGRAMS; ALMOST ALL MAJORITY STUDENTS ELIGIBLE 


3 Not every student may apply for admission to a magnet program, 


4 even on his own site. The June 1979 Plan revision has several 


5 


6 


'1 


8 


9 


different ways of describing criteria for magnet eligibility. 


Minority students who attend "minority-isolated and minority


imbalanced schools" or schools with "predominantly minority stu


dent population" .are designated as desired magnet participants. 


Eligible majority students are described as coming from "schools 


10 having predominantly majority student populations," or in the 


11 case of five secondary magnet programs, "schools with 65't or 


12 


13 


14 


more majority student population." 


Thus minority students who live in a majority school area, 


and majority students who live in a minority school area, are not 


15 eligible to apply for magnet programs. Some of the magnets 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


have some slots set aside to accommodate some of the resident 


members of the opposite ethnic group in their school~within-a


school program, and some do not. 


Table 5 compares the impact of this eligibility policy on 


minority and on majority students. The number of students in 


schools of over 5Oi. opposite-ethnic enrollment, less the number 


of magnet slots in those schools allotted to these students, 


divided by the total enrollment of same-ethnic students in the 


District, yields the percentage of minority and majority students 


who may not attend any magnet. 
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COMPARISON OF STUDENTS NOT ELIGIBLE TO APPLY 
FOR MAGNET PROGRAMS 


Students in Magnet Total 
Schools Slots for Minority Under 50% Minority 


Minorit:I Residents 
Students 


in District " Not Eligible 
MINORITY STUDENTS 


Junior High 4,618 0 
Senior High 3.882 80 
Overall Secondary 8,500 80 
Elementary 8,671. .;.. 408 


Students in Magnet 
Schools Slots for 


+ 9.577 


. 9,010 


. 18,587 


+ 25,114 


Total 
Majority 


• 


-
• 
.. 


48.2 


42.2 


45.3 
\ 


Under 50% Majority 
Majority * Residents 


Students 
in District " Not Eligible 


MAJORITY STUDENTS 


Junior High 592 30 . 16,070 := 3.5 
Senior High 781 40 . 17,312 == 4.3 
Overall Secondary 1,373 70 + 33,382 = 3.9 
Elementary 4.523 329 + 36,848 e 11.4 


TABLE 5 


Source. San Diego City Schools 1978-79 Pupil Ethnic Census, 
modified by removing all VEEP and Magnet students from their 
receiving schools and adding them back into their sending schools, 
using data from San Diego City Schools "Students Participating 
in Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program (April 1979)" and "Students 
Participating in Magnet Programs (April 1979)~. Individual school 
enrollment figures obtained by this procedure we consider the 
"natural" ethnic enrollment for that school. 


*Most magnets require that majority students come from "predomi
nantly majority" schools; hence the "over 50'7." for this column. 
Five secondary magnets require instead 651 majority enrollment 
at the sending school for participating students. For those five 
programs, majority students at Kearny High School and Montgomery, 
Roosevelt, and Wilson Junior High Schools would become ineligible, 
though they are eligible for other magnets. For simplicity's 
sake Plaintiff used the Single criterion. 
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The Honorable Louis M. Welsh 
Integration Task Force Repo~ 
June 7, 1979 
.Page 6 
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site for its fundamental magnet program. Kith 26 resident 
majori ty students electing t ·his magnet program, Webster drew 
31 above their numerical goal · of majority students.· Valencia 
Park's experience with its University Lab program also supports 
this tentative conclusion. They were projected to have 137 
majority students, and wound up with 188, including 162 non
resident whites who opted tO , come to this minority isolated 
inner-city school. Encanto, which drew 176 non-resident whites 
to its General and Math/Science Program, and Oak Park, which 
drew. 87 to its Intercultural Spanish Progr.am, offer further 
evidence that magnet programs m~y s~ill prove to be a viable 
tool for desegregating minority isolated schools or stabilizing 
so called "tipping" schools, as in the case of Encanto and 
Oak Park. That this will be a long hard road may be indicated 
by the fact that Horton's Intercultural Spanish Program captured 
well less than half of its projected 81 majority students and 
only 30 non-resident whites chose to come to the inner city for 
this attractive program. Lowell's Bilingual Program did even 
worse. It was projected to enroll 61 whites, and it received 
nine, wit~ eight of ~hem being non-residents. The physical 
condition and lotation of the school in the middle of an in
dustrial area undoubtedly contributed to this dismal failure. 


3. We cannot overlook the fact that the original reason for 
having magnet programs is to provide a number of quality educa
tional options to district residents: creative, innovative, 
specialized, educationally sound programs which are impractical 
if not impossible to offer in every neighborhood~ Tailoring magnet 
programs specifically for integration needs, physically locating 
them for integration reasons, and hedging them about with, . 
what sometimes seem to be ridiculous ·restrictions as to who 
and how many can attend, sometimes leads to problems. These 
problems can have a counterproductive effect on the magnet both 
as a quality educational option and as an integration tool. 
Questions such as restricted participation in magnet programs 
because of race or racial balance at school of residence came 
up repeatedly at the six public meetings held by the Task Force. 
Deep frustration exists due to not being able to attend a program 
of one' s choice because of race ', name, neighborhood of residenc.e, 
racial balance of school presently attended or any other re~son 
that seems arbitra~ or capricious. This can cause a backlash 
against the school system, the integration program, and the 
Court. This and other problems arising from the dual nature of 
magnet programs should be addressed in the future by the Court. 


*It must be pointed out, however, that some peculiar circumstances 
may have influenced these figures. Sixty-nine of the 162 non
resident whites came from a single school, ~iller. 
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be controversy. 


THE WITNESS: Yes. 


THE COURT: That's one point we can agree on • 


BY MR. STERN: 


~ Dr. Patrick, are you familiar with the suggestion 


of the Integration Task Force that the School District look 


only to the racial balance at the receiving school rather than 


at the balance of hoth the sending and receiving school in 


determining whether a particular student is eligible to attend 


a particular integration program? 


THE COURT: Well, you don't need to ask that because 


I don't agree with that either. 


MR. STERN: That would save considerable time. 


THE COURT: I think we're all -- Plaintiffs, Dr. 


Patrick, who hasn't said it yet; and I all agree to that. 


So, 90 on to another question. 


MR. STERN: Very well. • 
l' ,.. THE COURT: I understand the reasons why the 


a Integrat~on Task Force state iti but the problem is that every 


11 time you press one lever, you cause something else to go up: 


-11 and this is what we're in is a balancing act here. Short of 


D leaving this earth and going to ~irvan~, we're not going to 


get a perfect system. 


15 ... MR. STERN: tiell, just, again, to save time and so 


~ that I understand, you don't feel that the District needs to 
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• present any evidence as to the admissions policies it now has? 


J 


J 


4 


s , 


THE COURT: Well, as to that point. In other words, 


the question was a narrm-l question. It was whether he agreed 


with the Integration Task Force recommendation that the racial 


balance in the sending school not be considered. 


MR. STERN: l'le don't need to explore the 


1 consequences of adopting that suggestion? .... \ . ~ THE COUP.T: No, no. I think they' re pretty obvious. 


t 


II 


11 


U 


U 


14 


This is one of the problems with your slogan "Better Education 


by Choice"; bec~use, you see., ·it irritates a lot of people 


because they don't have the choice and they only have the 


choice if they fit into the racial patterns that are the 


criteria. Those have the choice, but other people are -- they 


think, "\'lhat are you telling me? You've got a nice school 


over here. l~ kid wants to do this, and I can't send him." 


They get understandably angered by that. But I 


can't help it. Maybe the Supreme Court can figure it out • ... 
Go ahead. 


MR. STERN: Thank you. 


~ ~so on the subject of aQmissions standards and 


requirements to the various .programs, the Task Force recommencs 


that applicants be scree~ed or tested as a condition of 


adnission to the program. 


Have you ever considered adMitting students to the 


8aqnet programs or other integration programs on the basis of 


an examination? 
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Do the secondary schools offer courses ~at, for one 


reason or another, may be attractive or more attractive to a 


. particular racial ethnic group of students? . 
~ There are some limited examples of that. 


What would a limited example be? 


~ Well, Black Studies could be one example, Chicano 


Studies another, possibly ethnic studies; and we found in some 


of these offerings that we -- as an elective, we did not get 


balanced reception as an elective. 


THE COURT: You have the current Ethnic -- that is, 


11 the October *78, which is the latest, I guess, Ethnic --
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THE WITNESS: Census. 


THE COURT: -- Census attached to one of these. 


MR. STERN: It's in the evaluation, your Honor. 


THE WITNESS: . It's part of the evaluation.· 


MR~ STEIDl: Let me check. 


THE COURT: Well, if I were to turn to a school, 


such as a secondary school such as Crawford, which has 6S 


percent white, or Kearny, 63 percent white, or Point Lorna, 83 
. 


percent white, is it my understanding that under y~ur current 


rules that minority children going to those sChools could not 


90 to Wright Brothers? 


'!'HE WITNESS: There are two groups of schools that 


you mentioned there •• Crawford is, in our thinking, an 


eligibility, a balanced school; so, we would want to maintain 


that balance; and we would be more selective on a two-to-one 
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movement out of the school to programs to control that. 


A school such as Point Lorna, as an example, we would 


allow only in the eligibility standards. The white students 


can move out into programs so that we -- until we reach that 
-


particular point of balance. ,... 
THE COURT: So, the bottom line is that in order to 


keep your balances in your magnet schools, including Wright 


Brothers, there are some white students and some minority 


students in the community who may not move into them --


THE WITNESS: That's--


THE COVRT: -- because it may -- it would adversely 
'" 


affect the school from which they leave? 
.... 


THE NITNESS: That's correct. 


THE COURT: Why don't you change that to "Better 


Education by Choice if You Are in the Right School. ft. 


All right. Go ahead. 


MR. STERN: That was the issue we began to explore 


yesterday with Dr. Patrick, and you suggested we 


THE COURT: . Oh, no. No. I agree that you have to 


consi.der it. 


• 


MR. STERN: I am thinking particularly of the people 


that have called to complain and that I have said, "Let us 


wait until after these hearings, and then call me back, and 


we'll let you know." .... 
THE COURT: No. There's no question that you cannot 


it otherwise. If you did it otherwise, what you 
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~
ained in racial balance ' in one place, you'd lose in another; 


and you'd come up with a zero. 


All right. Are you through \'1ith the witness? 
. 


MR. STERN: Just one or two questions, ' your Honor. -


0 , Are all classes on the computer printout, which is 


now Exhibit I-A and B, reviewed by a director? 


A Not on the printout in itself. The director goes 


-


to the school site and sits down with the principal and other 


personnel to look at the master schedule and numbers on the 


master schedule of that school to look at a variety of things. 


We have -- Beyond just the ethnic composition of the class, 


we have other factors ~~at we have to examine. 


So, they are looking ' specifically at the school site. 


14 And we follow it up within our division in looking at that in 


", 11 
, 
" 19 


20 


· 21 


22 


23 


regards to preparation for the OCR Reports. 


o Does Exhibit I-A and I-B show corrections or changes 


that were made as a result of a review of a particuiar class? 


A Those that were reviewed prior to the time of its 


site would' be reflected in that, and there may have been some 


adjustments that we would need to make after that time in 


correction that appeared there. There were corrections that 


we need to make and at the sites , regularly. 


How many secondary classrooms or courses are there 


24 in the pistrict? 


25 


26 


THE COURT: Hundreds and · hundreds. 


THE WITNESS: Thousands perhaps. Each -- If you 
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~hrlt: of aIruifornia 
CHA"'8£I'IS OJr 


LOUIS M. WELSH 
.Iuoaa 0' THE .U~&I"O" COUaT 


COUftTHOUSE ... AILINCi ADDIUU 
POST Ol'FIC£ IIOX 272. 


SAN DI£GO. CALII'ORNIA 112112 


Mrs. Roberta Heyer 
1255 Wren Street 


January 4, 1978 


San Diego, California 92114 


Dear Mrs. Heyer: 


I am sending a copy of your letter to counsel in the 
Carlin case so that they may advise me at future hear
ings. 


Thank you for your continued interest. 


Sincerely, 


LOUIS M. WELSH 


LMVl:pap 


cc: William Gavin, Esq. 
Veronica Roesner, Esq / 
Ralph D. Stern, Esq. 
Nancy Reardan, Esq. 
Don R. Lincoln, Esq. 
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'J udge Louis 1\1 . vJelsb 
Superior Court 
San Diego, California 


Dear Judge Welsh, 


lJec. 2), 1977 
1255 Itlren St. 
San Diego, CA 92114 


You may remember that I testified in the Carlin 
trial as a white parent from the Norse High 
School area. 1'<ly three children attended scr,ools 
in the area, during which time we witnessed 
the change in the schools from integrated to 
minority isolated. 


I wish now to call your attention to a serious 
flaw in the Horse high School r~iagnet plan, as 
explained in the Union of Dec. 19, 1977. The 
article states that initially the plan will not 
be open to white students now attending lIlorse, 
but will be open to Ivlorse minority students. 
Nothing could be worse for the stability of this 
transition area than denying the local vir ite 
students access to the new program. 


1;/hite parents who continue to send their cr:ildren 
to t-lorse do so because they believe in int.egration, 
despite the hardships involved. To deny them the 
benefits of an integration effort will give them 
one more reason to flee the area. Under the 
Bthnic Transfer program minority families at t:Lorse 
have had the option of enrolling their children 
in a "better" school· up north. ~Jhite families 
equally dissatisfied with the school never had 
that option. Their only recourse was to move 
(up north, or into t he county) or to transfer 
their c hildren to a c ounty school with a falsified 
address. Hemarkably, some white families have 
stayed on in this area, accepting integrated 
schools and minority neighbors as a way of life. 


The percentage of white at Morse is now down to 
25~. To exclude white students from a pplying 
for a new attractive program at t heir neighborhood 
school, meant to bring "Jl:i tes from ' the rest of 
the cit.y, would be insulting and demoralizing 
to those v,b ite families wr: o are l i v i ng t heir 
conVictions. The magnet concept c~ rried on in 
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this manner can only contribute to increased 
segregation of tLis area, not to a lessening. 
The program sho.lld enroll all of the Vlr.i te and 
minority students at Morse who wish to be in 
it. Then students from t.ile rest of thp. city 
could~invited to fill the remainging places, 
according to etr.nic ratio. As the program 
expands, spaces will bricome available for more 
outside white students. 


The District has never grasped the fact ttat special 
attention should be given to schools in transition, 
to maintain their stability if at all pos~ible. 
A current example of this insensitivity is the 
lack of publicity that the Encanto I'iagnet school 
has received past and present. During the fall 
when mention of the four new magnet schools was 
made repeatedly in the paper, attention was never 
called to the already establi s}:ed successful 
jV'lClgnet School at Encanto, nor to the fact that 
most of the school was already integrated by the 
make-up of t·he surrounding comrnun i ty. . Some 
District encouragement in the past for scbools 
in transition could have lessened the number of 
minority isolated schools that need to be dealt 
with today. 


I would greatly appreciate your giving attention 
to the need for encouragement of white families 
to remain in minority areas, by insisting that 
the schools so located maintain an education equal 
to that of the rest of the city. Further, any 
program designed to attract outsiders to a school 
should first be offered to all of the locally 
enrolled students as a matter-of course. 


c.c. Dr. Leonard Sherr 
Principal i'lorse High 


Sincerely, 


~~N-'l.ZA- ?klJLft..-
P.oberta Heyer 
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RALPH D. STERN. Schools AttorDey 


BEN ECHEVElUUA. Assistant 
GLORIA M. BEtm.ER. Deputy 


SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS 


EDUCATION CENTER 


.100 Normal Street. San Diego. California 92103 
Telephone (714) 293-8450 


February 6, 1978 


The Honorable ' Louis M. Welsh 
Judge of the Superior Court 
220 West Broadway 
San Diego, California 92101 


Re: Carlin v. Board of Education 


Dear Judge Welsh: 


You will recall that on January 4, 1978 you forwarded 
to us a copy of a letter that you received from 
Mrs. Roberta Heyer concerning enrollment at the l10rse 
Center for Urban Studies. Enclosed, for your information, 
is a copy of a letter from Dr. Ralph Patrick, Deputy 
Superintendent for Operations, to Mrs. Heyer responding 
to the concerns raised by Mrs. Heyer. 


RDS :jmo 


Enclosure 


Donald R. Lincoln, Esq. ~ 
Veronica Roeser I William F. Gavin, Esq. 


cc: 


Nancy Reardan, Attorney at Law 
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RALPH PATRICK 
Deputy SupenntencHlnt. ()perllltOnS 


EDUCATION CENTER 


.,00 Normal 51.. s.n Ooevo. CA 92103 


(714) 2tHI031 


February 2, 1978 


Mrs. Roberta Heyer 
1255 Wren Street 
San Diego, CA 92114 


Dear Mrs. Heyer: 


f.IORSE HIGH SCHOOL 


A copy of your letter to Judge Louis Welsh, in which you express con
cerns regarding the Morse Center for Urban Studies, · has been referred 
to my office. 


As you know, this magnet program was designed as one of the major efforts 
of the district to reduce racial isolation in the secondary schools. The 
Morse High School Center for Urban Studies is a magnet program that 
started on Monday, January 30. Since the initial concept of the magnet 
was proposed several months ago, considerable planning and development 
have occurred. Under the administrative leadership of Dr. Leonard Sherr, 
principal of Morse High School. key teaching and clerical staff have been 
selected. counselors and resource teachers have been assigned to the magnet. 
and "staff orientation and curricuium development have taken place. In 
addition. an advisory committee, composed of representatives of local 
government and social service agencies, law enforcement organizations. and 
community leaders. has met regularly to review and react to the various 
developmental stages of the program. 


Participants will be selected from both resident and non-resident students. 
The magnet has been designed to provide a program for 300 students, 100 
from Morse High School and 200 from other high schools. In order to fulfill 
the goals of the district ' s integration plan, ethnicity of students will 
continue to be one of the selection criteria. Of the 100 students selected 
from Morse. 25 will be majority and 75 will be minority. The 200 students 
selected from other high schools will be predominantly majority; however. 
minority students also will be considered for the program. 


In developing this magnet. the Morse staff recognized the importance of 
allowing both majority and minority students to apply. The selection 
criteria allows for Morse students to participate, but within the overall 
limitations of achieving the stated ethnic distribution of the magnet. 
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Mrs. Roberta Heyer 
Page 2 
February 2. 1978 


Students and parents of Morse High School have been advised of the 
application and selection process. Interest and participation by 
Morse students have been most favorable. 


Your continued personal interest in the educational programs "of our 
schools is appreciated. Should you have further questions or 
suggestions. you may wish to contact Dr. Sherr or Dr. James Kaupp. 
secondary schools regional director for Morse. 


~7;l~ 
Ralph Patrick 
Deputy Superintendent 
Operations 


RP:mtm 


cc: Sherr 
Kaupp ATTACHMENT J 
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If Robert D. Zumwalt, Clerk rID 


SEP 2 a 1979 
8) ) . rA eon 


Ut"U I Y 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., ) 
) 


Plaintiffs, ) 
) 


v. ) 
) 


BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE SAN ) 
DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT,) 


) 
Defendant. ) 


----------------------------) 


Case No. 303800 


CHJ\Rr.E TO THE 
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE 
1979-1980 SCHOOL YEAR 


17 To the Chairman, Vice Chairman and ~emDers of the INTEr-FATIOl ~ASK 


18 FORCE. 


19 GREETINGS: 


20 The Task Force is specifically charqed to: 


21 1. Monitor, analyze and evaluate the quality and 


22 methods of education in all minority isolated 


23 schools and recommend steps that should be 


24 undertaken to make certain that in all such 


25 schools, the quality of education is at a 


26 superior level and that all children are 
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inspired to achieve. ~o this end, a sub


committee of the whole under chairmanship 


of the Vice Chairman of the Task Porce is 


formed. It shall be known as the Minority 


Education Task Force . 


2. Evaluate the human/race relations programs 


in various schools, identify the successful 


techniques and recommend which programs or 


portions thereof should be used throughout 


the district. 


3. Monitor, analyze and evaluate the Secondary 


Instructional Exchange Program. 


4. Monitor, analyze and evaluate the Elementarv 


Exchange Program (pairing and clustering). 


5. Accumulate data and investigate the causes 


for violence in the schools and recommend 


procedures for reducing violence and punishing 


offenders. 


6. Evaluate the overall plan as to whether mean


ingful progress to alleviate segreqation is 


being made. 


7. Report to the Court its activities on or 


23 before March 14, 1980 and June 6, 1980. 


24 To carry out this charge, the Task Force is authorize d to 


25 engage the services of monitors and necessary experts and a dv isors. 


26 /11 
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Stipends paid to such persons must be approved by the Court. 
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3 Dated: September 20, 1979 
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LOUIS M. WELSH 
Judge of the Superior Court 
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MEETING WITH DR. DIANE EVANS AND THE HUMAN/RACE RELATIONS COMMITTEE, 
NOVEMBER 9, 1979. 


Present: Beverley Yip, Napoleon Jones, Jr., Veronica Roeser, Melba 
Margolis, shuf Swift, Dena Anderson, Edward Fletcher, Rene 
White. 


Dr. Evans suggested several dimensions which we could use, ego 


1. Observation: verbal and behaviorial based on such things as rhythm, 
sounds, who talks to whom, eye contact, nonverbals such as facial 
expression, gestures, tics. Interactions such as who responds, 
patterns in classroom, who cuts off whom, seating patterns, body 
posture. 


Total climate of classroom such as restlessness, attention span, 
acting out, undercurrent of anger. 


2. Validation of observation findings through students, parents, teachers 
feedback or correlation of indicators such as absenteeism, violence, 
misconduct, grades etc. 


MEETING WITH DR. ROBERT GUTHRIE AND THE HUMAN/RACE RELATIONS COMMITTEE, 
NOVEMBER 14, 1979. 


Present: Beverley Yip, Rene White, Shuf Swift, Ed Fletcher, Yvonne Johnson. 


Dr. Guthrie recommended using an instrument to be completed by a stratified 
random sample of classrooms in the target schools and any where else we 
might want for control purposes. 


The "human/race relations assessment" would be designed to measure the 
objectives identified in the R/HR plans of each school. 


Advantages of such an approach: 


1. Can be administered to many people quickly and unobtrusively with 
limited person power. 


2. Can be replicated later to give indication of progress. 


3. More objective and subject to less "contamination ll than observation 
method. 


4. Can be designed to produce cross-tabulations to other variables such 
as sex, color, school etcetera. 







• 


p~~e 2 


Reconmendation: 


I reconmend we adopt the"R/HR assessment" method. 


The next step would be to engage a consultant to assist us in designing the 
instrument, the research methodology, and anlysis. 


>.~~ ~ rt.h~ ~~/~ 
~ ~ W~~7C~ 


~~ ~ ~vLf7R- ~ ~ 
~ ~ 0 ~'- ~1\WJ. 







RALPH n. STERN., Scbools AHomey 


BEN ECHEVERRIA. -\S~!stant 
ERNESTINE npUGLAS LITTLEJOHN (TINA). Deputy 
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SAN DIEGO CITY .. SCHOOLS 


EDUCATION CENTER 


4100 Normal Street , San Diego, California 92103 


Telephone (714) 293·8450 


June 25, 1980 


The Honorable Louis M. Welsh 
Judge of the Superior Court 
220 West Broadway 
San Diego, California 92101 


Re : Carlin v. Board of Education 
(Superior Court No. 303800) 


Dear Judge Welsh: 


The San Oieoo Unified School Oistrict would like to take 
this opportunity to respond to the specific recommendations 
made by the Court's Integration Task Force in its report 
dated June 16, 1980. 


Before proceeding to discuss the recommendations, however, 
the School District feels it imperative to state its belief 
that the Task Force's comments concerning a lack of commit 
ment on the part of the Board of Education and the adminis
tration are not supported by the facts. Approximately 
40,000 of the District's 112,000 students are participating 
in full- and part- time integration programs. Without the 
strong support of the Board and the administration, San 
Diego would not have the country's most successful voluntary 
integration program. This is not to suggest that improve
ments in the program are not possible; rather, it is simply 
not fair to blame the Board and the administration for those 
programs which are not successful and fail to give them 
credit for those which have succeeded. 


The District believes that the San Diego Plan for Racial 
Integration is precisely the sort of multi-year integration 
plan which the Task Force calls for on page 2 of its 
report. Given the appointment of the Task Force, the 
employment of experts by the Court, the filing of annual 
evaluations and the holding of periodic hearings, there is 
little doubt concerning the rigid enforcement of that pla n 
by the Court. Obviously, since a major aspect in the 
development of a voluntary integration plan is the concep t 
of building on successes, a multi - year plan will require 
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some periodic amendment or reVlSlon as well as some measure 
of flexibility in the use of facilities. Furthermore, both 
the District, the Task Force and other interested groups 
have learned from the actual experience of implementing a 
voluntary integration plan . For example, the views of some 
concerning programs-within-a-school as opposed to whole 
school magnets appear to have changed considerably over a 
period of time. 


On page 6 of its report, the Task Force makes six specific 
recommendations. Each of these recommendations is set forth 
below and is followed by the District's response. 


Recommendation 1 


"The concept of the METF should be continued. We 
have found widespread support for pursuing the 
subject of quality education in the racially 
isolated schools and this should be a part of the 
charge to the Integration Task Force for next 
year." 


Answer 


The District is fully committed to doing every 
thing possible to improve the quality of education 
in the minority isolated schools. Some years ago 
the District began implementing instructional 
improvement programs such as DISTAR. Last year it 
proposed, and the Court approved, innovative 
amendments to the San Diego Plan for Racial Inte
gration for Burbank Elementary School and Lincoln 
High School. On May 20, 1980 it proposed a pro
gram for improving the achievement of students in 
the minority isolated schools. The importance of 
this aspect of the District's effort to alleviate 
the effects of minority racial isolation is recog
nized and everything possible will be done to 
ensure the successful continuation of existing 
programs and implementation of new programs. 


Recommendation 2 


"A report is to be submitted to the Court by the 
district, due August 1, 1980, listing the number 
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of students ranked by school at the various levels 
of the achievement tests in reading and math in 
grades K through Six." 


Answer 


In the elementary grades, districtwide testing 
occurs only in the fifth grade. Information con
cerning the distribution of students' fifth grade 
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (eTBS) reading 
and mathematics scores, by school, is being pre
pared and will be available by September 15, 
1980. This information includes all students 
taking the test rather than just those students 
enrolled for the entire school year. As soon as 
it is available, these data will be forwarded to 
the Court and the Task Force. 


The District also will provide, by September 15, 
1980, histograms illustrating spring, 1980 CTBS 
test results for students in grades 1 through 6 in 
the minority racially isolated schools. Displays 
will include total reading and total math data for 
all students tested in April, 1980. 


Should the Task Force require additional data, a 
meeting could be arranged throuqh Mr. Edward S. 
Fletcher, Assistant Superintendent, Community 
Relations Division, with Dr. Stephen W. Isaac, 
Evaluation Services Director, and appropriate 
representatives of the Task Force. 


Recommendation 3 


"The district will submit to the Court by 
September 1, 1980, a plan which contains the stud y 
and methods of approach to a solution that ad
dresses the needs of those students ranked below 
the national reading and math averages. The plan 
is to focus at the K through Sixth grades." 


Answer 


The District believes that the Achievement Goals 
Program presented to the Court on Ma y 20, 1980 is 
fully responsive to this recommendation. 
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Recommendation 4 


"A report of each major incidence of violence that 
could be interpreted as harmful to the integration 
program is to be sent to the Integration Task 
Force for investigation. There is to be continua
tion and strong enforcement of the discipline 
code." 


Answer 


The District has some difficulty in understanding 
this recommendation since the Task Force itself on 
page 13 found that "School violence problems are 
generally minor and are being effectively ad
dressed by appropriate parties. Almost all acts 
of violence are spontaneous and consist of 
one-on-one mutual combat situations." It is 
believed that involving the Task Force in the 
investigation of specific acts of violence may 
well interfere with the rights to privacy guaran
teed students by state and federal law. Simi
larly, the involvement of the Task Force could 
well interfere with criminal prosecution in some 
serious incidents. The District fully supports 
the continued strong enforcement of its discipline 
code. 


Recommendation 5 


"A plan is to be developed and implemented in the 
Fall of 1980 that projects the positive aspects of 
racially isolated schools. This plan should be 
submitted to the Court by September 1, 1980." 


Answer 


As part of its response to Recommendation 15(b) of 
the Court-Appointed Experts, the District observed 
that it has already undertaken a number of actions 
to offset a negative perception with respect to 
the minority isolated schools. These actions 
include the development of film strips and slide 
presentations for community use which show that 
schools having integration programs are positive, 
productive and safe places. The District has also 
arranged tours of schools with integration 
programs for community leaders, parents and 
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students. For example, during the past year over 
1,000 people visited secondary integration pro
grams. In addition, the Court is respectfully 
referred to Appendix F of the Evaluation of the 
San Diego Plan for Racial Integration, 1979-80, 
which has been filed with the Court. This Appen
dix sets forth the public information/student 
recruitment activities for the past school year. 
A major portion of these activities are designed 
to project the positive aspects of the minority 
racially isolated schools. 


Recommendation 6 


"The Court should invite major companies and uni
versities to adopt one or more of the 23 isolated 
schools. The business firms and the universities 
would work with the schools to assist in develop
ing new programs or maintaining current ones in 
moving toward the goal of integration and a higher 
quality education. The business firms and univer
sities would develop instruments or methods to 
evaluate the schools' progress with the various 
programs." 


Answer 


As indicated in the response to the 
Court-Appointed Experts, businesses, community 
organizations and universities already play an 
important role in a large number of District pro
grams. Greater support is, however, possible and 
for that reason the District supports this recom
mendation. Richard R. Jackson, Assistant 
Superintendent, Secondary Schools Division, has 
been given the responsibility for working with 
such groups as the Chamber of Commerce in promot
ing the involvement of businesses, community 
organizations and universities in educational 
programs. 


The enthusiasm expressed by Lee Grissom, Executive 
Vice President of the Chamber of Commerce, 
suggests the possibility of accomplishing a great 
deal. Mr. Jackson will work with Mr. Grissom in 
compiling lists of specific needs that could be 
met by businesses, community organizations and 
universities for the various elementary and 
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secondary integration programs. The areas of need 
include, but are not limited to, speakers, intern
ships, field trips, advice on the content and 
structure of programs, job placement and counsel
ing assistance, materials and equipment, tutoring 
and sponsorship of individual student projects. 
The list will be completed by early September at 
which time the District will forward copies to the 
Court and the Task Force. 


On page 8 the Task Force discusses the Secondary Instruc
tional Exchange Program. In response to the recommendations 
made in connection with this program, the District will 
provide greater opportunities for nonclassroom interaction. 
Steps will also be taken to increase field trips and to 
resolve transportation problems. The District does not 
believe that the 2-hour class period can be extended because 
of the already tight scheduling of secondary school students. 


The District agrees with the Task Force concerning the need 
to continue close coordination among the Police Department 
Secondary School Task Force and Street Band Detail and the 
Secondary Schools Division and School Security Department. 


Attachment A to the Task Force Report is entitled "Report on 
Teacher Responses to the Minority Isolated School Survey by 
School Survey Subcommittee." Although the respondents to 
this survey were self-selected (i.e., only those individuals 
who wished to answer did so), the District believes that 
there may be some valid concerns expressed in the responses 
to the survey. In order to properly evaluate those 
responses, the District requests that the complete results 
of the survey, without the names of the respondents, be 
provided to the District. This information should include 
favorable as well as critical comments. In this way the 
District would be able to determine whether a particular 
concern is limited to one or two respondents or is more 
widespread, suggesting the need for careful review. 


Althou gh t he District has not responded to every comment of 
the Task Force, it has sought to respond to the substantive 
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suggestions. The District wishes to assure the Court that 
even those comments not specifically responded to have been 
noted and are being carefully considered. 


~~ 
RALPH D. STERN 
Schools Attorney 


RDS:jmo 
0287A 


cc: Veronica A. Roeser 
William F. Gavin 
Donald R. Lincoln 
Integration Task Force 











Report to Jud~e Louis ~ ; . Welsh 
Superior Court, San Die~o, California 
April 15, 1981 


Courtney Cazden 
Joseph Rosen 


At your request, we spent ~arch 5 and 6 in San Die~o visiting schools 


and meetin~ with school officials. You asked us to assess the progress that 


is bein~ made toward the attainment of the objectives established for the 23 


racially isolated minority schools in the court order of September 6, 1980. 


Our areas of concern were, in good part, related to those expressed by us on 


April 1, 1980 . These concerns were: 


1. The Leadership of the School System 


2. The Instructional Pro~am 


3. Child Welfare Concerns 


4. The Schools and Parental and Community Relati0ns 


Leadership, Attendance and, Parental Relations 


The ~eneral feeling of the principals, rtssistant principals, and the Central 


Office personnel with whom we spoke was one of optimism and satisfaction with the 


work that had been done to install the Achievement Goals Prog~n, with the services 


that were venerated because of the new and vigorous attendance iMprovement program, 


and with the involvement of parents in regard to student attendance and homework 


policies. 


With respect to leadership, the court order to the school officials has been 


accepted as a most serious challenge. vie were reminded of our use of the term 


"loose couplirw:" in reference to the free relationships that had existed hereto fore 


between the Central.and Area Offices and the local schools. According; to the 


statements of principals in schools that we visit~l, the presence - physical and 


spiritual - of Central Office personne rad never before been so frequently 


experienced nor so finnly fel t as since the court order . Specific demands have 
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been made upon the principals in regard to improvp.ment of academic achievement, 


the use of resource teachers in classrooms for in-service, attendance improvement 


~als, kinder~arten extended day, homework and discipline policies, and parental 


involvement. While "demand" may seem to be a very strong term, this characterizes 


the need of the schools and supports Judg;e Helsh's edicts. 


In re~rd to leadership, therefore, thp.re appp.ars to be movement in keepi~ 


with order #5 to "continuously evaluate the 'effectiveness of the Superintendent, 


school principals, supportlng leadership staff and teachers duri~ the school year." 


As much as possible, evaluation of leadership should have objective and 


measureable bases, that is, achievement results, attendance percenta~es, parent 


attendance at school meetings, hcr~e visits by aides and counselors, and records 


of in-service classroom assistance by the resource teachers. There is evidence 


in some cases that resource teachers are diverted from their in-service functions in 


order to assist principals in other ways. This diversion can cause lesser academic 


achievement and non-fulfilL~ent of the Achi~vement Goals Program; principals, . 


area superintendents and their staffs must be held accountable. 


Further, in regard to leadership, there appears to be discrepancy between 


the ~al established by the Judpe on order #1, p. 26, of the September 6, 1980 


Memorandum of Intended Decision to "implement rt course or courses of study in 


minority isolated schools which will result in 7~~ of the students in each of the 


schools havin~ a median achievement rate on the Comprehensive Test of Basic 


Skills at the nationql norm in readin~, I~th~tics and lan~ge by 1983-84." 


The Judge has modified this goal from 70% to 5~~ of the students, yet school 


principals in their AGP goals plans have stated their ~ls to be that of the 
, \ 


original district pronouncement of an i mprovement of only nine percentile 


points by 1983-84. A top school official has assured us that the Judge's goal 
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is the aim and that the district is strivin~ for 5~k of the students achievi~ 


to national levels . This needs further follo"'l up by the Central and Regional 


offices. 


In rev,ard to the effectiveness of the leadership, a key issue must deal 


with the quality of the commitment of school principals and those whom we 


visited appeared to be enthusiastic and knowled~eable as to the process for imple


menti~ the ACP. This commitment needs to be translated into systematic managerial 


practices \o.,rith teacher-by- teacher analysis to determine where strengths and 


weaknesses exist. The ' observation form for classroom visitation is a step toward 


a more thorou~h evaluation process but the question must be asked as to the follow


up use of the form; a pattern needs to be established. 


The leaders of the S.D .U.S.D. are bein~ pushed to install programs and 


practices and there will be resistance on the part of some teachers to the 


cha.nge in teachi~ f0nTlC:t. Hm-lever, in vie"'l of the low achievement levels of 


students, it is critical that leaders insist upon teachers following the pro~am 


as planned. The statement that creativity is bein~ lessened must be held against 


the fact that creativity of teachers in the past has not produced achievements 


that are acceptable. Creative tertchers CRnnot be stifled - they will embellish 


the. established programs of instruction to mastery with tangential and supple


mentary methods and materials. 


Dr. Thomas ,:aQ;el and Dr. John I :cLevie, inteq:ration analysts for the 


Board of Education, ~ve made an in-depth series of statements in "Status Report I, 


on the Progress of ' Implementing: the Achievement Goals Program in San DiegO 


City Schools, January 28, 1981." They indicated that "the AGP is off to a 


good start" and "it seems clear that the continued use of the Ginn ReadinlS 


Series is appropriate and advisable." However, "it is most difficult to make a 
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judlSement on student achievement until the school year is completed." p. 38. 


Further, the pupils' progress charts that are to be completed qy classroom 


teachers, the teachers pro~ram cards, the End-of-the-Unit Reports all give 


promise that the goals of the District can be achieved. 


Improvement of Attendance 


In the area of attendance improvement the process is now in practice of 


teachers reportin~ 2 times a day the attendance in their classes, and the 


follow-up calls on the phone and the hOMe visits by additional personnel 


that have been added are commendable. The principals must see that these 


good practices are maintained. The district has set a goal of reduction of 


non-excused absences by 3~k, but the schools visited had improved by 40% 


to 5~k. The effort to improve attendance has resulted in an additional 


$225,000 being paid to the district by the State. The parental reactions 


to the District's efforts are positive, especially for the hOMework pro~rams; 


the pressure to improve attendance Hhich has resulted in phone calls and home 


visits, and the extended kinder~arten day have caused the positive reinforcement 


that schools need. 


Instruction 


With respect to the instructional pro~ram, impressive pro~ress in the de


velopment and implementation of the AGP program, nnd len~thening of the kinder


~rten d~y have been noted above. In addition, we want to discuss two curriculum 


areas mentioned in our earlier report - the Oral Conmunication Program and bi:" 


lin~al education; and raise questions about one cart of the San Die~ program 


we had not considerea before - the Learnin~ Centers and Extended Instructional 


Exc~es. 


On the Oral Communication ProO'ram (OCP), we have reviewed a packM;e of 
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sample materials, visited classes where oral lan~uage activities were in progress, 


and talked with Robert Bennett, who has responsibility for all program develop


ment in this area but whom we had not met before as he was on leave in 79-80 . 


In ~neral, program development in this area is very promising, and Bennett 


is well qualified to carry it out. We a~ree with Bennett's philosophy that im


provement in oral lanP,Ua~e skills can only come from a pro~ram in which drill 


follows, and is closely related to, meanin~ful cOmMUnicative activities (such as 


the interviewing, role playin~, translation of stories into television scripts, etc., 


described in the sample materials). tole realize also that a ~enerai curriculum 


problem is accentuated in the oral language area: curriculum objectives must not 


be reduced to what is tested on written achievement tests. They can test the 


fine points of En~lish ~r (they ~ vs. they is), spelling, punctuation, 


etc.: but they can not test, for example, how to speak appropriately in a job 


interview or on the job itself. The challen~e to curriculum desi~n and imple


mentation in all areas, but especially here, is how to use the pressure for in


creased achievement as demonstrated on tests as leverage for teachin~ more than 


the test scores can reflect. 


Accordi~ to the implementation plan, 19?1-32 will be the first year of 


fu~l implementation of the Oral Communication Program. Hopefully, the imple


mentation procedures that have worked this year for AGP can be followed as success


fully next year with the Oral Comnunications Pro~ram. 


One set of oral lanRUage activities that is part of the AGP itself is the 


"word warm-ups" - five minutes of lively vocabulary huildirto; exercises 


that precede instruction each nay. ~·:e did not happen to see any of these wam


ups, but we heard excellent reports from teachers about the:n. Vocabulary buildinn: 


is a critical aspect of both la:1q;LIan-e and readinn- pro1ress, and the war:n-ups 


sound like an imar!inati vely designed ':ray to do it . 


;Ie have not done an in depth analysis of blli~al education in San Diego . 
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We discussed it in our April 1980 report only in Recommendation #6 on focused 


supervision. There we mentioned, as an example of a pro~ram which did include 


such focused assistance to teachers, the ESEA Title VII Bili~al Demonstration 


Project in 3 classrooms in each of 5 schools. Our description of this "ex


ceptionally well-designed model" referred only to the 15 classrooms in this 


demonstration program. We did not, and still do not, have sufficient ~nowledge 


to comment further. He note the recent 8.poointr.ent of a well-qualified person 


to take charge of programs for the fjro\-1in«: number of Asian students in San Dierzo; 


and note as \o/ell the involverr.ent of special consultant: :cLevie in the c;eneral 


bilinP-;Ual education area. But while fully supportinr.: the principles of bi


linR;Ual education we do not feel able to comment further at this time. 


Finally, the Learnin~ Centers (LC) and Extended Instructional Exchanges (ErE): 


Both these pro~rams were initiated to promote inte~ration, but our char~e i-laS 


to evaluate the "quality of education" in the !1inority isolated schools and we 


did not consider these pro~raHls in our ori~inal report. Hmo/ever, no\o/ tHO specific 


links between the two ~als of inte~ration and quality education have become more 


obvious. 


First there is the role of the LC in providin~ education outside the basic 


skills. According to both teachers and principals, the time comrr~tments for AGP 


have tended to crowd out of teachers' plans and the students' time experiences 


in "basic" areas such as science, art and lJusic. These are precisely the curricu


lum areas, in addition to physical education, where excitin~ experiences are 


available to children who attend LC oreday a weel<. As one intermediate grade 


teacher put it, even though attendance of her class at a LC further reduces the 


time available for Adp and eve~Jthin~ else, the experiences her children have 


at the LC are far superior to anythin~ she could provide (even ~rith r.nre tine) 


because of the specialized qualifications of the teachers and the specialized 


equipr.:tent available to them. ~':e visited some of the LC classes and found truly 
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exciti~ education in all curriculum areas - physical education, sCience, art, 


music and enrichment activities in readina;, languag;e and mathematics . iie do 


not know if such high quality experiences can be provided as fully within the 


structure of the Extended Instructional Exchan~es. 


Second, in the EIE problems with the or~ization of instruction in the 


basic skills areas seem bound to arise. I-Ie have not seen any EIE prog;rams in 


action, but we have discussed so~e of these problems with various members of ' 


the San Diego teachina; staff . Because the EIE functions for 'a period of 40-45 


continuous days, the organization of basic instruction in reading; and math for 


nearly a quarter of the school year is at sta!<e. Unless both g;roups in each 


exchange pair are following the same curriculum, one of two consequences seems 


unavoidable; either the pro~ess of 1 of the g~roups will be disrupted; or the 


degree of real integration within the classroom walls \~ll be minimal as separate 


~ups of children follo\-/ their "home" curriculun in separate parts of the 'room. 


;'breover, even if the two groups do share a jOint curriculum, the gap in achieve


ment levels will tend to make readin~ and math P,rQups de facto segre~ted anyway. 


None of these problems affect the LC. Differences in basic skills levels -


are not as serious in the enrichment activities in reading, language and math 


and are largely irrelevant for worldn~ top.;ether in sCience, art, etc. rt!e were 


extremely impressed with the quality of both the curriculum experiences and the 


deP.;ree of true intep;ration in the LC classes \ole visited. True, the children 


are inte~ted for a caximum of 36 days per year (one day per week), while the 


EIE would place children to~ether for 40-45 days per year. The quality of an 


experience - here, integrated education - is at least as significant as the 


quantity. 
, , 


j-ioreover, we understand fron Dr. ?atricl< tilat the LC are less expensive 


than the EIE (approximately $346.00 vs. C484.00 per child per year) . For all 


these reasons combined - the benefits in quality of education and the quality 
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of integration and the smaller cost; we sup~est reconsideration of the plan 


to phase out the Learning Centers. In saying this, we want to make it clear 


that these considerations were discussed orally with Drs. Goodman and Patrick, 


and with Judge Welsh during; our visit to San Dier;o in early t'iarch, and are in 


no way affected by the subsequent California Supreme Court decision. 


In conclusion, we want to affirm both the very commendable pro~ress being 


realized in all critical areas of the San Die~o pro~ram addressed in our earlier 


report, and the need for consistent and sustained focused supervision and 


manag;erial accountability if this r.Jomentum is to be sustained. Becaus~ of 


increased demands on 'the school staffs tc achieve this pro~ress, we urge imple


mentation of a financial reward system discussed in Order #17 in the Court's 


September 80 i'1emorandllr.l of Intended Decision. 


• 
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SEP u 19~O 


SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 


KARl CARLIN, et al., ) 
) 


Plaintiffs, ) 
) 


v. ) 
) 


BOAP~ OF EDUCATION OF THE ') 
SM~ DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL ) 
DISTRICT, ) 


) 
Defendant. ) 


--------------------------) 


I 


CASE NO. 303800 


MEf-lORANDUH OF INTENDED 
DECISION 


At this annual review the Court finds the School 


District's programs together with natural demographic distribu-
1/ 


tion-have "held the line" so that segregation has not increased 


.!/ Plaintiffs' counsel points out '~that although the minority 
population in the District increased by 1,868 students be


tween 1978-79 and 1979-80, the minority resident population 
in the 23 segregated school neighborhoods increased by only 
80 students. In other words, 1,788 of the new minority students 
in the District took up ' residence in neighborhoods outside of 
t he 23 segregated schools." 1,419 of these students are Asian 
and Alas kan/Indian students, 687 are Hispanic. There was a 
loss of 238 Black students. 
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during the past year, but no particular progress toward further 
2/ 


desegregation has been made~ The prevention of further deterio-


ration in the situation is significant since there has been an 


exodus of white f~milies from the district and overall percen-
I 


tages have dropped from 61.8% white in 1979 to 58.9% white in 


1980. It is encouraging that the Integration Task Force found 


" that in most schools students are more aware of cultural 


distinctions, cultural contributions and the racial/ethnic make 


up of our community." 


The Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program (VEEP) continues 


to be the only significant desegregation device for secondary 


students. Magnet schools have proved effective in desegregating 


elementary students. During the past year, two additional 


minority isolated elementary schools have lowered minority 


percentages below 80%, bringing the total number of such schools 


to four. Fulton, an athletic magnet, has moved from 1.2% white 


to 21.1% white and John?on, an academic magnet, has moved from 


% Minority 
in School 


80-100% 
(Isolated) 


60-79% 
(Tipping) 


0-59% 
(Desegregated 
and "White II ) 


Distribution of Minority Students 


1976-77 1979-80 


30% 26% 


17% 18% 


53% 56% 


100% 100% 


Information obtained from annual Pupil Ethnic Census. 
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1 0.8% white to 26.1 % white. Valencia Park and Webster continued 


2 to enroll over 20 ~ white. On the other hand, ten of the minority 


3 isolated schools had slight increases in the percentage of 


4 minorities, and tipping schools (those with fewer than 50% 


5 white) show a large loss of white students. 


6 In 1978, there were 15 elementary schools and one junior 


7 high school with more than 50% minority enrollment. In 1979 


8 there were 18 elementary schools and two junior high schools in 


9 this category. Moreover minority percentages increased in all 


10 but one of the original 16 tipping schools, and one school, 


11 Paradise Hills, has slipped to 21.9% white. Comparison charts 


12 of all minority isolated schools and all tipping schools have 


13 been attached as Appendixes A and B respectively. 


14 The Court adheres to its view that mandatory assignments 


15 will further speed up white departure and have the ultimate 


16 effect of creating city-wide segregation. The withdrawal of 


17 white children from the , system during the last three years is 


18 greater than that forecast by Dr. David J. Armor in 1976. Ac-


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


cording to his testimony, the District would probably become an 


imbalanced district in 1990. Present projections indicate this 
3/ 


point could be reached as early as 1983~ Our High Court has 


warned that the cry "white flight" cannot become a refuge for 


those who resist desegregation, but there can be no doubt that 


"the California Supreme court has expressly authorized the 


~ See Exhibit 4N's. Armor projected that white enrollment 
would be in the range of 68,000- 75,000 by 1979. The 


actual figure is 66,000 and the loss curve, when superimposed 
on the projection (Exhibit 4N's), shows a sharp downtrend 
between 1978 and 1979. 
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consideration of rcsegregation patterns in designing decrees 
y 


for school litigation under the State Constitution." The man-


date of Crawford allows sufficient flexibility to trial judges 


to formulate remedies based upon an intelligent evaluation of 
} 


all data to the end that the ultimate goal of integration shall 


be achieved. (Appendix C.) 


In an effort to achieve meaningful progress toward desegre 


gation and alleviate the harms of isolation without devastating 


side effects the Court will once more order the District to pro-


ceed as the District itself had originally planned; namely, with 


the expansion of the elementary exchange program for both iso-


lated and tipping schools. The Court will also order the Dis-


trict to implement an educational program which must result in 


!I Estes v. Metropolitan Branches of Dallas NAACP, et al., 
444 U.S. 437, 62 L.Ed.2d. 626, 100 Sup.Ct. 716 (Powell, 


Stewart and Rehnquist dissenting from dismissal of cert.) The 
wisdom of the California court's de facto rule or "no fault 
desegregation" is clearly etched against the background of the 
federal cases that apply the de jure rule. Once a federal court 
has determined that intentional desegregation has occurred, the 
Court is compelled to decree a remedy that will "let the punish
ment fit the crime". Federal cases require a remedy to restore 
plaintiffs to substantially the position they would have occu
pied had there been no violation. This is an absurd criterion 
since no one can possibly know where plaintiffs would have live d 
had there been no violation. However, the Federal Courts assume 
that without intentional segregation all races would have been 
nearly equally mixed throughout the community. Thus the only 
remedy available in the Federal Court is busing at any cost 
unless, of course, the community is already overwhelmingly 
minority, in which case it is suitable to improve the children's 
education. In California a variety of remedies can be fashioned 
to alleviate the harms of segregation, provide quality schools 
and equal educational opportunities before the community has be
cOlne a minority community. (See Appendix C, a collection of 
the Crawford court's directives to trial judges in fashioning 
desegragation decrees. ) 
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1 substantial improvement in the achievement of minority 
5/ 


2 children.-


3 The credibility of the District with this Court has 


4 deteriorated because of lack of candor. Statistical analyses 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


in District evaluations are changed from report to report in 


order to exaggerate claimed successes and minimize failures . 


"Changes each year in the format of the data furnished by the 


school district have made comparisons between years difficult, 
~ 


and sometimes impossible . " As a result, the Court has 


had to seek additional information and undertake the tedium of 


matching raw data in order to get a fair comparison of last 


year with this year. 


Moreover, this year's report and evaluation makes no men-


tion of the Race/Human Relations Program or how it has been 


monitored; there is nothing said about the promise to expand the 


16 elementary exchange program or the future of that program . The 


17 District advertisement ."Better Education by Choice" is mis -


18 leading. The choice is only available to those who are in the 


19 right place with the right color skin at the right time. The 


20 Court has informally urged the District to take the Court's 


21 orders as minimum requirements; the Court has stated the 


~ 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


~/ If it is not reasonable and feasible to physically desegre-
gate the entire community, then one of the means available 


to alleviate the harms associated with racial isolation is the 
implementation of programs that will produce improved educational 
outcomes for minority children. Crawford v. Board of Education 
(1976) 17 Ca1.3d 280, 309; Milliken v. Bradley (1976) 433 U.S. 
267, 275-279, 53 L.Ed.2d 745; Evans v. Buchanan (1978 C.A.3 
en banc), 582 F.2d 750, 767-774). 


28 ~/ Brief of plaintiffs filed August 18, 1980, page 6. 
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1 District could show its good faith by enlarging on Court d irec-


2 tives, e.g., the number of elementary exchanges, but the 


3 District has never gone beyond the Court order. And now, as 


4 will be presently explained, the Court believes it has been mis-


5 led concelning the nature and content of the proposed Achieve-


6 ment Goal Program. 


7 The District, as a representative of the people, is not 


8 in the same position as a private litigant who may be forgiven 


9 for twisting facts to win a case. We seek a just solution for 


10 the children, their parents and all citizens, not for the mem-


11 bers of the Board, the educational establishment or partisan 


12 groups who presume to represent minority or majority interests. 


13 The District would be well advised to follow the sug-


14 gestion of its former Schools Attorney, Thomas A. Shannon, 


15 now Executive Director, National School Boards Association who 


16 wrote in a recent issue of the Journal of Law & Education: 


17 "A corollary to credibility is openness 
and candor 'in school governance matters. 


18 There really is nothing to hide in public 
school district operations. Acting as if 


19 there is does nothing except promote the 
festering of suspicion and distrust which 


20 propels employee groups to erroneous 
judgments that lead invariably to 


21 heightened tensions . . • ~rAns\vering 
questions truthfully is not enoug h. 


22 School Boards must extend themselves to 
ensure that all the facts relevant to t he 


23 district's financial plig ht ... are 
made conveniently available to emp loyees 


24 in a reasonably undercitandable form. 11]./ 


25 Mr. Shannon was speaking of credibility and candor when dealing 


26 - - - -


27 


2S 2/ UHow to Cope with Collective Bargaining in Times o f Fi s cal 
Crisis", 9 Jour. of Law & Education 243, 245-246. 
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1 with teachers in the adversary setting of collective bargaining. 


2 How much more important it is to be candid with the public, 


3 the children, and the Court, the forum charged with the duty of 


4 deciding what course of action will best protect the rights of 


5 all citizens. 


6 If the Court shall finally conclude that the Distirct will 


7 not boldly and vigorously pursue those desegregation techniques 


8 now available, e.g.: the voluntary pairing of schools, the 


9 replication of successful magnet programs, the effective imple-


10 mentation of proved educational programs that raise student 


11 achievement and others, then despite the risk of resegregation, 


12 radical surgery in the form of mandatory assignments must be 


13 undertaken. When constitutional rights have been transgressed, 


14 a remedy must be prescribed; preferably, an effective one with 


15 no side-effects, but in any event, some remedy. 


16 


17 II 


18 EVALUATION OF CURRENT PROGRAMS 


19 A. 


20 VEEP 


21 As stated above, VEEP continues to be the primary tool 


22 for desegregating secondary students. The program is criticized 


23 as "one way busing". In a sense, this is correct since it is 


24 used almost exclusively by the minority community. In another 


25 sense the epithet is misleading because no one is forced t9 


26 participate in the prog~am. If this Court's judgment con-


27 c e rning white flight is correct, two way bus.ing would make 


28 San Diego a minority district like Los Angeles, Inglewood, 
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II 


Pasadena, San Franciso and all other major cities throughout the 


nation. 


The VEEP program has also been criticized becquse it 


causes a "brain drain" from minority schools -- depriving them 


of \'I1orthwhile role models. The criticism is well taken. Ad


ditionally, the persistent phenomenon of fewer senior high par


ticipants than junior high enrollees suggests that many of the 


youngsters or their parents have become disappointed in the 


program in the junior high school. 


The program is far from a complete success. Nevertheless, 


the court finds the operation of the VEEP program entails more 


plusses than minuses and encourages its use until something 


better comes along. This decision like most decisions in this 


case has been, in the words of Crawford, "an exceedingly diffi-


cult, sensitive and taxing [one], requiring the balancing 


and reconciliation of many competing values." (P. 310) 


The court congratulates the District on the system-wide 


inauguration of the "buddy" system and encourages more emphasis 


on promoting a loving receptive attitude from resident teachers, 


staff and students toward the VEEP students. It is in the im


plementation of VEEP that the Race/Human Relations plan is of 


the most importance and the Court will require close monitoring 


of the program and effective enforcement by all personnel. 


B. 


RACE/HUMAN RELATIONS PROGRAM 


The Court could not find this program mentioned in the 


District's evaluation. Early in the school year, the District 


forwarded to the Court a "check-list" concerning the plan to 
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1 monitor the program. This directive provides that everyone 


2 (hence no one) is responsible to see that effective implementa-


3 tion is taking place throughout the District. The T9sk Force 


4 engaged the services of Dr. Guthrie to evaluate the program and 


5 his report was due July 28. It still has not been received. 


6 Therefore the Court is unable to evaluate the program at this 


7 time. The District is ordered to explain in detail how programs 


8 in the several schools are monitored, what is actually being 


9 done and how successes in some schools are communicated to and 


10 implemented in other schools. 


11 c. 


12 MAGNET SCHOOLS 


13 Enrollment statistics in magnet schools support the con-


14 clusion that magnets have been primarily useful in desegregating 


15 elementary pupils. 4,191 white children and 4,763 minority 


16 children participated in elementary magnets ' last year. 689 


17 white students and 462 minority students participated in 


18 secondary magnets. 


19 Plaintiffs have charged that the claimed success of 


20 elementary magnets located in white neighborhoods is unwar-


21 ranted because many of the enrolled minority students have 


22 merely transferred from other desegregated schools. After 


23 studying enrollment records, the Court finds that 75% of 


24 minority students in elementary magnets located in white resi-


25 dential communities come from minority isolated or tipping 


26 schools (see Appendix D). It would of course be preferable to 


27 have 100% come from isolated and tipping schools, but only those 


28 who apply can be enrolled. 
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1 There are, however, some enrollment practices that need 


2 explanation. The District is ordered to submit an explanation of 


3 practices which involve the enrollment of white children from 


4 tipping and isolated schools. There are 44 white children en-


5 rolled from such schools. (See Appendix D.) 


6 Most magnets in majority neighborhoods succeeded in at-


7 tracting minority youngsters. In minority neighborhoods, 
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10 


11 
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13 
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24 


25 
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27 


28 


however, white children are primarily attracted by programs that 


emphasize effective teaching in basic skills (reading, language 


and mathematics). The one exception is Fulton where the magnet 


program is athletics. (See Appendix A.) Those minority iso


lated magnet schools that do not succeed in attracting a sub


stantial number of white students should either be switched to 


another magnet that shows promise of success or the schools should b 


included in the expanded elementary exchange program to be dis


cussed hereafter 


D. 


ELEMENTARY EXCHANGE PROG~1S AND LEARNING CENTERS 


There has been justifiable complaint that the Learning 


Centers produce a lot of movement but very little education. 


These large groups that meet only one day a week were intended 


as "ice breakers" to build mutual trust, break down racial 


barriers and dispel myths and false stereotypes produced by iso


lation. The Learning Centers fulfilled this function. 


The Integration Task Force, in its June 1980 report, 


recommended that the Learning Centers be expanded into more com


prehensive exchange programs patterned after the existing ones. 


The Task Force found that the 9 week Elementary Exchange programs 
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1 produced meaningful integration and that few parents exercised 


2 their option to remove children from the program. In 1978 the 


3 District represented that it would indeed phase out the 


4 Learning Centers and phase in paired and clustered schools. In 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


1979 the Court reminded the District of this promise, but to the 


Court's knowledge, nothing further has been planned, said or done 


In its 1979 order, the Court stated: 


" the long term plan will be to 
increase these [elementary) ex
changes and phase out the Learning 
Centers. By long term, the Court en
visages that all exchanges will re
place Learning Centers by the 1983-84 
academic year." 


The Court now orders the District to present a plan by 


13 November 1, 1980 to accomplish this directive. The plan must 


14 pair or exchange each elementary school with 70 percent or more 


15 minority students, (where the school will not become or remain 


16 a total school magnet) with elementary schools that are 70% or 


17 more majority (and the school is not a total school magnet). 
8/ 


18 The program will be completely implemented by the 1984-1985-


19 school year and the Learning Centers will be concurrently phased 


20 out. 


21 E. 


22 SECONDARY EXCHANGE PROGRAM 


23 The Integration Task Force reported that the Secondary 


24 Exchange program is too small and the participants do not spend 


2~ v enough time together. The District states it will provide 


26 


27 1 


28 
Because nothing has been done to further this plan to date, 
the original target year, 1983-84, appears unrealistic. 
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1 greater opportunites for non-classroom activities (field trips) 


2 but the two hour class periods cannot be extended. Last year, 


3 the program involved only 550 students of whom 203 were minority 


4 isolated. The exchanges were for various durations, ranging from 


5 less than a semester to a year. 


6 This program, like the magnet schools, has made no signifi 


7 cant inroad on minority isolation in secondary schools. The 


8 District must come up with a better plan; perhaps programs pat-


9 terned after the elementary exchanges. In the meantime, secon-


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


dary academic programs must be revised. Among other things, the 


District shall cooperate with the Basic Study Skills center at 


San Diego State University to .develop a writing program for 


secondary students. The District is ordered to submit on or 


before December 15, 1980 a joint report with Dr. Don Basile on 


the progress in developing the writing program and the District 


will submit other suggestions concerning the manner in which 


secondary education ca~ be improved and the effects of isolation 


in such schools can be alleviated. 


F. 


PROJECT LINCOLN 


Information submitted to th~ Court suggests that this 


project has had some positive anc ~neficial effect at Lincoln 


High School, but much more remainr to be done. A group of 


24 Lincoln teachers claim that the school needs more "stable, 


25 seasoned, strong, academically competent teachers." Complaints 


26 have been made that at least 50% of all students in an English 


27 c l ass are pulled out and put in Title I laboratories; it is 


28 claimed that 40% of the faculty have been there two years or 
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1 less. The Court will meet with the above said group of teachers, 


2 in the presence of counsel to discuss Lincoln's problems so that 


3 a suitable order may be drawn concerning this school. 


4 G. 


5 SECURITY AND ATTENDANCE 


6 Information received by the Court indicates that during 


7 the 1979-80 school year there has been greater enforcement of 


8 the Discipline Code with good results. The District is ordered 
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10 
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22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


to continue strict enforcement of this code and to follow 


through on its representations to improve student attendance 


through various means including the immediate contact of parents 


whose children are absent without excuse. 


H. 


LANGUAGE PROGRAM 


The District's report on the language program is con


fusing. The Court is unable to discern whether a cohesive pro


gram or plan to teach the children standard English exists. The 


Court has received a syllabus for such a program from the Dallas 


Schools which the Court will make available for review by 


Counsel and the District. The District is ordered to provide 


clear information on the content and implementation of this 


program. 


III 


EVALUATION OF PROPOSED EDUCATION PROGRAM 


Before the beginning of the 1979-80 school year, the Court 


a ppointed a team of three outstanding educators to examine, 


evaluate and report on the quality of education in San Diego's 
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1 isolated schools and to submit pertinent recommendations. liThe 


2 Achievement Goals Program" that will be instituted in the coming 


3 school year was the District's response to criticisms and 


4 suggestions made by 'this team. They exposed the "undisputed fact 


5 that the ~cademic skills are grossly deficient in the 


6 


7 


8 


9 


minority schools in comparison with the total San Diego 
9/ 


District. 11- They pointed out that " •.• if leaders are 


satisfied, or blame the victim for poor achievement, then a 


vigorous approach to the task of improving teaching and learning 


10 will be lacking. II These educators recommended central control 


11 of materials, methods of instruction, supervision and in-service 


12 training of staff. " . Principals and supporting leadership 


13 staff should be continuously evaluated in terms of their 


14 students' achievements." Two instructional programs they found 


15 to be "exemplary" in respect of supervision and in-service,staff 


16 training were Distar and the Bilingual Demonstration Program at 


17 certain schools . 


18 A. 


19 PROPOSED GOALS 


20 The goals proposed by the District for its Achievement 


21 Goals Program are nine percentile points on the Comprehensive 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


2-/ In 1978 " .•• the San Diego District had a 59th per
centile median achievement at the 6th grade level on the 


Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, a national testing program, 
while the minority schools averaged 31st percentile with a low 
of 24th percentile. The District was in the 58th percentile 
at the 8th grade level, while the three isolated junior high 
schools reached the 24th percentile. The District was in the 
63rd percentile at the 10th grade level, while the isolate d 
high schools reached only the 30.3rd percentile." (Consultant's 
report. ) 
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1 Test of Basic Skills in reading and mathematics, Grades 3 and 


2 6, for the period 1980-83. Plaintiffs and Amicus Curiae, 


3 The Urban League, argue the goals are insufficient. The Court 


4 agrees~ In order to determine what goal is reasonably attain-


5 able, the Court has searched out and studied successful programs 


6 throughout the Country. On the basis of this study, the Court 


7 concludes that each of our minority isolated schools should have 


8 a median achievement rate for 70% of its students at the national 


9 norm of standardized achievement tests (50th percentile) in 


10 reading, mathematics, and language by 1983-1984. 


11 Recent experience with schools in poor minority urban 


12 districts reveals that if the -schools are properly run, virtu-


13 ally all students, no matter how disadvantaged, can be taught 


14 to read, write and calculate at a level sufficient to function 


15 in American Society. 


16 East St. Louis, Illinois began a Follow-Through Program 


17 in 1968 using Distar. ,By remaining with the program they have 


18 produced outstanding results. The pupils of this district, 


19 which is over 90% black, test on pre-school examinations below 


20 88% of the nation's students but by the end of the third grade, 


21 they test above 50% of the nation's students in both reading 


22 and mathematics. In South East San Diego, a far more economi-


23 cally advantaged community, the average third grader is 19.48 


24 percent to 13.57 percent behind the - District's average. 


25 In the early 1970's San Diego used Distar on an exp~ri-


26 mental basis at Emerson, Elementary School. As in most places 


27 where it has been used, it was remarkably successful. In 


28 April 1974 the Emerson principal, August Castille, hosted a 
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1 symposium of educators to demonstrate this success. Mr. Castille 


2 told the story of his experience with Distar, including his 


3 early rejection of the system, "My first impression was that it 


4 was chaos and was certain to be discontinued within a short 


5 period of time." Nevertheless, he stuck with the program and 


6 was eventually won over because of the results it produced. 


7 Kindergartners who had been in the Distar program were given 


8 first grade entry level tests. They had a composite score 


9 "above the District 1-1edian and at the 75 percentile," he re-


10 ported. "The other 'mean' scores were as follows: Immediate 


11 recall near 30 percentile (low) Letter Recognition 75 percen-


12 tile (well above District) Auditory Discrimination 85 percentile 


13 (35% units above District) Visual Discrimination 55 percentile 


14 (above District) Language Development 75 percentile (well above 


15 District). I feel quite confident: he continued, "that much of 


16 


17 


18 


19 


the progress and the successes that our first graders are ex-


periencing, at the pre~ent, is related to the fine instruction 
10/ 


that they've received through the Distar program.~The Court has 


not yet been advised why Distar was discontinued in San Diego 


20 and was not used again until 1978. But the Court is pleased 


21 


22 


23 


24 


that Distar is once more being used in San Diego with the same 


25 


26 


27 


28 10/ S R A Reports, May 1976. 
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11/ 
1 outstanding result~ This effective program must not again be 


2 discarded before another equally effective or better one is 


3 found. 


4 ' Another school district that stayed with Distar was 


5 Mount Vernon, New York. Generally, Distar is considered to be 


G a teaching method best suited for underprivileged children. 


7 Mount Vernon, hbwever, has used the program district-wide in all 


8 its schools with success. Mount Vernon had been the district 


9 with the lowest scores in Westchester County. Now it is the 


10 district with the highest scores. After eight years its third 


1] graders who failed state competency examinations dropped from 


12 37% to 8%; for sixth graders the drop was from 46% to 28% in 


13 reading and from 53% to 24% in mathematics. Improvement in 


14 student outcomes from 1977 to 1978 was about 50% in the third 


15 grade and 30% in the sixth grade. 


16 But success with underprivileged minorities is not 


17 simply the story of Di~tar. Some authorities, such as Rudolf 


Flesch, author of Why Johnny Can't Read, contend it comes down 


28 program. 
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1 to direct-instruction through phonics rather than "Look-And-Say". 


2 He endorses five phonics publishers, Addison-Wesley, Distar, 


3 Economy Co., J. B. Lippincott Co. and Open Court Publishing Co. 


4 The December 1979 issue of Basic Education carries an article 


5 "Beginning Reading Revisited". It states, "Open Court, 


6 Lippencott, and Distar have contributed to the outstanding 


7 achievement of students in Rochester, New York. None of these is 


8 'fail safe' or denies the influence of classroom teachers, but 


9 their underlying philosophy and structure help insure success 


10 in reading for the majority of boys and girls whose teachers use 


11 them." 


12 Rochester, New York introduced its new program in 1975. 


13 At that time the district's scores were among the nation's 


14 lowest in reading and mathematics. In 1980 the children did as 


15 well or better than others in the nation in most grades on 


16 standard mathematics and reading tests. In 1971, 43% of all 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


third graders read belo~ grade level. In 1979 only 20% failed. 


For several years there had been severe resistance to the use of 


a phonics system by the self-protective educational bureaucracy. 


This resistance to change was finally broken down by insistent 


parents, mostly black, who deserve great credit for their ac


complishment. The Rochester system primarily relies on ma


terials published by Open Court. 


Here in California we we have a story of achievement 


written by an inspired and capable leader. In 1976 Jim Enochs, 


Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction for 


the Modesto city Schools, embarked on a program designed to re


store educational standards. He instituted a complete system 
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1 and a coordinated program including a code of conduct that 


2 specifies the punishment for particular offenses, goals for 


3 achievement and detailed methods for attaining them. Students 


4 are not promoted until they have mastered the required skills. 


5 All persornel in the chain of command (supervisors, principal 


6 and teacher) are held accountable through effective monitoring 


7 and pupils at all levels of training, Kindergarten through 12, 


8 are tested so that responsibility for success or failure can 


9 be identified. 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


Enochs is in charge of the entire program. The result: 


the number of students failing competency tests each year has 


fallen dramatically. 70% are at or above their expected grade 


levels in reading and mathematics. Is there any reason 


San Diego should expect less? 


Other communities such as New York and Chicago report 


exceptional results in certain schools with outstanding princi


pals and innovative tea~hing programs that are enthusiastically 


and properly implemented. Many of the schools discussed in 


this section are located in abysmal ghettos. If positive out


comes are possible there, how much easier it should be to pro


duce noteworthy results in South East San Diego -- a community 


of homes and open space where the physical, social and psycho


logical environment is relatively uplifting in comparison. The 


court will accept no less than that which has been achieved else


where. We have the possibility to produce the best in the 


nation. Should not that be our goal? 
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1 B. 


2 CAPABILITIES OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAM 


3 The District's Proposed Achievement Goals Program was 


4 approved by the Court on May 22, 1980 · to enable the District to 


5 proceed immediately and prepare for the coming year. The Court 


6 had been presented with a four page statement of the program and 


7 a brief oral report with no details. It was represented as an 


8 instructional program in reading and mathematics based on the 


9 principles of Mastery Learning developed at the University of 


10 Chicago and used successfully in the Chicago schools. The Court 


11 was therefore under the impression that the successful Chica go 


12 program was to be replicated here. The Court was informed that 


13 the District had sought and was receiving advice and counsel 


14 from those in charge of the" Chicago program and therefore assumed 


15 that the elements of that program, namely, the materials used, 


16 uniformity of methods of instruction, supervision, continuous 


17 in-service staff training and continuous evaluation of principals 


18 and teachers would nec~ssarily be the heart of this program. 


19 Such a program, together with the plan to continue and expand 


20 Distar would have reasonable promise for successful student 


21 outcomes. It would be a good start and a square response to the 


22 evaluation by the Court's team of consultants. 


23 Then the Court received a letter from Michael Katims, 


24 Coordinator, Mastery Learning Program Development in the 


25 Chicago Public School System. Mr. Katims stated that he wished 


26 to correct any misunders~anding that Chicago's program was the 


27 one San Diego was intending to implement. " " Ch" " . .. we ln l cag o 


28 have not contributed to San Diego's conceptualization of Mastery 
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1 Learning nor do we support it, II he said. Katims pointed out 


2 that San Diego was developing its own materials from an existing 
12/ 


3 Ginn tex"t,"" that the materials vlill not have been field tested 


4 before they are put into use and that it is unlikely that the 


5 problems of an untested program can be solved while simulata-


6 neously reaching achievement goals. In Chicago, Katims said, 


7 they use materials that have been revised and developed through 


8 five years of field testing in the classroom. Only now are 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


they ready to put the program into system-wide use. 


San Diego's Deputy Superintendent, Dr. Ralph V. Patrick, 


is reported to have responded to Katim's criticism as follows: 


"We recognize the magnitude of this 
extremely complex undertaking. But 
we make no apologies. We know we 
will need one year to get feedback 
on the program from the teachers 
and two years to implement the re
visions -- and three more years 
probably before we get an initial true 
picture.II~ 


This forthright statement shows that our District now plans to 


18 start allover. Instead of adopting ready made, field tested, 


19 successful programs that are available for immediate use, the 


20 district has undertaken the tedious process of developing a 


21 totally new system of instruction in order to use books which it 


22 already has. This step ,·lill further delay ifQprovement of 


23 learning outcomes. If our District believes it can improve on 


24 


25 


26 


27 


the available "ready-to-wear" merchandise with its own "tailor 


12/ Ginn is denominated by Rudolf Flesch as one of the "Dismal 
Dozen" publishers because it follows a "Look-Say" rather 


than a phonics appraoch. 


28 13/ San Diego Union, August 1, 1980. 
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1 made" plan, why not use the tried and tested product while 


2 developing a San Diego program? 


3 Upon receipt of Katim's letter, the Court forwarded it to 


4 Mrs. Yvonne Larsen, the president of the Board of Education, 


5 through counsel, with the suggestion that she select impartial 


6 educators to evaluate the planned Achievement Goal Program. 


7 She promptly did so, for which the Court is grateful. One of 


8 those selected to review the program was Dr. Sidney Estes, 
14/ 


9 Superintendent of Instruction, Atlant~ In his 14 page report, 


10 dated August 18, 1980, Estes stated: " • • much has yet to be 


11 done as the opening of the 1980-81 school year approaches. 


12 The task at hand is monumental, " He referred to "the 


13 complexity and magnitude of what is proposed." 


14 Dr. Estes was diplomatic but clearly critical of the 


15 absence of principal and teacher evaluation in the upcoming 


16 program. 


17 ". the Central Administration ap
pears to believe in, and have confi-


18 dence in the expertise and abilities 
of currently assigned teachers and 


19 local site administrators ...• 
there is conviction that these per-


20 sonnel presently possess most of the 
necessary skills and competencies to 


21 implement the program and make it 
fully operational. However, it is 


22 suggested that some type of assess
ment devices and mechan·isms be in-


23 stituted and utilized to verify or 
refute this belief. . . . , • . . 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


!i/ The other consultant, Herbert J. Walberg, reviewed ma
terials at his desk in Chicago, made a few telephone 


calls to personnel in San Diego and sent in a two page re
port with a 22 page curriculum Vita. 
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1 


2 


administrators and, most definitely, 
teachers, should be 'certified' that 
they can do what is being expected. . 


3 He went on to state: 


4 "The planned in-service segment • . • 
appears to be brief and may be inade-


5 J quate. . •• It is felt that this 
initial in-service needs monitoring in 


6 regard to adequacy in preparing pertinent 
personnel for their responsibilities." 


7 
Estes continues: 


8 
"The site plans reviewed begin to re-


9 flect many differences in what local 
sites envision as an outgrowth of their 


10 planning. . .. It would appear that 
inequality and inequitability could be 


1] possible without guidelines." 


" 


12 According to Dr. Estes, the plan that is offered as a response 


13 to the critique of the Court's consultants carries with it all 


14 the defects discussed in that critique; namely, insufficient 


15 training, lack of coordination, lack of central control and 


16 insufficient monitoring. 


17 To the Court's k~owledge, all programs, including 


18 Distar and Chicago's Mastery Learning, that achieve the goals 


19 of improving student outcomes in minority isolated schools, are 


20 carefully monitored and controlled. The school principal and the 


2] teacher, not the course of study, are the keys to the learning 


22 process, "The heart of any school system is the instructional 


23 program -- the curriculum as it is actually experienced by stu-


24 dents hour after hour and day after day and the learning out-


25 comes that students achieve." (Report of Court Appointed 


26 Consultants.) How can the Board or the administration 


27 know what is going on in the classrooms or how well the 


28 principals and teachers are doing--when there is neither 
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1 monitoring nor accountability? 


2 Systems such as Distar, Mastery Learning, Open Court and 


3 others have value only insofar as they are properly prepared, co-


4 ordinated, implemented and monitored. The test of the District's 


5 proposed program will be in students' achievements. The Court 


6 hopes it will succeed. It can if some fundamental changes are 


7 made -- now! The program cannot be directed by a committee. The 


8 Board must require the person at the top to follow through or 


9 find someone else who will. 


10 If, by the end of the current school year this Court finds 


11 the academic programs and method of implementation used by the 


12 District are not suitable to achieve the desired result, the 


13 Court will specify the programs and take such action as may be 


14 necessary to assure proper· implementation of an effective program 


15 (School Desegregation and Federalism, 5 U. of Day. L.Rev. 77, 78; 


16 The Effect of the Search for Equali ty Upon Judicial Institutions, 


17 A. Cox 1979 Wash. U. L.Q. 795, 799-802, 805). 


18 


19 IV. 


20 NEED TO RE-EXAHlNE Am-HNISTRATION 


21 From the perspective of the Court, lack of coordination, 


22 lack of communication, and the absence of clear-cut lines of 


23 responsibility are common features of the San Diego Unified 


24 School District. If there are a dozen curricular offerings in 


25 a school, there may be a dozen persons responsible for their 


26 implementation. Successful solutions to common problems in one 


27 school will be unknown to those at other schools. There ap-


28 pears to be no solid coordination among programs. For instance 
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1 there is no clear explanation of how Distar and the Goals 


2 Achievement Program will mesh. In most school districts that 


3 have experienced success with minority student achievement, one 


4 person ' is in charge of curriculum and instruction or reading or 


5 mathematics or both for the entire district. Dr. Estes remarked 


6 that "the concepts and elements of 'Systems Planning & Manage-


7 ment' common to business and industrial complexes need to be 


8 brought to bear on this enterprise." 


9 The present management tree, organizational chart, and 


10 lines of authority must be re-examined by c a pable persons ap-


11 proved by the Court and not connected with the District to 


12 determine what if any changes ' should be made to better serve 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


the District's primary objective, education. The administration 


should be structured to make it responsive to classroom acti


vity and capable of communication that will enable quick repli


cation of outstanding programs and discontinuance of poor 


programs. 


The Integration Task Force has recommended that the 


District work with the business community and universities who 


can· assist in developing new programs or maintaining current 


ones designed for integration and producing a higher quality 


of education. The Court agrees. The Court will continue to 


seek assistance from the Integration Task Force, professional 


educators and others. Funds now on 'hand may be sufficient to 


meet expected expenses this year. The Court orders the District 


to budget $25,000 as a ~ontingent fund that may be drawn upon 


by the Court if needed. 
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1 Traumatic though it may be to the community, busing 


2 is an easy way out -- temporarily. Busing can be carried out by 


3 superintendents reluctant or unwilling to do so. It is visible, 


4 easily enforced by the Court and immediately satisfying to thos~ 


5 minorities who see it as a symbol of victory over the white 


6 community or who have been misled to believe that it will 


7 magically produce better educational results for their children. 


8 Educating children requires willing cooperation on the 


9 part of the top administrators, principals, teachers and the 


10 organizations that represent them. It requires hard work, 


11 inspiration, imagination and perseverence. It is less n ews-


12 worthy and less visible, but mpre fulfilling. It works to 


13 lift the children out of isolation -- permanently. 


14 This is a crucial yeOar. The choice for the future is up 


15 to the Board of Education. 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


The Board of Education of the San Diego Unified School 


District will: 


1. Implement a course or courses of study in all minority 


isolated schools which will result in 70% of the students in each 


of puch schools having a median achievement rate on the Compre


hensive Test of Basic Skills at the national norm (50th percen


tile) in reading, mathematics, and language by 1983-1984. The 


outcomes of children in the minority isolated schools at the e nd 


of the 1980-1981 school year must reflect significant achievement 


toward this goal; achievement sufficient to justify the conclu


sion that it is reasonable to expect the final goal to be accom


pl i shed in the time designated. The Court will conside r the achieve 


ment significant if the test results are 25% better than current 
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2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


ones. 


2. Expand the present elementary exchange programs so 


that each elementary school with 70% or more minority, students 


(when the school will not become or remain a total school magnet) 


is paired with a majority school with 70% or more majority stu


dents (when the school will not become or remain a total school 


magnet) for the ' entire school year at or before the 1984-1985 


school year. At the same time the present Learning Centers will 


be gradually phased out . 


3. Investigate and study a writing program for secondary 


students similar to that used by San Diego State University. Im


plement such a program during the second semester of - the current 


school year (February 1981) and submit to the Court on or before 


December 15, 1980 a joint report with Dr. Don Basile concerning 


the details of the proposed program. 


4 . With the help of outside assistance from persons or 


organizations approved by the Court, undertake a study of the ad


ministrative structure and organization of the School District to 


redesign such structure so that lt will be responsive to the edu


cational needs of the students, better able to detect both super


ior and inferior performance in the classroom, improve communica


tions for the purpose of replicating outstanding programs and dis


continuing ones that are not productive and for facilitating the 


supervision and monitoring of school principals and classroom 


teachers. Consideration should be given to the establishment of a 


Deputy Superintendent in charge of curriculum who would have 


authority over all teaching programs in all schools . Such study 


should be conducted during the 1980- 1981 school year and a full 
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8 
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10 


11 


12 


13 


14 


15 


16 


17 


18 


19 


20 


21 


22 


23 


24 


25 


26 


27 


28 


report from the outside consultant together with the District's 


evaluation and conclusion should be presented to the Court by 


February IS, 1981. 


5. Continuously evaluate the effectiveness of the super


intendent, school principals, supporting leadership staff and 


teachers during the current school year. 


6. Minimize fragmentation of resources and interruption 


of instruction in the classroom, particularly in the basic skills 


area (see Report of Court Appointed Consultants dated April I, 


1980, Recommendation No.4). 


7. Place the actual interaction between a caring and 


competent teacher and his/her students as the central focus in 


the classroom (Report, Recommendation No.5). 


8. Provide intensive high quality focused assistance 


directly to classroom teachers (Report, Recommendation No.6). 


9. Establish full day kindergartens at each of the 


isolated schools where possible and report to the Court by 


November 15 which if any of the schools do not have full day 


kindergartens and why they do not have them (Report, Recommen


dation No.7) . 


10. Disseminate the oral communications program throughout 


the District as quickly as possible and advise the Court by 


November 15 at which schools the program has been impleme n ted, 


in how many class~ooms and specifically of what the imple menta


tion consists (Report, Recommendation No.8). 


11. Arrange for discussions between staff and parents 


concerning the value of homework and develop school-wide 


policies concerning homework; advise the Court by November 15 
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1 concerning the school-wide policy relating to homework which has 


2 been established at each of the isolated schools (Report, 


3 Recommendation No.9). 


4 12. Establish additional career center courses at Lincoln, 


5 Morse, and San Diego High Schools (Proposed by the District). 


6 13. Establish an on-site opportunity school at Gompers, 


7 and an additional high school diploma program at San Diego High 


8 School (Proposed by the District). 


9 14. Supervise classrooms and school facilities so as to max-


10 imize integration within each school (Report, Recommendation No. 


11 12). 


12 15. Insure that instructional materials used by all stu-


13 dents in the exchange programs and Learning Centers are the same 


14 so that integrated instruction can be maximized (Report, Recom-


15 mendation No. 13). 


16 16. Take all necessary steps to improve the attendance of 


17 pupils in minority isolated schools with concern for those who do 


18 not attend regularly as well as for those who do. In this connec-


19 tion, implement a program whereby the parents of each absent stu-


20 dent will be contacted by a School District representative, either 


21 by telephone or in person, shortly after the student is found to be 


22 absent. Further, revise record keeping procedures so that it will 


23 be possible to identify patterns of attendance of individual students 


24 (e.g., t~ose regu:arly absent on Monday or Friday). Prepare month 


25 ly reports of attendance by school of the apportioned and non-


26 apportioned absences and re-establish the Social Agency Coali tion an 


27 Survey School Retention Program for Pregnant Girls. Finally, improve 


28 attendance by motivational techniques, alternative curriculum time 
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schedules,expansion of alternative schools and vocational 


education opportunities (Report, Recommendation No. 14 and 


District Proposals). 


17. Explore with the appropriate bargaining unit the 


possibility of providing incentives to the staff at minority 


isolated schools with the goal of entering into long term con


tracts with the most able and inspiring principals and teachers 


(Report, Recommendation No. 15). 


18. Cooperate with the business community and universi


ties in developing new programs or maintaining current ones 


designed for integration and producing a higher quality of edu


cation (Integration Task Force Report dated June 1980). 


19. Direct staff to refuse to promote students until 


they have mastered the required skills for their grade level, 


define competencies for each level and provide for testing 


of students at all grade levels, Kindergarten through 12. 


20. On or befor~ October 15, 1980, submit to the Court 


a detailed explanation as to how the Race/Human Relations 


Program is monitored; what the program consists of and how suc


cesses in one school are communicated and replicated in others. 


21. On or before October 15, 1980, explain why there are 


44 white children from tipping and isolated schools enrolled in 


magnet schools in white neighborhoods. 


22. On or before December 15, 1980, submit a plan to re


duce minority isolation in secondary schools and improve educa


tional outcomes for students in those schools . 


23. Continue strict enforcement of the discipline code. 
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1 24. Budget $25,000.00 to be available for draw by the 


2 Court if such funds shall be needed to defray necessary expenses 


3 for consultants, Integration Task Force expenses or other 


4 assistants. 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 
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13 


14 


15 
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APPENDIX A 


1979-80 -% MAJORITY 1980-81** 
WHITES WIUTES 


SCHOOL MAGNET EXPECrED ACI'UAL 78-79 79-80 EXPECIED REI'URNS COM'1ENI'S 


Baker 


BaJ..)x)a 


Burbank 


Cho11as 


Enerson 


Freese 


Fulton 


Horton 


Johnson 


Kennedy 


Knox 


lDgan 


lDwe11 


M=ad 


Sherman 


Stockton 


Valencia Pk. 


Webster 


Gompers 


M;m)rial 


O'Farrell 


Lincoln 


t-t::>rse 


San Diego 


U.Lab. 


None 


None 


None 


None 


None 


Athletics 


Spanish 


Academic 


None 


French 


None 


Spanish! 
English 


None 


Indivd. 
Instr. 


None 


U.Lab 


Ftmd. 


Math/Sci 


None 


Ftmd. 


ctr. 
M:rlicine 


67 


o 
o 
o 
o 


o 
93 


81 


62 


o 


64 


o 
84 


o 


58 


o 
204 


200 


165 


o 


90 


50 


Ctr, Urban 100 
Studies 


ctr/Cormn.m. 50 


55 


49 


4 


18 


10 


90 


77 


43 


98 


10 


19 


8 


25 


7 


17 


12 


170 


205 


195 


53 


62 


24 


53 


1.4 


6.1 


1.6 


4.2 


3.3 


18.9 


1.2 


9 


.8 


1.6 


2.7 


3 


3.7 


4.6 


8.6 


3.6 


27.4 


41.4 


11.7 


3.6 


14.6 


.7 


21.9 


53 . 19.8 


10.4 


5.0 


1.2 


4.7 


1.7 


12.9 


68 


105 


21.1 160 


12.2 53 
(3.7)* 


26.1 117 


1.6 


9.9 31 
(4.4) 


.8 


6 45 


2.5 


5.9 
(4.5) 


2.1 


13 


24.4 115 


44.4 137 


33.9 302 
(7.5) 


5.8 


15.6 
(8.6) 


.5 


17.9 


21.8 


22 


19 


11 


11 


** Based on district estimates in August. 
* Figures in ( ) are for school outside magnet. 


46 


30 


35 


46 


15 


19 


6 


71 


131 


172 


9 


o 


4 


3 


Started 79/80 X 


X 


I€a.rning Ctr. X 


Ftmdarrental to 
start 80/81 


Learning Ctr. X 


Started 79/80 


School w/in X 
school 64-474*** 


Started 79/80 


Learning Ctr. 
Paired/Curie 
118-622-


School w/in 
school 9-294 


Started 79/80 


X 


X 


X 


X 


Paired/Dai11ard X 
49-275 


Scloo1 w/in 
school 54-963 


Learning Ctr. 


X 


X 


Sclool wi in X 
school 113-433 


Intercultural 
Lang. 80/81 


Schcol w/in 
school 37-644 


52-996 


143-1486 


47-1205 


X 


X 


*** 64-474 means 64 minority students out of 474 are included in program. 
X Designated to receive Goal Achievement Program. 







APPENDIX B 


TIPPING SCHOOLS 


% l'lhites 
ELEHENTARY 
SCHOOL 1978-79 1979-80 Differences 


Audubon 37 31.3 - 5.6 
Boone 30.6 25.7 - 4.9 
Brooklyn 47.8 44.9 - 2.9 
Carson 47.6 42.1 - 5.5 
Central 36 29.5 - 6.5 
Dewey 47.5 49.9 + 2.4 
Euclid 48.8 43.9 - 4.9 
Keiller 31 25.9 - 5.1 
Lee 39.3 36.6 - 2.7 
Linda vista 33.1 27.8 - 5.3 
Oak Park 48.6 46.7 - 1. 9 
Paradise Hills 27.5 21.9 - 5.6 
Penn 47 39.8 - 7.2 
Perry 49.3 45.2 - 4.1 
Washington (1) 43.4 34.3 - 9.1 
Beale (2) 71.5 49.5 -22.0 
Marshall (3) 52.7 44.5 8.2 
Rowan 50.2 45.7 - 5.5 


JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 


Bell 31.6 28.3 - 3.3 
Montgomery 51.8 47.4 - 4.4 


SENIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL 


San Diego 19.8 21. 8 + 2. 


(1) Lost 22 Whites, gained 7 Hispanics and 16 Asian & Alaskan/Indians. 


(2) Lost 31 Whites, gained 87 Asians. 


(3) Lost 32 Whites, gained 28 Asians. 







APPENDI X C 


ANALYSIS OF 


CRAWFORD V. BOARD OF EDUCATION (1976) 17 Cal.3d 280 ' 


AS IT PERTAINS TO THE CHOICE OF REMEDIES 


AVAILABLE TO CORRECT SEGREGATION 


"The Constitutional evil inheres in the 
existence of segregated schools. It is 
the elimination o~ such segregation and 
the harms inflicted by such segregation 
that is the ultimate Constitutional ob
jective." (285) 


To accomplish this "ultimate Constitutional objective," 


the School District must undertake n ••• reasonably feasible 


steps to alleviate segregation and its accompanying harm . . . 


[t]he task of integration is an extremely complex one which 


entails much more than the assignment of specified percen-


tages of pupils of different races or ethnic groups to the 


same school." (286) 


The goal is not simply the mixing of races but the elimi-


nation of the harms to minority children which have generally 


flowed from the maintenance of segregated schools (e.g., 308). 


The Supreme Court acknowledges that the trial court's task 


" ... is an exceedingly difficult, sensitive and taxing one , 


requiring the balancing and reconciliation of ma n y compe t i n g 


values." (310) To effectively d i scharge this task, " 


a trial court retains broad equitable power to order implemen-


tation of a realistic program ..•• " (286 ) 







" . . a trial court should take into account the 


long range effects of the adoption of alternative proposals; 


a court may reject a particular approach if it finds that its 


implementation is likely to result in a 'one race' or 'all 


minority' school district and consequently in less ultimate 
J 


opportunities for the benefits of a desegregated education. 


"vIe do not mean, of course, that the threat of 'white 


flight' may be used as a smoke screen to avoid the Constitutional 


obligations of a school district .•. [however,] a realistic 


evaluation of the ultimate consequences of a particular course 


of action cannot be ignored . In the end, if a Court finds 


that certain alternatives are not realistically available or 


particular goals reasonably attainable, it may require the 


board to take greater efforts in some other direction in at-


tempting to alleviate the consequences of school segregation. 


(c.f. Bell, Waiting on the Promise of Brown (1975) 39 Law & 


Contemp. Prob. 341, 354-355.)" (309) 


On pages 354-355 of Bell's article, the author refers to 


"educationally-oriented relief". Bell observes: 


" •.• Perhaps paradoxically, separate 
schools \vhich, through the implementation 
of alternative remedies first become (in 
the educational sense) quality schools, 
may stand a better chance of eventually 
becoming integrated schools as well. 6l " 
(355) 


"61. See K. Clark, A Possible Reality: A 
Design for the Attainment of High Academic 
Achievement for Inner-City Students (1972). 
This alternative remedy to integration for 
past discriminatory school policies, if 
vigorously enforced by the courts, might 
avoid the dire situation contained in 
Justice Douglas' warning that the court's 
rulings in San Antonio Independent School 







......... -------------------------~ 
Dist. and Mi lliken v . Bradley, will return 
the problems of blacks and the society to 
the 'separate but unequal' period. 418 U.S. 
at 759." 


In Ca+ifornia " ... education has been explicity recognized 


for equal protection purposes as a 'fundamental interest'. 


(See Serrano v. Priest, supra, 5 Cal.3d 584, 604-610 ... ) 


the 'fundamental' nature of the right to an equal education de-


rives in large part from the crucial role that education plays 


in 'preserving an individual's opportunity to compete success-


fully in the economic marketplace, despite a disadvantaged 


background . [t]he public schools of this state are the 


bright hope for entry of the poor and oppressed into the main-


stream of American Society.' (5 Cal.3d at p. 609)" (297). 
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APPENDIX D 


ELEMENTARY MAGNETS IN WHITE SCHOOLS 


TOTAL ISOLATED TIPPING 
SCHOOL MINORITIES SCHOOLS SCHOOLS COMMENTS 


Fremont 59 31 9 17 whites from 
Brooklyn, Carson 
and ~1ashington 


Green 104 63 28 
Lindbergh 133 97 15 
Longfellow 192 57 48 5 whites from 


Carson, Central 
and Linda Vista 


Rolando Park 129 72 41 
Spreckles 164 103 42 
Sunset View 71 51 13 
Silver Gate 162 120 22 


CREATIVE AND PERFORMING ARTS 


Elementary 68 28 22 5 whites from 
Brooklyn, 1 from 
Oak Park 


Secondary' 49 25 5 3 whites from 
Montgomery, 1 from 
Bell, 1 from 
O'Farrell 
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' Transcript of Part of the San Diego ' Unified School District's Tape Recording of the 


School Board Meeting of 6/24/80. 


(status Report of the San Diego Integration Plan.) 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Y.~da.m President, J·1embers, the status report today includes two reports, 
actually: one, informational in nature and one report~for which action is 
required. The first report is a report of the evaluation of the San Diego 
Plan for Racial Integration. And in order to provide for comparisons with 
evaluations of the past, this report, the format of this report~follows that 
of the prevjous two years. If you will look at the contents, ~ould like 
to ,discuss with you the forzat and what I will do with you today then will 
be to-turn to the section dealing with principal findings, conclusions 
and reco~endations and-walk you through that and then field any questions 
that you might have. 


The report~then~considers items that have been considered in the report 
for the previous two years. Mainly the Racial Ethnic Census Report, 
secondly, the Progra.m Participation Count~ programs such as the Voluntary 
Ethnic Enrolltlent Program, .Magnet Programs, Learning Centers and other 
integration programs. We include descriptions, and cocments relating to 
programs such as the Teacher Initiated and Site Initiated Projects, the 
Oral COI!U!lunica tions ProgrS!!l, recrui tmen t acti vi tie s and so forth. Finally 
the next section of the evaluation deals with the integration meas~es: 
the Desegregation Index and the Classroom Teacher Integration Index. And 
finally, the last section of this evaluation deals with the integrat10n , 
surveys, sooe of which were done by District personnel, some of whim were 
done by District Consultant Dr. Oscar Kaplan. 


1£ :.Ju would then turn to page 41 where we have the principal findings and 
con :usion~ I will be pleased to take you through those. Page 40, I'm 
sorry. You'll recall when we discussed previously the Racial Ethnic 
Census Report, ve indicated that the oajority enrollment in the District 
had declined by abod 530 st>_',dents or a percentage of 7.8%. While 
d~ring the saze period of tiL~e the ~nority enroll~ent in the District 
gained 1,868 st~dents or 4.3%. fr~ring the s~e period in the 23 co~rt 
designated isolated schools, the minority enrollment decline~. Although 
there was a general p.nrollrr:.en t gain in minority enrollment throt:.gho-J, t the 
District, there was a decline in the segregated isolated schools of 246. 
While more majority stt;.dents enrolJed in the =:inority isolated schools. 
'le think this is significant in light of the fact of what was happening in 
the District with regard to the decline of wajority students and the 
increase of minority stt;.dents. 


The V EE.P enroll!:ent d .ring this period grew by abo\.!.t 1 cffo and we now have 
3700 st ~,dents in the Vol-...ntary Ethnic Enroll!lent Progra.!:, approximately. 


Do yo~ want questions as yo .:.. go along or? 


I can operate however is cor:fortable with yo'" JfJ'. Filner. 
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--------------- ---------------------------;-----------
TapePg. 2 


Filner: Can y01i give .;.s thE ethnic breakdown of the VEEP? 


Fletcher: Yes, yes, I certainly can. In the VEEP, as I indicated, there are 
just over 3,700 p'Jpils and the ethnic breakdowns are: 1 ,398 of thee 
are Hispanic, 32 are whit~. 2080 are black, 76 are Asians, 10 are 
Alaskan Indians, 80 art Philippino and 62 are Indo-Chinese. 


Littlejohn: Let !:Ie ask ye'';'' a q;;.estion ¥.r. Fletcher. That fir::;t paragrap!1 tr..at deals 
with the increase and decrease ••• • 


Fletcher: Yes. 


Littlejohn: You. . indicate that we had a decrease in ~inority st .dents in o·.~r l:inority 
isolated schools b'l t an increase in ~tlinority st~'dents thro Ehol .. t the 
District. ¥lhere did the • •• Is it yen r position then that thes~ s bdents, 
these cinority students, located, their families located o _tside the 
23 isolated ~inority isolated schools, or that the exod;;.s o~ t of District 
E had to do with the fact that they were VEEPed o~t? 


Fletcher: I thiILc the answer wo -....ld be both, ~·:r. Littlejohn. I cen't give yo';" any 
specifics as to what percentages. I think there is an increase in the 
n1:.2ber of yo .;ngsters, of :rinori ty y01.~ngsters, enrolling in schools 
thro;~ghollt the District b'!t I can't ••• 


Goodn:.an: ItJ\\b..;.ldn't ••• tl,o n·.;.;nber of t~- '" rcinority YO'~ngsters be the Asians that 
had settled in Linda. '.Vista: · and .. i 


Fletcher: Yes, the greatest proportion of additional ~norities cocing into the 
District was Asian a."ld that Gay very well s.cco;;nt fo!' the fact taat a 
n . ..mber of the.:: have nct chosen to reside in the areas incL,ded in the 
23 isolated schools. 


Filner: In O1,;.r goals that we have set 'lP in this plan, did we establish eny goals 
for the VEEP pro€Ta~? An ethnic brea£down? I ~ean for ex~ple, the 
negligible percenta€e of whites. Do we have a goal to increa~e the 
n ·.trober of whites in that pro~~? 


Fletcher: Yes, the goal is to increase the n·:..f:.ber of whites in theVEEP. 


Filner: Do we have a fig-..a-e? 


Fletcher: We don't have a n~erical goal. 


Larson: ?'.r. iii tt • 


Wi tt: Dr. Filner, I wo·..;.ld really personally be at a loss, nyself, how to 
figt:.re O-.lt how we woo ld p·_; t a goal on VEEP, but I wonder if yo·, wo-_:ld 
have any ideas on that. 


Filner: 


~itt: 


Filner: 


Witt: 


Well, I'~ trying to fi5~e o~t. I cean we are s upposed to have an 
e~tion of O~ plan, right? 


Right. 


OK. ~Lation can only ~~~e sense a gainst certain goals that yo~ have. 


Right. 
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Tape · Pg. 3 


Filner: 


"'itt: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Goodmen: 


Filner: 


Axe yo ... mp'lt';:'l" the:. or not? 1'1!! tryinr- to figure o-...t how are we 
going to eval'.:ate a s ti,ccess or not s '-, ccess of this plan. 


Oh, I am too and that's why I ax. asking yo-:.. , can yo~; help !:le? 


Yell, I ~em, if we ••• I wo '~d like to know if we have disc~ssed goals. 
I have not been on the board when we have discussed any goals. I mean, 
does it make sens('that we try for n'.l.Clbers in VEEP? Are we trying to 
~t kids back in neighborhood schools and reduce that by increasing the 
quality of progr~s in So~theast schools? I'n trying to get a grasp on 
it. If it doesn't ~qke sense to set goals ••• if yo~ have discussed that 
already, yov. know I'jI\ new, then tell me, I want to knO'iT if we have ••• 
Because this is a co~plaint. We know that we are told that this i3 one 
way b-:..sing . Do we have my goals to try to deal with that co~plaint or 
are we j ... st going to accept that as part of o~r progran? 


Yes , we do have goals and the goals are not broken down in ter=s of ••• 
In the VEEP proCTac: they are not broken down in terr.-.s of racial gro'..:.ps. 
However, it has been the intent of the District and in o~ r recr~itoent efforts 
we have contin~ally sO'.lght to recl"'~ t additional majority students to 
the V1!EP progra.r:.. 


No specific nwnbers, Bob. vIe try to increase the nw~bers of white 
stUdents. 


I understand. It's a thene I'll be COc:inE bec~ to)abo':t goals. 


Good.""!an: I think we wO'_ld like to increase the VEEP progrru:: participation, b-.;.t 
we don't have specific n~bers. Haven't had ••• 


Littlejohn: A corollary question wo'~d be in =y ~d, if, whether or not, is there 
a lini tation on the n',tnbers of students who co\:ld co:r.e froe: my one 
racial gro ,'p. Is there my expectation , say, of C~ttinb down on recr~ting 
in one area if there is a total imbalance. Have we discussed that? 
I don't know either. 


Fletcher: I don't believe that that has been discussed. 


Goodr~: I think only by school. Once a school rea~~es a certain proportion ••• 
which is the District's overall percentage ••• That's a percenta~'e 


limitation. Then we reallign allied patterns of VEEP schools. That's 
what we have at this point. 


Littlejohn: Ye do have ••• We know for ex~~?le, that if a school is tipping , then we are 
not going to acceJjt any::ore st-..ldents of the tippins- gro'.lp on a VEEP 


Goocban: 


Witt: 


ba~:!is. But on t ile other hand is then?any !.rind of correspondence that 
says that when ••• o~t of a given school area, when the V~Ein~ o~t is 
ca~sing , for exacple, ::nderenroll~ent at a given school ••• Do we have 
any plans that wo _~d deal with that pheno=enon? •• Beca~se it is a 
pheneocenon. 


I don't believe so. 


I don't think YOv can arbitrarily say that we will increase or decrease 
ot-,r recruiting in a €i ven school to paZ'ticipa te in VEEP. I don't thin..":( 
of ocr VEEP probl'a:, as a prOE,Ta:.: t11a t -we are recr.ll ting for. I think 
of Ot r v~ progra2 as a prograb t~t they, the parent and tae st~dent, 
can participate in, at their option. 1= they feel it ~eets their needs 
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(\'Titt) :nore effectively than not participating. 


Littlejohn: I realize tnat, Jor.n, and it's 'not ~for ' the ' sake of ar;S'Ll.:::ent b :t I do feel 
that these are SO!!le concerns that are presented to ': 5 as Board !..:e!:bers 


Larson: 


Good...!!an: 


Fletcher: 


Stern: 


Filner: 


and I t!rln..1< as Board ;}:esbers thet we need to at least address those 
kinds of concerns. It's not so ~~ch whether or not we raticnelly think 
that we can or cannot , b';,t if we have guidelines that help ',: s to i;nple~ent 
a program, then whatever we do needs to be consistent with those guidelines. 


!Jthin:-: that there were 50:::e allied :r~2djust::,enbo fairly rec~ntly end al~o 
were p .. ,t in place to '..:.pdate and to eval'-'.ate and to stren-:t~en the nWl,bers. 
in the prgr~ a~ well. If both Dr. Goodcan end ~r . stern wish ••• 


I thi!"L<: that we wo ',ld no!feevilY recr',:i t in a schoe: that is already 
low in enroll=ent ••• that wo~d affect the school adversely. That is 
one of the reaeons that we wo ,:ld adj :.tst o',' r VE~P allied patterns ••• 
either that or the fact that we are reaching Oir nro'Oer uronortions in 
percentage of 8ajcritY/~inority. 1t~ink ho~ever that VE~P has hed, or 
we have considered it to be open as en o?tion for yo :ngsters who wo ' ld 
like to go to another school where his or her attendance i~proves the 
racial ethnic co~t. 


Ie:;;, I :1Jight lil<::e to add to that Dr. Go~Q. At tile end of eech yeer, 
the VEEP District-wide co~ittee w~ch has represe~t~tion fro~ the 
operating divisions and st-,;dent services division :!leets to loo~ at the 
VEEP patterns and reco3..-:'.ends changes. And one of the thin! s thet the 
chen[es :.,ig'~t be based '",pon wo Id be the thin£, that !'lr. Littlejohn 
aentioned. Any - ~roble~s relating to a specific ~chool or relating to 
a school beco~ing a tipping school end these recoomendations ••• any 
proble~s related to the ~~ progra2 wo~d be ta~en into consideration 
by that CO:rull ttee at that . ti:.le and the chenc:es that they wo',:ld .::;,ake to 
the s'.lperintendent wO"Ald be made then. 


I j'.lst wanted to respond f '_rther to tile point that Dr. Filner :aade. 
We have over the years , I think , been very candid wi til. J '.ldc;e Welsh 
litigation L~ the Carlin case pointing out that while we will make every 
effort to' recr~i t vhi te st.:.dents into the VEEP p!"ogra::-. we have no 
illlAsions as to the fact that we will ever approach parity or the District 
average in the progr~. I think the Judge is awere of the criticis=. 
The Plaintiffs have ~ade the s~e ar5~ents you have . And it is a 
continuing legal iss te in the case, b ~t I believe that J d5e Welsh 
hes shown noserio~.s inclinetion to not have ~sdiscontin~e the progr~, 
recognizing that it will be a predocinantly ~inority progr~. 


Exc'_se :te, and again I ac. throwing SO:::le of these 0 t t, sort of off the 
top vitho~t ••• and yo~ know I ~ glad John responds, beca~se it helps 
me to thiILc abo"4t it, b'..tt for exaople, we are presenting en increase 
in VEEP as a success, I mean it is sor t of presented thet way and if 
YOt .. loo~ at the chart on 'fable 5 on page 19, When we talk about the 
n~ber of minority isolated st~dents who are in integration progr~s, 
VEEp is about half. So we co~nt on VEEP as a significant part of what 
we claiz is a s~ccess for integration.progra~. Now, on the other hand it 
co~d be t. goal of this board to reduce VEEP because what V~~P shows and 
if you loo~ at the survey, the Kaplan s~rvey, it Shows that ~ost people 
participate in t~at program because they think that they are going to 
get a better quality of education in 4 school o~tside their neighbornood. 







Pg. 5. Tape 


(Filner) I wo~d prefer, personally, to see st~dents going to ~agnet schools 
or SO::le bl.sing the other way as a measure of sl;ccess rather than 
continuing to say, "Look, you are getting a better ed~cation by going 
out of yo':..r neighborhood school." Am I maicing l!lyseif ••• 'Ie are looking at 
VEEP in this report as a S'Jccess i te~ and there are proble::ts with that as 
eeing a success, I wonder abo~t it. 


stern: Well, we have to keep in mind whet the Supre~e Co~t ••• 


Filner: Increasing numbers, I am not s~re is a success ••• 


Stern: And those are the q~lity of questions, I think, that yo~ have to grapple 
wi th, but we also have to look at what the S;;.prene Cot. rt told ':" S ot:r 
obligationis. Waich is to alleviate or elicinate ~ority racial isolation. 
And looked at from that perspective, VEEP contribt:tes very substantially 
to the c...eeting of o";r obligations. 


Filner: I understand. 


Larson: Itt . ';lUte 


Witt: Well whether VEEP is a saccess or a faihtre, I think to a large extent 
is in the eye of the beholder, just like bea,·ty. And I think that VEEP 
is a very s l,ccessfcl integration prograo. I don' t think it is a very 
successfl.l desegregation prograo. And some people may ar6l.e that it is 
not a desegregation progr~ at all. I take isst:e with that, but certain
ly as an integration program, it is ::lore effective than af e desegregation 
progr~. So, I thin£. that you want to restrict VEEP, you have to recog
nize you a :"e certainly restricting the integration progr~, at the expense 
at tr~g to help the desegregation progran. 


Filner: Yoa are !!iistaking, John, and I hope my collea~..:.es will get this clear, 
and help me, you are confusing, your claim, I au not making recor:unendations 
I an trying to discuss policy " Lssues, I ~ not saying that we sho;;.ld 
restrict the VEEP prograo. 


\ii tt: Well what I ao sayina- is, inplici t in your concerns there are other 
concerns that I ~ tr.{ingto bring out. 


Filner: O~, b;;. t it is again so~ething tbat I thinK we have to grapple with on a 
Ii:ore explicit yay than ve have, in the past. 


Larson: Well as a parent who vas involved in the very first ( word ?) at 
Silvergate School back in , I think it vas 1968, which is !!lore or less the 
~eginning of this program along with the Frenont School, vere successes 
that have co~e thro;;.gh that and the opport~ties have been oade available 
to a lot of sbdents and then as ve have expanded it as time has gone 
along , it has been a very constructive and a very nositive educational 
experience and I would be very hard "pressed before ,LvotUd .do a reverse 
pattern at all, but I do think that there are philosophy and philosophical 
questions that will come ' :p for further deliberations. V.ay we continue? 


Fletcher: Yes, ::.oving on to the .:::egnet school partici pation. 


Littlejohn: Excuse !!:e, I do have one point here. ,I think that one of the things that 
we need to grapple with is exactly the thing that Yvonne broght ~p, when 
she talked abo~t Silvergate and the Frenont yrojects ~hich I was a part 
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(Littlejohn) of, the nain q~estion in my ~ind is whether or not we sho~~d evalv~te 
programs based on the s~e criteria we ~sed~those prograns, rather 


Fletcher: 


FiIner: 


Stern: 


FiIner: 


stern: 


Larson: 


FiIner: 


Fletcher: 


than on numbers. We have the n~bers, the n~~ber (word?) itself 
shouldnot be the only , yo~ know, factor that we look at. We also, 
need to look at the quality of what is going on there at the prograos 
and I know I work closely with the, with what happened at Frecont and 
and Yvonne did at Silvergate and those factors in te~s of desegregation 
measures and integration ueasures really need to be considered. And I 
suppose if we looked at other factors, other than n~bers then there 
might be ~ore agreesent in te~s of the direction in which we are heading 
in. But these nunbersare awfully cold and they don't really tell tz,.e 
total pic~~re of what is going on, even though the j~dEe is req~iring 
us to look at numbers, bVt I say we five who are sittin~ on the board 
are not limited. only to usL~g t~~t as the evaluation tool, we can look 
at the substance of the program also. 


I think , ¥:r. Littlejohn, as Nr. stern has already indicated it is 
necessary to deter~en the ~urpose of this partic~ar docUQent in te~s 
of this being a document for the court and I wo~d abree with yo~ 
cOml!lents. 


Is that what this doc~ent, ~ ~ean, thE is for .the court. Is that what 
you are, ••• This is not a report to the board evluating the integration 
plan. 


I think it serves both f~mctions and is obvio~5ly a tool for you to use 
in setting policy, it is also 


I would like to speak to that further ••• 


It is also the kind of infornation that the co~rt has directed tnat we 
provide. 


But it is a statistical analysis. 


I ~ean, I ~~ll taL~ to this in more detail when Ed is finished, b~t I 
want to say right now that I think that; as a board, ' we need a report, 
we need an evaluation of the progran. As a board, we rr~y need different 
things than the C0 1~t needs and we may need it p~t in a different way 
than the court than the court needs, and I think that this is not as a 
board what we need, I'll ••• , fr~~ly. It may be what the court needs 
b ~t ve ~ay want a different kind of evel~tion for policy setting. 


!·!ovine on then, I:a~et school participation in the district grew fro:! 
abo·-" t 7,000 st~dents to over 10,000 st-.... dents this year. Of that 
n·.:.mber, the ninori ty pop .:lation , or participation, grew by aboi..4 t 6Z~ 
or about 2,000 st~dents while Qajorit-~ student popt~ation grew by abo~ t 
990 sllvdents or 25%. This year two ::lore elel:entary schools that li'ere 
C01.a't designated r:!.inority isolated dropped below the 80% • or attracted 
sufficient nu.nbers of :aajori ty stt:.dents to dro!, below the 80% :rinori ty 
fi6~e. There being two other ele~entary sc~ools that have already 
done that, Webster and Valencia ·Park. In addition, Go~pers Junior High 
School at the secondarJ level reduced its ~inority percenta€e fro~ 90% 
to 66.3% • . Loold..n,;- at other schools that were not :::inori ty isoleted bl.., t 
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(Fletcher) 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Lars on: 


O}'l.lson: 


Halfacre: 


Ohlson: 


Filner: 


Stern: 


Filner: 


Stern: 


Filner: 


Jackson: 


Fletcher: 


.3chool s s·;c:! .. co Green ~le:r.en tary School, Green went fro:: 13.9% ::.inori ty 
st·~dent 3 to 33.6% rtinority, this is one of o-..: r :::irror :::a ~~ets, as yOll 
know. Sunset View,another :::i.rror ::!agnet school, ~ovp.d frot:. 4.2;~ :::inority 
to 23. 4%. 


And we have set 50als for each of o.;r Clagnet schools. 


That is correct. 


Can yo~ s~eak to whether, how we ~ave done in ~eetinG thee? Overall, I 
mean s pecific schools, where have We ~et t~e goals, where have we ••• 


I don't have that infor:-te tion, I 8!:; not prepared, I can s~eek onl~! 
eenerally on tha~ at this ti~ e, Dr. Filner. I don't ~ow whether 
Nr. Ohlson or !·:r. Jackson Ca!l s?eak to t hat at thi s ti.:::e. O:"? •• 


Earry or Dick? 


I a-: going to speak fro!!: 'tThat I re:.1foer. Sher:nan, al'ld Lo~iell did not 
ceet t he goals that lie set for the;;, . Johnson did ::leet thp::'·· -,, ~ls. Baker 
ca~e very c~--~ ~o ~natinb their goals. Valencia had ~et their boals 
previo~sly, I · ~as · tfiinkin& of the new prOtTa:::s t :1at nad been ic~le~ented 
j~st this pas t year. 


Ve'll be eettinrr e renort on that later won't we Harry? It ffii~ht be 
better to get that ••• {?word) 


Yes . 


And even in ter~s of cold n~bers, I aS s~e an eval·~tion would tell 
~s ~ow we are doinG agains t o ·~ goals. 


It · ~ of COt~rse very easy to ascertain by ta'ring a copy of tie :plen and 
tt~~e tables, one can readily ••• 


I'd like •••• 


We can do it for yo~ . 


(Yo~ have been doing it. 
How abo~t secondary? 


l:tiCLEAR?) I tho·;,sht that an eval;;.ation ••• 


Probably it wo:.tld be of greater val~Ie for :lS to ta~e the :progr8!1S that 
we had and co=:pare and ?~lo;;. t of t he charts for you, for ~e to specifically 
indicate which ones heve ~et boals in ter~s of n·~bers or percentage of 
stUdents involved in the pro~~ . I think it wo~~d be o~f the top of 
0] head and I will prepare that and have that available for you . 


Additionally this year at t he ele!:1entarJ level, fO!lr ne\f learning centers 
opened. And the learninb center enroll~ent grew fro~ or to 7,348 p~pi15, 
with 1609 of the~ being F~pils fro~ minority isolatedschools. At the 
secondary level t he career center ~opulation grew fro::! 806 d\.J"in'3" the 
1978-79 school year to over 1200 pt;pils this year. Ad.':li tionall:- 570 
st-.;dents participated in the Elenentary Instr-; ctionel Ex.'!hange n-ogra:: 
this year while 11 secondary schools operated instr-~ctional e%change 
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(Fletcher) 


Filner: . 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


!i1::ler: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


experiences for 550 student....... 38% of the C!inority st-..:.dents residing 
in the 23 co _~rt designated oinority isolated attendance areas received 
an inteerated education L~ either f~l or part ti~e progr~s, this year. 
This year we had Teacher Initiated and Site Initiated Project3 again and 
you. 'll recall these are projects that are initiated by schools and/or 
teachers to help th~ integration progr~. And this year we had va~dng 
kinds of activities that for over 3500 st~dents which included ~t~dent 
prod~lced :l!S.terials, ass!'!:-,bly progra:::s, video tapings and perfor::,ances. 
Additinally the Oral Commt:llications .t'roera.':l was contint:.ed this year and 
it, Oral Co~unications, the development of the progra~ , was continued 
in every school in the district. The Beale Indo-Chinese Center, tho~h 
not cownted as a ~agnet school attracted 97 Indo-Chinese there and it 
functioned on a totally integrated basis with youngsters representing 
several different racial groi l's. Project Lincoln; fo-xrteen activities 
were carried o~t on the part of thiz project which was aimed at providing 
t rr. nrove!;lent at Lincoln High School. And an eval~ation and need~ 


asses~ent has been co:r:pleted and is providing vah,able infor:!lation for 
the continuance of the project. 


Before we leave that pa~e. At the very top paragraph, do yo~ wan t to 
try to define how you got that figt~re and what ••• 


It's explained in one of the charts, Dr. Filner. If yo~ look on page 19 
at that footnote. 


Yo'. divided E by F. 


Yes. 


That's how you got it. 


That' s correct. 


I have a little tro~ble with both t he definition, we won't have to go 
into now, b'.lt even the fig-.a-e itself ••• 1 assu.ne you incl t;.ded in that 
numbers, YO·J. are incl" ding in that fi~e, the m;.=:eretor of that 
percentage, people say fro::! Lo,,,ell because it is a oagnet school •••• 
people fron ••• 


No, if you will look at the footnote, it explains t hat Lowell was not 
inclv.ded , it explains the schools that were not incl-..;.ded ••• 


That's in F not in E. Let' s see ••• 


That , B and E oint:.s the n~ber of minority isolated st-..;.dents inthe BAker, 
FUlton, Horton, and sO forth . 


Yes, that gives F •••• But you are ~cl~dinE those fib~es in the 
n umerator. In E. is what I a::l trying to say. 


I a;J not 8~e. 


YO:l aren't. Ttlhat I an saying there is that we are, yot.. are incL:ding 
in that fi g-: re cinori ty isolated s t'~dents that are in !:a;net procr a.:.:s 
even if tho~e ~aLnet pro6T~s are , y~u know. seeregated. Like at 
Baker or at Lowell. And also, I wo ;~d include FUlton in that. 


That's why the state~ent is ineither f t:.ll and/ or nart tine progra::lS. 
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Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner; 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Pilner: 


Lerson: 


Witt: 


Filner: 


~itt: 


No, I !:lean, whet ~r,.. .. ".refi.nclt..dinb in that say ••• let Cle just try and 
~derstand the ••• You" are incl·.,dinc in .that the 300 ••• 1'11 just ta."<e 
as an exaonlp ~hp. 391 st~dents who are at Lowell. Now Lowell is a 
school, ev~n though it is a ~~gnet prograz, 94% minority. 


Yes, I see what yo~ are saying. 


So, I don't think we should incl~de those students as receiving an 
integrated ed~cation even by the standards set by the co~rt . 


They are receivin~ a part ti~e integration, becaase they are also 
attending a learnin~ center on a part ti~e basis. 


For one day, right? 


One day per week, that is correct. 


All the stadents? At Lowell? 


no not all the dadents at Lowell. 


How ~any at Lowell? 


The grades 4, 5, 6 students. 


How about at Bal:er, I ::lean, yo;;. have included the 472 there and that is 
9(Jj~ integrated (sic) are they in other progra:::s? 


They wOv~d be in lea..""Iling center prograr:-.s elso. 


B:..;.t that nenns, t.'le fie,":lre again, I a.c just , a5ain trying to Mptre sure 
as a Board that we know w!lat is happening in o:;r own progr8!Ils. That 
figure that you got, 38.%, is derived frou... It has nothing to do 
with learning centers. You look at page 19. Di"r.ided by the total 
n..;mber in VEEP and r::egnet prog;ra:ls divided by the grand total of 
ninority isolated schools. That's how that percenta~e was arrived 
at accor~ to the chart. 


I wo:..;.ld suggest that if you desire. If yot: would like to have further 
infor~tion about each of the ~gnet schools and the nv~ber of st'ldents 
and how that stateffient was made, I w~~ld suggest that ••• 


I know how it was ~de and I think that it is a little =isleading for 
:";'Q as a board to neke it that way. I nean it is still a siEnificant 
percentage of people involved but it is not as significant as yo~ heve 
it read there. And again I ~~ not trying to ••• I rue inpressed with the 
progress, I j'~st want to cake sure that we understand where the progress 
is and what that progress !!leans . 


u. "'itt. 


I was j!";'st €,'Oine to say that I don't think that yo-.~ should say for 
us as a board becaase •••• 


For oe as a board ~e~eber. 


OK, Thank yot: . 
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Goodman: 


Filner: 


Yvonne. I'd like to, for ;: s to have a chance to verify, yo'.., kIlo'·. 
how those fig-c-.res ~lere obtained end because j!lst loo}:in6 at the {whole ?) 
fi5~es here, we don't have the evluator here who ••• 


The probleo with giving us an eval:J.etion, (word?) the d.ay we have to r.:e.:.:e 
the decision. 


Goodman: You ·have had a week ••• to 


Filner: We have had a weelcend ••• 


Goodman: Give us q:.:.estions, if yo'.:. wO·j ld li~e to ["ive C!uestioI:s; ·then we co;:,ld 
answer the!:l., Bob. 


Littlejo!'m: IiIr. Fletcher is there a GlossaI7 of ter:::s for eXe.!:lple in defhing 
integrated education? I think that that :::i ght be r..elpf-..; l beca'.:.se in 
fact, I don't know whether =y position is Jobn's or Bob's but =y 
defini tion of what is taking place is that we are talking abo·...: t integrated 
experiences , in an ed~cational context. which is not the se=e to me as 
an btegrated edllcation, b~t that :ui. .:;ht be a part of the proble::. . .A;:;. I 
comn~cating anything to YO·'.l? 


Fletcher: Yes, I wOi.,ld a~ee. 


Larson: Yot:. have a proble!!l with the -ex1)lanation f ;: ll end/or ~rttL:e pro~u:..:.? 


Littlejohn: No, no attendance area::: nO~T receivin,; an intec rated ex,e!'ience in f l.:ll 
or part tir..e prOtT~s and I see what is hap?enin~, si~~lar to what is 
happening in the B ,lboa Park progra:l. And to a great extent the. t yot: 
are talking abo~t an inte,Trated ed :cational expe!'ience b~t in fect t he 
education that word ••• that inteGrated education is j ust too all 
enco!:l,assing for the kinds of pro~ra-:!s that stadents are goin?; thro::fh , 
fro!;! :ny point of view. 


Goo&:1an(?): No there is no~ · glossary of ter;:-. s that defines that. 


Filner: ~1hat :rot~ are sayin~ here is the exact definition of that paragraph i s 
that 38% of the :i~o~ity s t udent q who reside in sc~ools tnat have 
oagnet progra:ls , or:.are · inv61ved in ·VEEP ••• 


Fletcher: }le can, as I indicated, we Ca!l do a little research end dete:-::.ine !lOU 


that state~ent ~as ~de and provide tr~t infor=ation for yo ~ . 


Larson: I·!r. ':1i tt • 


\,Titt: ~1ell I wo:iJ.d sngeest that ratcer then take iss~e with the s?ecific 
defini tion of the title, t ha: it wOi.~ld be ap:!)ropriate to ?er :mps have 
several definitions l~th s everal diffe!'ent pe:!'ce!lte.c es. after the:-:l 


La!-son: 


and offer t hese up and se~r we have this :r.any at this!,ercent of the 
hou.I's per week and this !:a.n:' at that per cent of t he hours per ,,,eet: and 
then have several different catebOri~3 , ·percenteceir.LSe, of intesrated 
ed .... catic.n~ And p·:.t it t hat way rat!1e:!' t:m!l ta~:e is~"..;e vi t.'l h01f the 
definition has been pre3ented. 


:cave fall, part ti::e, or_ occasional. r.c:an:: yo~, do yO".;. went to .::...ove 
along? 
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Fletcher: Yes, the las t page of the s~r:ue.ry deals with the inte.:;ration s~7Vey 
findinbs. ruld t here are six findint;"s li.sted there. Findin:s number one, 
~~ o , as j~dged by the ratin£s of parents, teachers and ~t~ents, the 
vol~tary integration proz ran overall ap?ears to be successf ul, the 
additional state~ent--as to be expected in a co~plex vent~re of thid 
kind f urther bprove:.ients are possible. Sm.::::ary stat.e=lent n~ber t .. ro, 
gaaged b." the nt:.:lber of parents who said they wo:.;,ld re-enroll their 
children in the VEEP or J-:lagnet probTa=s next year, the progra.., s see.:: to 


le acceptable to parents. Third, there appear3 to be fro= t~,.. ~- 'rveys, 


parent ap!'roval of the leaI'!ling centers pro€Ta::us. FOJ.:.rth, e.l thO"len 
opposition to oandatory b~ssin~ persists at the hi~h levels foand in 
sarveys o?de in previo~ s year3, Fifth, altho~~h no action h~ ~ been 
t~~en to ins titute =andatory b:tssin5 in recent years,fear of s~ch action 
continu.es to be a factor in t he tra.'13fer/ld thdraiial of :lajori t y s tudents 
fro::l the ~~_~ Diego City Schools. And last, t here ap~ears to be general 
a6Tee:ne~ .. ~ that school inte[:'ration will inproved persoanl relationships 
end cuI t'.ll'al 'mderstandin~ aGong st:.:.dents . And t.~e final stater'lent, 
based on th~ '-~ ~ conteiined intnis report and on ~~e findig s of t.~e 
surveys, tne San Diego City Schools conclude that s J.:.bs tantial and 
ceanin -+'111 prot;Tess is being achieved by the Dis trict' s voLmaary 
integration pro,:re.:.l and that this prog-ress leads u s to reco.2:enc. in favor 
of its continuance and a gains t any -'1datory assi~lent of students . 
The la~t part of the survey incl-:de ..: several appendices, the appendicies, 
with infor~ation on the vario~s pro6T~s incl~ded in the first part of 
the stt:.dy or eval .ation incL.ding the integration s .:rveys . At his point 
if there are f :;rther q,lle s tions , I \'1O ~;ld be pleas ed to respIL'1d. 


Filner: That page 42 i s bas ed on;the Kaplan ~arvey? 


Fletcher: Peg-e 42, wr at is the que s tion a g-ain? 


Filner: All of those findinG~ , are bas ed on the Kaplan f:."J.rvey? 


Fletcher: One thro~'gh six that' z correct. 


Filner: And that' s , wno s e interpretation? 


Fletcher: That' s Dr. Kaplan's interpretation. 


Filner: This all cO:Je s fro~ Il:-. ¥.aplan. 


Fletcher: That' s correct. 


Filner: Now, it' s pre3ented for ~s for adoption, as ••• 


Fletcher : (J ) No, presenting this to t h e board, I s ean to the court. 


Larson: Tb~s is an infor~ation ite~. It is not ••• 


Filner: I unders tand, b~t I, and I'll get to this in more deteil, b~t there is 
one of t he se, for ex~ple. concl~ sions , I don't thUL< follow~ from the 
data for ex~~le end I'3 not sure that we sho~ld present it to the co~t, 
b~t we can talk abo~t that I s _spect with Dr. (?), if.Dr. Kaplan is 
goin€ to be up here or not. 


Litilejohn: I s t nere going to be a presentation by Dr. Kaplan? 


Fletcher: Nothe is here to answer q;.restions if there ere ~ for hi.:... 
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Filner: I'll get to it again, but, for exacple five, I ~r80nally don't th~ 
it sho ,.~d ap?ear in o",r evaL.ation. I don't thin..~ it is s :.p:-:orted by 
the data end I'll ••• 


Littlejohn: You indicated you were going to taL'.( wtih us. 


Filner: 


Fletcher: 


Filner: 


Lar:::on: 


Filner: 


Larson: 


Filner: 


Yes when Ed gets finished. 


I an: finished. 


OK 


"'10: Id yo _ like to !:lake a state;:;ent , Dr. Filner, please? 


I appreciate Krs. Larson I s stat::ient earlier, I ""d.n}: I have e parellel 
state=ent, a state~ent on parallel concerns , althoug~ probably not es 
articulate and as well p~t es yo '. have. And I went to talk , is t~e whole 
exal~ation ~p for discussion? Is that where we ere? 


We have ~ad one request for public hearing. Just came to o:;x ~esk. 


I want to talk about the evaluation in general, and I have ~ade 502e of 
'!'Jy points already known. First let ·:r..e say, the eval'..;atior. docu::ent itself 
and Ot:X knowledge and 0 ,r mm inclination as we go alon~ , !:la1:e~ it clear 
that we are r::!L~ing definite progress on Ollr intec;ration pro,;r2.Z and 
I want to associate myself with those re=:s.rks of Ers . Larson that sey:: 
that we are all co",~jtted to a vol'xntary progra~ and to continue ~aking 
it work. In my view, the only ''lay that we can contin .... e ~2' ~ing- progres s 
and enlarge our areas of gain is if we are honest in o '(;.T eval:.lation.of the 
progr~ to give us credibility with the co=~~ty if we have extensive 
public discussion of oe' r progrruJ which will allo", the co ::-Jr. ~m t~r to, 
as Joe ha::: stated on other occasions , to bl,:,r into the plan so~e owner:::h.ip 
is inherent in the pt.blic and es I think the tas..1.cforce tried to say 
if there is enthusiastic leadership for the pl3n at the top_ And I 
think that sor:;e of the cri ticis::s the t we have heard fro~ the tas1."f"orce 
and also fro::: the lf~ion - when yo',' have something to tell u s, I den' t 
think we shoi.:ld dismiss ther: o ..... t of hand . I thiru- we have to exa::!ine 
why the taskforce criticized us for lack of leadership. We have to look 
at what the SAnDie&o Lnion said in its editorial, let me ju~t renind JO~ 
what it said recently, yesterday: "Leadership, enthusiasc end cowr itt~ent 
are qualitites diffic~lt to ceas~e. School officials will deny that 
they are lacking. They can point to the erray of oagnet schools, learninE 
centers, hq;an rela tions progTa:;;sand other efforts to overcorr.e the racial 
iobalence and ',diparity in achieve!Jent inthe vario') s schools ." That's W'~t 
we have here. "There is no - question that the school board, a~istration,and 
teachers are dutifully trying to satisfy the order laid down by J udge 
Louis r1. "le1sh, bllt that is j ust the point the taskforce in now :o:atin/; . 
It looks to these people that the school district is ~ore interesed in 
following the letter of the co~t order than in purs~ing the less tangible 
but aore i.uportant goals that cal:e de:::ei;Tezation 'forth p1~rsuinb. Child!'en 
of' San Diego should have t..'-l.e sar:e o P!' or t '..Jli ty to learn recardless of where 
tehy live and regardless of what special learninb proble~s ~y be associated 
with the racial or ethnic bac~gro~nd . !he tas~orce is distin~5ihinr 


between a co~tt=ent to satisfy the ter=s of a co~t order and a co-~jttcent 


to the =:oral end ;~cial i=lneratives Of ·provid:l,.n£, a st:ccessf:tl ed"..lcational 
experience for alTn an integrated sCllool sy,ne:~. 
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(Filner) I agree with that, I thi.IL{ the eval l'ation is ai:ned,as I said earlier, 
at a court order end not for :lS, not for r.:e as a Boe.rd :<ie:nber, to help 
=eke better policy. Now t~ere is a lo~n thi s evaltetion.. It is an 
inch thick . We received it Friday or so. to read it and we have Ed 
focus on the good ~~rts . In general these reports don't =ention bo~~~ides 
I, unfort'~ately, that leaves it to ~e to at least get soae balance ' in 
it. 


I want to first say tnat the way we ere conaiderins the a=end:.enta 
today and this eval~tion, end I've said it before and Itll say it 
again. The timina- of it, I don't thin}: is good decision ::!ating . Yo '..! 
look at the cooing attractions of board ueetin: s , it says "Integration 
Plan Eve.h:.ation--the board ":ill receive the Dis trict' c enn',:al eve.l;:.ation 
report. Right after that Inte~ation Auen~ent3, proposals to ~end the 
Di2trict' s voLm"tary intecration plan will be pre:;ented for board a":n roval. 
SB.tle day: Sar!!e few nim.:tes . That i s we are s',lpposedly to get an eV'e.L.~ation, 
fi 6'-~re o:.;t what is happening , and then decide on the changes. Th.ere is no 
and then to:lorrow. l.,e are presenting theze in court, by the way. There i s 
hardly any tbe for us or the public to react to the eval-,;,ation O!~ ~.,here 


we ere doin€,' good , where lie are doini: bad and wi1a t chan: es sho-,;,ld (:01:1e 
Ol.:. t of t hat evaL;ation. That' s \~hat I tho~ht .,~. - " ~:!.·' ~tion 'ias for, 
to tel~ .. 5 where we ere good, where 'ie are bad, t j-,e::'efore, we can pass on 
crumges. B'..lt we have got the chan~es ri ,§;'ht in front of ': E ~t the exact 
saxe t~e. everythin~ is co~plete, there is ve~r little chance for the 
b~~~~ , I think, to react inan effective way . There i s no chance for the 
p~blic to react in an effective v.ay. And that is a deci s ion ~~ing process 
to give us an eval:lation and a set of amen~ents t he day before we go 
to cO'_'.rt, is a rather net very s o'md mana['e::ent proced:;.re. And it i s 
e-oing to coniin'.:.e cmleos the board de!:2eIlds a c!1ange in that. That is 
we shol.ld not allmi a s a board, o;~r aru.:ininstration to s ive us t hese 
t hi '1gs t he day before l.,e have to l;O to co'..'.!"t ~ri th t.,ei: . 


Now in the evah ation itself, as I said there is e. lot in there . 
B',;. ' I a:l not convinced and t his is the first tiL:.e the.t I he.ve £Sone 
thro~zh with an eval~e.tio~ of t he inte~e.tion ple~, that we are as:~n! 


t !1e richt questions in t his evaluation. T1----is eval ':ation, a s I s aid to 
Ral!)h ee.rlier, sho:D.d be e. report to the boe.rd, not a co'.': t brief. I 
l'rant to knO\f ai5 a bO!:Td ne:-!ber the e-ood and bad :!-larts of 01.<r inte€I'e.tion 
plan. I ~'Tan t t he whole story. I don't van t t he points thi debaters will 
:::!..ake in CO!.lrt. I we.'lt to mo":.,. how to .make Good policy and I can't do that 
:mles3 I know what t he 1)roble::! s are. I l':ant tol-:no'~ ~rhere the fig'.tre s are 
j ust ~sed for co~t debatin~ points or where t h ey are acc~ate •• And I 
a:: ooi~G to ;:.ention ~02e of t hese qt..e s tions t hat I t hin'c ue SilOc:ld deal 
wi t h and so:-.e of t he fig-..:.res that loo:ced at a different nay .rill &i ve 
:lS a different pict'..:.re. .~d 1'3 not 5~e this is an eval~ation, its 
a pat on t he back that we have &iven to oc rselves to go to court with . 


nOY let J;:.e j ~5t ~ve yo'.). so~e eXa:!ples. of what I t!rl.n}: and eve.l'...ation 
should dea l with and I don't think this evah;.ation does it. bo'.:.ld 
like to conpare the results here with the goals that we r~ve este.bliShed, 
a s I have said earlier. In n i:;::bers on one level. l-lhere have we succeeded? 
iinere have we failed? in detail. And why have we failed or s ucceeded? 
If we want to ::love forward, we have to ~ow linere and why we he.ve failed 
and succeeded. We do~'t see that in here. We don't see, as Joe as~ed 
earlier, any eval~tion of the acade~c proGress L'lvolved, or the 
q;u;;.lity of the proGT~s . ~ie have n~bers. We haven't eve.luated whether 
there !las been anS change in a tti t'.ldes in ~:'.::an rela tions~ . We ar~ not. as.'::in; 


. t . h t ' d c ro~e ~_~ople, es~eciall~ whites, to part~c~pate ~ this If!l2. :-.~g Ul ' :, e ._ _ _ _ _ oJ 
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, P,J'. 14. Tape. 


(Filner) prO~;Ta!!!. Ithink we have to ask why we lacY. ¥.hy lfe laci credibility in 
ninoiryt CO~-" ,;ni ~J • That is so:;ethinc- to evalna te and w!'l.a t are "Fe ,;oin;:; 
to do about it? I think we have to askin ~ore specifi~iays why the board 
is charged with lack of leadership. ~rny the integration tas~~force, why 
the sen Diego union1 And what are we e Oing to do about it? I think 
we have to loo~ at cost effectiveness. There is nothing that t~rn2 off 
the p,~blic to an inte~ation plan !!:ore than the feel in,;; that we are 
doine so~ething that cost a lot of =oney and Gettin~ very little ret~-n 
for i t. ~'lhat are the va±io'.l s progra::s, how cost effective are the 
various progracs in schieving our goals? I s o'_'.r b1.',sing plan efficient? 
~'le get lOfts of calls , as board n e;abers, of buse.:> that have only a few 
students. I :3' there a way to deal with that? Can WE'! recrl' i t ,ore 
effectively in nei jnbornoods to !:lake bu sinE =ore efficient if we are 
going to do b ;.;. si!lg? We baven't evaL.2.ted that. :fe haven't loo:-::ed E.t 
whether the children on the v!]EP proger.: wo;",ld stay in their hO:le s ch:'lols 
if a better progra.TJ was offered there. ~ie didn't a f. k the t q;lestion L 
the s1lrVey. A!ld if U..at hap?ens, what does that do to o'.~ r inteGration 
totalsand oa r inte~ation plan? That is the cost effectiveness of O'lr 
advertisine pro gran? Is that an effective thing to do? I loc~ed at t~e 
surveys and u ost people , it appeared to :::e fro::. a q'.llc:, reading , do not 
s ubscribe to ne~lspapers, that we s:.;.rveyed , a vast, a great nt~ber. 1:/hat 
!l. ,~"s that say abo;.t t advertising for a h '.mdred erand in a ne'ilSpaper? ';le 
haven't evaL;ated the leadership of principals, or the staff CO::lpetEntcy 
to deal with the kids in the isolated school.:; . Or s taff attitudes , 
partic:ilarly. Tnese are all, and I cowd go on probably for an hOl:,r, 
just on questions that ",e Ol,;,eht toevaL.:2.te , as a board. Again, we 
l'Te should be gettin; into these questions that are j :';,st not being 
answered in this so-called evalaation. 


If yo:." look s:?ecifically at the eval·.l8tion a gain, it rais e s all 
kinda of ~uestions that we o~ght to have en swered before we go f~rther. 
On page 11, for exa=ple, ED, on Table 4 . here you have all the procra=s 
laid o~t. I ~ean ~any of the senools, let~s ta~e the ele~entarJ schools 
here, the n~ber of ~inority isolated students is only a fracticn of t he 
total minority. pop~ation. I mean, we are charGed legally with de
segregating the a inority isolated scaools . Why in certain schools is 
that the case and what can ",e do abou t it? I don't expect, yo" know I 
j us t think these are questions that are raised by the data here. To 
look at theD beca~se we are going to cO'l rt to:::orrow. If yo·.lloo~ at 
page B-1, which is the enrol~ent statistics of isolated ~chools, I ~ean 
I j:;,s t lod:ed dc~-rn thE figures and this is inclt:.ded and ! a=. bTatef:.;.l for 
having all tr~s infor~ation. So~ething like 11 of the £c hools, al::.ost 
half of the ~inority schools have wor£ened in ter~s of ~nority isolation 
since o,' r integra non plan started. ::i!lce 1~77, 11 schools, act-..:.ally 10 
one has stayed the s~e, 10 schools have gotten core racially i solated. 
liow what are we e oing to do abod that. That's a figure t:iat I had to 
extract fro~ the data that as a board we shokld know abo~t. '/.hat are we 
goinG to do about those schools and "Thy has that been the case? i'lith 
all of o~ efforts, half of the school~ have ~oved in the other direction. 
Those are the kind of things that I thin!: we have to deal with that are 
not beil'l2: dealt lTith in t.iJ.is evalnation. plan. This evaluation doc\.:!:1ent. 


!~ow , S02:e of the stlrVey data boh.l-J.ered :;;,e a bit end I went to look 
at that a bit, a little bit if I c("\·~d. He 3pend a lot of ti ~e :lsinc; 
the Kaplan s~·eys and I apelogize to'~y collea~es, it ~~ll takF e little 
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Pg. 15 Tape 


(Filner) bi t lonuer, b-_<t I ~ean, we havn' t had any public discussion of tfiis and 


Larsen: 


Filner: 


Larsen: 


Filner: 


we o'.lght to. SOlle of the survey data bothe:!"s ::::.e and I 1-n.ll t ': rn to the 
Kaplan survey in a oin ... :te. And here is t.~e kind of thinz that bothers ::e. 
And I see it in vario:;s de,~ees througho'..tt this evaluation doc1..:_-:!ent. If 
yo~ look on page 38, where we are evaluating the oral co~unications 
progr~, Ithink, let me see if that is right . ~ain, we are pattinL 
ota'selves on the back for everythir.-. B~ , t, if you act-..l.ally look at the 
data, its less, I ar:: not as i:'lpressed a", I was when I fir3t read your 
s~ary. For exa=ple, 148 teachers were eiven a s'..~ey , right and 
104 replies were eeceived. TThese sc rveys were Given to so-cal lee '~~ey' 
teachers, right? Key teachers were given these s;;:rveY3 end ti"..ey vTe:!"e 
asked to distribute thee to their frie~ds. Well 1"e have a finding here 
over 82% of those repl~Tine said a key teacher has been assigned to their 
site. That's very i:lpressive bu t that is who yoa iravc tho -::-TYey to to 


begin with, key teachers. 180 surprised not a 100% said a 
key teacher had been assib~ed. I mean some of these fi0:res, I can 
look at verio'.ls places througho:.lt, lool~ interes-'::ing- , b-.:. t they are not 
giving u S the f ull pict<.;res. Only 76% of the principals by the ,-ray said 
that, in other words, so~e of the principals didn't ~ow at their o~~ 
~hools that key teachers had been assigned in ~~1S progra~. I'~ looking at 
Pg. 3a 55% of the Jlrincipals said that their staff couldn't 
explain this program to the community. I mean, there are 
other ways to look at the data than we are presented here in 
the survey because it's presented as a court brief and not as 
information. Again, I'm not criticizing our communications 
program; I think it's a good step and we're making progress. 
As a board member 1 need to know all sides. On page 39 there's 
a brief reference to librarians, and if you look at the data 
supporting that on page E-3, if I can find it here, these are 
librarians in the schools, I take it, where 69% said materialS 
are not available for the students; 73%, you go down the list, 
most of the lllrarians who are responsible for the material 
either didn't know it exists or think it doesn't exist. These 
are the same materials that are supposed to be available for 
making that oral communication program work, I guess. 1 mean, 
if you look at E-3 there, the evaluation's very poor. _1 nee d 
to know that as a board member, but you know, I have to dig it 
out of the appendices instead of having it put (~ord?) . 


Now, let me spend just a little bit of time on the Kaplan sur
vey, if I may. Now those are in detail, they start on page 29 
and then there's appendices in the back. Now, I want to spend 
some time on it because as a District and as a ••• you spend 
a lot of time using these figures as justifying some of the 
things that we are doing, and so 1 think it's very important 
to look at it. This is the third year of a three-year survey. 
Do we have a contract with Dr. Kaplan to do this? 


It is from year to year. 


Okay. When is that approved? 


Formally (words) contract. 


Okay, let me talk to the survey. and again, if Dr. Kaplan's 
here maybe he could answer some ~f them. Some of them are 
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(Filner) 


Witt(?): 


Filner: 


just rhetorical questions and let me say, Dr. Kaplan, some 
of the suggestions and criticisms I have have nothing to do 
with you as a pollster or the poll that you did. A lot of some 
of what I have is due to the board and the administration and 
the direction or lack of direction they gave, in my opinion, 
or the way the figures were used to_just~fy certain comments. 
I have certain internal methodological questions but basically 
I think it's the way the information is used and the incomplete
ness for my purposes as a policy maker, not for your purposes 
as a pollster. But for my purposes as a policy maker, I find 
that the survey's not cO!!lple-:e enough. I want to tell yeu wha~ 
I mean by that. 


Take " .; the VEEP parents' survey, which is 


What page is that on? 


which is summarized on page 31. we just had a little dis
cussion of theVEEP program here just, you know, a couple of 
minutes. All kinds of questions came up in that discussion. 
And we as board J)embers hear all kinds of complaints about the 
VE~P , program. And again, I apologize to the board for concen
t~ating on complaints, because that's where we have to try to 
improve. I'm aware of the good points and I'm not denying 
those. I just want to point out areas where we have to improve. 


Littlejohn:I think even though we're talking about something that's pre
pared for the court, we are not precluded from putting in infor
mation that has negative implications. I think it would be 
incumbent upon us that if that information does have negative 
implications, that our recommendations be positive~ so it's 


Filner: 


not inconsistent with information going into the court. 


Now, if we wanted to carryon these surveys, for example, I 
mean, there are a lot of questions here that I would like to 
ask, that just aren't asked, because the answers, I suspec~, 
would begin to mean that we have to have a change in t 'he 
program. Por example, instead of ••• we might ask the q uestion , 
"What if your neighborhood school were ; improved, would you 
still stay in the VEEP program?" "Were you as a student, or 
you as a parent, did you feel your student, your kid was treated 
with respect at the receiving school?" We get a lot 0: com
plaints about that. "Was your ••• were you as a stude nt ge"tti!'lg 
appropriate extracurricular activities. or did the bus sc he dule 
make that difficult?" "Were you resentful over t he low par
ticipation of whites in the program?" These are other k i nds 
of questions that could be asked in such a survey, that ge t s 
at the questions that we just · talked about, and would help 
us come to some conclusions. 


On page 17 of your more detail on the VEEP survey , Oscar, I ' m 
a little ••• 


Littlejohn:Let me pursue your analysis of the VEEP ••• in terms of helping 
me with understanding what policy we on the board represe nt a t 
this particular point. The survey was taken and I think I 
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(Littlejohn) once heard that the outcome of a survey was fairly predictable. 
Is that part of what you're saying? That it was ••• that the 
survey was in such a direction tha~ the answers were more in 
line with getting the information that we wanted to give to 
the court? 


Filner: No, no. It's mostly that the kind of information that we, 
that I as a board member need to help decide whether we should 
continue the VEEP program in the same direction or how to 
improve the VEEP program, many of those questions were not 
asked, and what I'm saying is, the next time we commission 
a survey, I would like to see some of these questions dealt 
with. 


Littlejohn: I understand that. I'm saying that if each one of us on 
the board de&gned our own survey, then probably (laughter, 
words?) ••• okay, I'm just saying, my statement at this 
point, if each of us designed a survey, you know, it might 
be seeking or (word?) in such a way that my survey would be 
different than, or from, Phil's and yours from Yvonne's 
and so on. Now, I need to know in my own mind how your, 
for example, proposed survey would differ from Dr. Kaplan's 
survey in me getting information. Am I communicating ••• 
do you understand what I'm asking? 


Filner: It seemsto ••• no, I guess what we as a board, in this case ••• 


Littlejohn: Uh huh 


Filner: I think have to define better, more precisely, now that we 
have experience of three years in the program, what addi
tional questions we would like to have answered, because 
I'm not sure what Dr. Kaplan's trying to get at except for, 
you know, attitudes about the program. We have to define, 


-and he says in his covering letter of his poll, that final 
decision of sampling questionnaire .content and survey pro
cedures were made by his organization. That may have been 
fine for the first three years. I think now we have to get 
into that process because we should deba~e wha~ we ••• we don't 
have to make up the questions -- that's a part of the pollster's 
art, and he tries to eliminate bias, and you know, I respec~, 
the expertise there I respect. But we have to tell him what 


-we want to know, and we're not doing that. 


Littlejohn: Because, for example, if our initial direction to him was, 
were to bel we've now been in the program three years, and 
we are now after refining, taking out the rough spots, being 
responsive to all the stakeholders in the process, design 
a poll that would elicit from that community what we need to 
do to refine, to make better, are you suggesting that those 
questions would be different from the questions that we have 
now? 


Filner: Definitely. 
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Little~ohn: Okay. 


Filner: For example, I'll give you ••• question 12 on page 2). 


Filner: 


This was an open-ended question, and the decision on open
ended or closed-ended as giving some samples is an important 
question in designing a poll. This question was, "Does your 
child have any problems in going to school by bus?" 82% 
in the survey said No. Now, that a little bit contradicts of 
my intuitive feeling for what, for the situation. That·s the 
purpose of a survey, to tell us, you know, accurate infor
mation. I suspect, if you said, if we had a question, you 
know, many people have complained about one: la~e bus 
schedules; two, broken down buses. Complaints tha~~e've 
heard about, we want to find out how widespread they are. 
Mistreatment of students by bus aides. "Has your child been 
subjected to this?" I suspect we would get a much different 
answer. This is a~one survey. Remember the limitations 
which I point out here. (word) may be called to the phone, 
they're busy, they just want to get off the phone,they say 
yes, no, they may not even be thinking about it. 


On page 14, or section 14, page 24, "Do you have any sug
gestions for improving the program?" I assume this was an 
open-ended question. That is, no list was given. You know, 
76% said no suggestions. I doubt if I was ••• if they called 
me on the phone, a 15 or 20-minute thing, I'm going to say, 
you ought to do this and this. You could phrase the question, 
"We have heard, we are, we have, in discussing the following 
changes, which would you support or which do you think are 
necessary?" And that will give you a whole different set 
of answers. 


I'll give you some more examples on other things. And also, 
I don't know if you're doing this, Oscar, in your, in a later 
report ••• there're some questions here I don't understand 
the point of, unless we have some cross tabulation • . We don't 
have any cross tabulation. What good is it to know how many 
people in elementary or secondary school, how many people 
are men or women unless that has affected their response to 
the data. That is, if there's a significant difference of 
response by men and women~ as an example. You see what 
I'm talking about? 


Dr. Filner, are you saying that the board mig~t (?) need to 
know what the directions were for the pollster in order to 
analyze whether or not that's the direction we want to con
t inue going in? 


Right. Yeah, I'm trying to say that. On page 26, for example, 
we have a whole set of "How many years has your child been 
in school, how many of you of what age subscribe to the 
daily paper?" I mean, I don't know what good that does un
less we get the cross tabulations on it. Is there a differ
ence of response? We have a heavily weighted female response, 
if you look at page 27. 82%. Because I suspect that when 
the poll was taken. But what does that say for the results? 
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(F ilner) 


Larsen : 


Filner : 


Littlejohn: 


Filner: 


Little john: 


Stern: 


Littlejohn: 


Ste rn: 


Pollsters tell Me that women give signifi~antly different 
answers to many of these questior.s than men . That •• I mean 
there ' re some internal methodological problems I ' m worried 
about, too, but the phone poll has created this and we haven ' t 
even got a description of the problems. 82% female response 
will give us a certain b~as to the survey . I ' m not saying 
it's good or bad . (laughter) 


I'm biting my tongue, I'n let you have your say, Dr . Filner . 


If you look at the learning center parent survey on page )1, 
again, what 'l!e would like to know, Joe, I think , based on our 
specific information • •• I hope we've (informed? performed?) 
this one ••• There are lots of complaints that we as specific 
board members have been told aboutthe learning center . Again, 
late buses, for example, wether there's a proper stress on 
learning human relations. whether there is an adequate 
coordination with the horne school on curriculum natters . 
These are the kind of question that we know about . We 
should direct the pollster to find out. So ~he polling as 
it stands is not a complete enough thing for me . The magnet 
school survey" if you look at page 32, I mean, it raises 
a whole lot of questions that were not covered in the summary . 
That was on question 8, page 38 in the supporting document~ 
r·m going, I·m · going,·you follow me anyway. 


You know, Dr~ Filner, I think ~hat I have a feeling that 
there might be an unreadiness on your part to proceed at ~s pEt. 
I think it would be appropriate to inquire of our legal person 
whether or not, what the implications of that are. 


l 'm just saying that this is not an appropriate evaluation . 
I'm spending a lot of time on it to get the point across that 
. cannot proceed with voting on Amendments to Plan with this 


ind of evaluation. 


I'm not disagreeing with tha~, I'm simply saying that I sense 
an unreadiness and I'd like to know what our legal counsel 
can do with us to look into some of the questions that you· ve 
put forth . I have to, I simply have to say tha~ I am cer
tainly impressed with your analysis of the information that 
has, you know, come before us, in the time that we've had it, 
and I'd like to know from Ralph, is there any, does he feel 
are there any options open to us? 


I think the question really is whether a majority of the board 
feels that any of these questions at this time are required 
further exploration (explanation?) or no~. 


You know, I realize that is one of the questions before the 
board, but Ralph, additionally question before the board is 
the one · ~hat I placed, and that is whether or not an extension 
is appropriate or what that would do to your schedule in 
order to get an extension if we so decide not to proceed with 
the recommendation at this point. 


I think all I can say is that we can ask for an extension 
if the majority of the board thinks an extension is necessary. 
Wether it'd . _. be granted or not •• • 
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? Of the court?' 


Stern: Yes. granted or not I don't know. I think tha~ one of the 
problems, of course, is that it is the District which sug
gested the April 25th, I'm sorry, June 25th date to the 
court. and did so with the board's knowledge back in April 
when we first indicated that would be the date we would 
suggest, and then that da~e was confirmed in May. Whether 
that will influence the judge in granting an extension or 
not I don't know. I think the other time constraint, of 
course, is that the later evaluation or the amendments are 
filed, the more .we have circumscribed the judge's abili T.y 
to act because it is difficult to change programs the closer 
one comes to the opening of school. Now, in summary, I don't 
know, Joe. We can ask 


Littlejohn: Okay, if he denies it, then at minimum all we'd have to do 
is submit what we already have, is that correct? 


Stern: I suppose, or we, yeah, we simply ask for an eXT.ension (word?), 
explaining that the board when it considered the materials 
today felt that it couldnet arrive at a decision. I suppose 
he can respond by ordering that we file them immediately or 
by devising his own plan or whatever. I ••• I ••. lcan't give 
you a definitive answer. I just don't know. 


Larsen: I have several comments I'd like to make on this particular 
topic •• ~ 


Filner: I'm almost finished -- I'm not finished yet. 


Larsen: Mr. Witt has also said, "Me first!" and Phil has been waving 
his hand up. I think it's been important that we allow you 
gentlemen that are participating in this process of evalua
tion for the first time to talk out concerns and considera
tions. and then I think we will have some responses that we 
as board members having dealt with this for a longer period 
of time would like to make to the concerns that you have. 


Filner: May I take about five more minutes please? I just want to 
point to the board . the questions again that this thing has 
raised that we have to get into. Give up on the K 1 b k ap an ac-
uvmaterial page 38 in the appendix. I just want to ••• I 
just notice interesting statistics ••• This is magnet school 
parents: 88% said no one from the schools contacted them. 
We have dozens of pages in here of our recruiting efforts 
and all kinds of things, and yet 88% saidyou know they'd 
never had any direct word from the schools. I mean, it says 
something about those efforts that we should look at. 


Halfacre: Which one is this, Bob? 


Filner: I'm sorry, page 38, auestion number 8. 
the significance of that, ites just ••• 
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(Filner) You look on page 39. the next one over. and the uroblem with 
this survey is that the~e are several. all kinds-of weighting 
problems, and I I just don't feel resolved. If you look at 
question 9 •.. I'm sorry. question 10: the parents are, a 
number of parents are enumerated there. The School of 
Creative and Performing Arts had 16& of the respondents :or 
some reason. I guess that includes both elementary and 
secondary students in ~his case. That represents a quar~er 
of their whole program. If you look at Encanto, 9% of ~he 
total Encanto parents. that represents 4% of the Encanto 
parents. So in one case we have a quarter of a school's 
parents, in another case we have · 4%. The weighting of 
answers is a problem. 5ecause we know SCPA paren~s are very 
positive about the program, and this ~hing is heavily 
weighted in tha~ direc~ion. I don't know wha~ it hi~s (?). 
The methodology, you know, bothers me. and I can, if I wan~ed 
to bore you I could find a lot of places where the methodology 
in that regard bothers me a bi~ and what kind of answers. 


One 'of the most interesting problems I had, number E, that 
is, Survey of White Parents Whose Children Transferred or 
Withdrew from San Diego Unified School District is the point 
I mentioned earlier. Okay, that's summarized on page 32 in 
the front summary. Let me just ••• this'll be the last one 
I spend any time on. When paren~s still residing in San Diego 
County were asked if the City School integra~ion program had 
been a factor in their decision to remove their child. 23% 
said it was a factor. X'm sorry, page 32 in the summary in 
the beginning. In the front. (some words from someone else) 
I spent all night on this. Okay. if you ••• in a first read~ng 
of that thing I said, you know, a quarter of the people who 
are moving ••• it's qualified properly bu~.you know, are 
running away from the integration problem, and that's a sig
nificant figure, you know, on the surface. If you look at 
the data very carefully, I personally don't find it of nuch 
effect, and I'll tell you why. In the first place, we've 
chos~n, if you look at the baCKUp T.a~erial and the method
ology. we've chosen to eliminate people who transfer~ed from 
the st~te, within the state out of San Diego county, for 
example, transfer out of the state. I don't know how many 
people that is. whether it's a signifi~ant anount ••• it 
doesn't say here. So a lot of people who moved for jobs, 
or whatever, to ge~ to different parts of the country, are 
not part of the sample. They've just been elim~nated. We 
start off with only the heavily weighted sample in a certain 
direction, people who moved within the county. There was a 
high failure rate of contacting even the sample that was 
included. More than a third of the people could not be 
contacted, so you're dealing with a small, with a high failure 
rate of contact in the sample that was already biased. The 
nu ber of people whom you are talking about, that is, be-
cause he's eli inating further people who ••• he restricts 
the sample to 190 people who have moved within ~he county. 
190 people, of that he says 23% fled from integration as a 
definite factor a principle factor. Given the low I, the low 
number of samplimg people, 190, the possible error I think 
is roughly 6~, so you coulj be talking about -- even for jus~ 
the 95% confidence factor on ~hat 6% error -- you'~e getting 
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(Filner) ••• you could have as low as 17% respondir-g Yes to that. 
They could go count the error possible there. So you could 
be talking about 32 people. Our conclusion based on maybe 
32 people is that a quarter of the population is fleeing 
integration. 


Beyond that, if you look at the questionnaire itself, it 
concentrates on integration and busing. It leads people 
into answering that. If you ask five questions , a whole 
series of questions "Did you move because, to get to a bigger 
house? Did you !l'love to get to a ~igger job?" And you stuck 
integration in the middle of a long column. I bet you would 
get a whole different answer, if you concentrated on big 
house or job move or whatever, or more space. rhe whole 
questionnaire because of one, two, three three o~t of ~he 
five questions are concentrating on fear of integration. 
People start thinking about being fearful of integration 
if you keep asking them about it. This is the kind of biased 
sampling that we're getting in our evaluation. That ' s the 
basis of that report. I mean, that one in i~self. I mean, I 
think we have to throw out as a, as our conclusion, it's based 
on a biased questionnaire of a small number of.people that was 
restricted in the beginning for all kinds of reasons. I mean, 
that in itself ••• if you look .•• and similar problems are 
buil t into most of the surveys here . lihen you get to the 
employees and certificated and classified employees, a large 
number of them had problems with the human relations program, 
didn't think it was worth while or didn 't think it would do 
anything. As policy makers the questions should be built in. 
you know, why isn't it working there? What is wrong with the 
human relations situation? I was wondering. Oscar, on ~he 
certificated personnel, whether we could also ••• we don'~ 
••• you broke up by category but you haven't broken i~ up 
by ethnicity, and we might get a significantly different se t 
of responses by looking at it that way, which might tell us 
something on that one. 


Just to summarize my position on both ~he survey itself, 
which is the basis of a lot of our conclusions, I ~hink ~here's 
a lot of built-in methodological problems that ••• you're ••• 
in front of each of the parts you claim a 96 - 97% success 
rate at reaching people, but you say based on theoretically 
being able to theoretically reach them it's 97% . " here's a 
high failure rate in the samples, because people have unlisted 
numbers or wrong numbers, and to say therefore that ~hey weren'~ 
theoretically reachable and ~o build that in and dismiss them 
I think, you know, you're really, really saying that the phone 
survey has a problem, not that your survey is good, I think, 
because the, you're saying that we reach 96% of the people 
we were theoretically able to reach, but we wanted to reach 
about 15 or 20% more that didn't have phones, and that's a 
problem in the survey. Surveying itself, because it takes 
place during certain times of ~he day, dealing with people 
and their situat ions at their home may cause biased responses. 
There are significan~ weighting problems, I think, i~ many of 
the parts, I pointed a couple of them either with ~he sex 
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(F ilner) 
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Goodman: 


Larsen: 
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of the respondent or the school of origin. I think tha~ 
the questions asked were not as necessary that helpful at 
all ti~es and we could build in better questions for what 
we want to know, and the cross tabulations would be most 
useful to understand who we're reaching and who we're not, 
we don ".t have here. Beyond that l"ve listed a whole series 
of questions as a board member I need to know to decide on 
the direction of our integration plan and this evaluation 
just doesn't answer those; and I think as a board member I 
would like to draw up a series of things and ask our board 
to approve an evaluation that will move us in that direction. 


I appreciate your attention, for those who stayed, and I 
welcome any attack. 


I'm sure that you will not have any attack, Dr. Filner, I 
think that it was very important for the board to give you 
the opportunity to talk out these questions and I know that 
we all have many statements that we would like to make and 
some consideratio!'ls and comments we would like to add to the 
dialogue and the answers that the board members would like to 
extend to you. But I think before we get to that point, since 
you have raised some questions abou~ the survey, that it would 
only be appropriate to hear from Dr. Oscar Kapland while he 
is coming to the microphone, Dr. Goodman, if you would like 
to do a little background information on Dr. Kaplan, I don't 
have anything. 


Yes, well, we've utilized the professional services of Dr. 
Kaplan as hasthe City of San Diego and the County and other 
entities, the Urban Survey, Urban Observatory program, the 
City has utilized his services. Dr. Kaplan has probably done 
more comprehensive and in- depth durveys of urban social edu
cational issues than any other entity of which you are aware. 
I think he can talk about his sampling which is verified 
scientifically and so forth, but I think it will be best for 
him to respond ifhe would like in any way, questions about 
the survey. We have utilized him for ea~h of the three years 
and it's been very valuable to us in terms of the sociological 
survey (several words?). 


~r. Kaplan, welcone. 


Thank you for the opportunity to appear and thank you Dr. 
Filner. I always find you very provocative and stimulating 
and I ttink many of the issues that you have raised are worth 
considering. and some of your statements. I thi~~, are in error, 
and some, I think, need qualification. It would take me not 
only this afternoon but several afternoons to respond fully 
to the co ,ments that have been made. So I am going to try to 
be brief and in the process I may ignore some of the concerns 
which have been raised, in which case if I am reminded I'll 
try to address the • 


I have been doing surveys of the San Diego schools and for 
supporters of the San Diego s~hools for 30 years. This 
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(Kaplan) building was made possible because of a Kaplan survey in 
part which led to the design of a campaign which led to the 
passage of a bond issue. Most of the schools of the San 
Diego school system were built on the basis o~ campaigns 
waged in terms of information gained in surveys that I con
ducted. Also San Diego stadium, the County Courthouse, 
University Hospital, and so on. But this is in a way beside 
the point. I think we should go back about four years to 
the beginning of this particular series of surveys. at a 
ti~e when the court first entered the in~egration pic~ure in 
San Diego. 


In our first year we developed a number of q~estionnaires. 
The principal one was a ques~ionnaire addressed to all the 
parents in the system, and at that time I was very much con
cerned that the questionnaire be a fair and objec:ive and 
hopefully acceptable to both ~ajori~y and minority members 
of this community. And to that end I asked that my good 
friend Clarence Pendleton come in and sit with us in the design 
of that first major questionnaire which was the granddaddy of 
all ~he questionnaires that I have been using. We also in
vited the :~:exican-American group to send a representative. 
Now, the issue of school integration is so tremendously com
plex that if I we~e to ask 10,000 questions I could not 
possibly comprehend all t~e nuances of this subject. You 
have already indicated, Dr. Filner, that you call somebody 
on the phone and they're not anxious for an extended inter
view . '.'I'ell, we've had people on the phone for 30 or 0 
minutes, particularly with that first major parent ques~ion
naire. One of the reasons why we have ••• one of the major 
reasons for sticking to questionnaires that now are two and 
three years old is because we have been interested "in tracking 
opinion, with regard to a numbe~ of the programs that weTe 
concerned with. I think you are very right that trying ( ? ) 
is indeed right ~o go much ~ore deeply into progr~s such 
as VEEp and to the magnet programs, into learning center 
program and other programs to use the surveys as a ~ool for 
gathering more information that will be useful operationally 
in this system, and I would be delighted to do that kind o~ 
survey work. NOVl, I have here some random notes on comments 
~hat you made and I .•• not in order ••• but let me respond t o 
them as I encounter them in my notes. 


\'/ith regard to ••. based (?) to the methodology which I have 
spelled out in the 1980 reports ••• now (word?) give me more 
detail than any survey which I have ever designed for public 
consumption. I am very very much convinced that m~odological y 
••• I speak here mainly of sampling ••• tr.at these surveys are 
fully defensible. Indeed ·I have run the~ pas~ a man at UCSD 
whom I consider one of ~he leading survey methodologis"t;s in 
the United States and. I did that only to reassure mysel~ 
that I was not making any major errors here. rhese surveys 
for many reasons are a!':long the best of my career, which ex
tends for forty years. I'm fully prepared ~o defend them, 
the sampling and in other respects. 
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(Ka~lan) Now, with regard to the use of the telephone, this is 
definitely the method of choice in this time. If you were 
to do this by personal interview, the cost to this district 
would run into hundreds of thousands of dollars. Not only 
that, but you could not do as good a job, and if I had the 
time I could explain why. As far as the use of the telephone 
is conerned, it's being used throughout the United States, it . 
is ••• it's the main vehicle for survey research, making 
possibilities, probabilities ••• possible • •• probability 
sampling of the highest order. In San Diego County, in, 
among, and this also holds for the parents of this district, 
more than 95% have telephone service. More than 95% and we 
had no problem with unlisted numbers as far as parents are 
concerned, no problem whatsoever, because they freely give 
their unlisted numbers to this district so that they can be 
contacted in time of emergency. By news of telephoning, can 
come back into a high flow three, four, and often five, ten 
times, we have often far exceeded our obligation with regard 
to callbacks. That, to try to do this by personal contact not 
only would be prohibitively expensive but almost impossible 
to get people to go out eight, nine o'clock at night. I just 
couldn't find women who would be willing to dqthis for com
pensation, particularly in some areas of our city. So the 
telephone is definitely the way to go. 


Along those lines, you mentioned the white flight, so - called 
white flight study. Again, this is a study that the court has 
decided not to consider. This is not, I assume, I don't know 
whether our attorney, your attorney is going to use it. But 
it's a con~inuation of a series of surveys that we have been 
doing to see if there is a trend. Now, we decided to exclude 
t~e people who have left the county, left the state, out of 
o 'r original sample of SOD, because presumably they have left 
;~ t because of white flight. I don't ••• because of fear of 
lr.t egration. Many of them are Navy families, perhaps a very 
high . percentage of them. And we just did not catch up with 
them. We didn't have a chance to catch up with them. Now, 
we made a very vigorous effort to catch up with those individuals 
that we designated as members of our popula~ion group. First 
we sent a letter in the name of the Superintendent wi~h a 
questionnaire, and when there was no , if there was no reply 
to that first let~er we sent a second letter with a question
naire and i~ there was again no reply then we tried to look 
these people up by telephone. And I suppose we could perhaps 
have gone out and done, tried to catch them up, catch up 
with them by personal interview. But I think you must admit 
we made a vigorous effort to catch up wi~h all the people that 
we desi~~ted as our sample. Now, it is a s mall sample. and 
I freely acknowledge it. and it relates only to a limited group 
of people and that's all ~hat I'm saying. I do believe this, 
tha~ if this district, if this board, if ~he court orders 
mandatory busing you are going to have a very large amount 
of white flight. This has been borr.e out in Los Angeles and 
elsewhere and again, I don't think tha~ this par~icular 
study is large enough or, in its, in the population that it 
concerns itself with to underpin that kind of a statement I 
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(Kaplan) just made. But it is my feeling from working with this 
data, this kind of data, now it's for four years and for 
many, many additional years in connection with polls made 
in San Diego, that these are the facts. I am sure that this 
board would be recalled immediately if it attempted, if it 
called for mandatory busing. 


Littlejohn: Oscar, (words?) 


Kaplan: Yes ••• 


Li ttle john: Let me just say this, and I think if that sentiment is ex
pressed and is looked at in the survey, there's also a senti
ment that is not looked at in the black communi~y in terms 
of their feelings toward the integration program, and that is 
an underlying sentiment that is not gleaned from your report. 
And that's one of the reasons tha~ I have difficulty in it 
and certainly it started four ••. your survey started four 
years ago and I think one of Dr . Filner's points is that 
possibly it needs to be updated in ,terms of looking at differ
ent factors that were not possible, were not available at the 
time ~hat you initially star~ed the survey. 


quite 
Kaplan : I/agree. 


Littlejohn: Surely, as you talk about white flight, there is a negative 
phenomenon in the black community, in the Chicano community, 
in the Pan-Asian community about integration, too, that is 
not spoken to in our survey. 


Kaplan: I would be delighted to try to probe those attitudes and 
opinions and again, I have made to claims that these eight 
surveys ~hat I jus~ did are comprehensive. One of the things 
that I think needs to be done again is that big survey, that 
comprehensive parent survey ~ha"t we'll send ' into the black 
community and into the Mexican-American community and into 
the Asian community to see where they are, you know, 1980-
1981 as compared to where they were threee or four years ago. 


Lit"tlejohn: You're not disagreeing, I just ••• 


Kaplan: No, I'm not disagreeing, I'm, I think that we need a lot of 
new questions, a lot of new questior~aires, and maybe these 
need to be repeated, too, for various reasons. But I cer
tainly agree that I have dealt comprehensively with this 
subject. Now, one crit~s~ last year was that I s hould have 
doubled, tripled, or quadrupled some of my questionnaires. 
Well, i~ you get into a questionnaire that runs for ha_= an 
hour or three -~ uarters of a~ ~O~~ ~r an hour in leng~h, ~r.~r9 
~ !ati~~e :actor even if they stay with you, as Dr. Pilner 
:tas pointed out. And so, I think we need to be selective, 
and how we g:lect is in itself subject to the charge of bias . 


Okay, now, with regard to the VEEP survey and the opportunitv 
to be more critical wii:h regard to the VEEP progran. 'He di:i~ 
give our respondents that opportunity in one or "two open
ended questions, and there are problems with VEEP . There are 
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(Kaplan) complaints about racial slurs, there are complaints about 
bus service, there are complaints about the kind of re 
ception that these students received in the receiving schools. 
I mean, but, what I did was to have an open- end question, so 
if this was front and center as far as the black community 
was concerned, or the Mexican-American community was con
cerned, or any, or an Asian parent was concerned, they had 
the opportunity at that time, you know, to speak their piece. 
Now, I agree that if we had a whole series of questions that 
specifically got into those details, it would be a very long 
questionnaire, we !,light get a higher percentage ofparents 
making complaints. If I were to ask, for example,"Has your 
child ever heard a racial slur?" maybe we could use wording 
which would be perhaps more solicitous, but I'm sure we'd 
get more and I think that would be true of any ethnic group 
in this community. So as I ~ried to point out to this board 
when I last met with you, questionnaire construction is an 
art more than, every bit as much as a science. 


Continued on next page. 
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I thiILi< that I co:ad easily bias the q·..lestionnaire in other directions 
as well.If I have ::.ade biases, if I have introd·..: ced biases certainly it 
has been ·.mwi ttingly. So again I thinl: tl:a t there ..:.ay. be opport'lni tie ::;to 
(word? ) these questionnaires, to 5ET 'nto new s~bject are~ and I 
r~ect Dr. Filner's concerns. (Word?) Dr. Filner s uggest' connection 
with the VEEP q~estionaaire that we ~i~nt ask if neighborhood schools were 
i::;:.:!)roved, wO'lld yo ;~ stay? Well, I 'n s :.;.re the answer vo'.lld be, ••• let ::J.e 
repnrase the the qt~estion. If I were to ask, if you co·..:.ld get as good 
or •••• if you tho· .. ght yo:.:. co·. ~l~et as good or better an education in the 
school that is on the next block, wo' .• ld yo,~ !,'V.ll yo'..: r yo· . .ngster out of the 
VEEP progr2.:l, ! =:1;2oect the answer vo·..:.ld be yes. Haybe yes, becastSe there 
=ay be other considerations tr£n scholastic achievenent, there may be 
feelings that social gains are to be won by going into a ~jority school. 
So I cO .~ld go on and on be:. t I think rr:.ethodologically, the , speaking now 
of sa!.1:pli~ - in partic'.llar, I th:iILc we have dons an o , ~tstanding job. 
I'!!'! extrer,ely pro.:d of ";· ... ;,,5 set of s:.;.rveys. If yo : ask, co ..;,ld the q'~estions 
nave been asked differently , co·..; ld Gore q'.lestions have been as~-::ed, sho·.lld 
wore q, uesticns be asked, co:)~d other s'~eys be launched, I vO·;.ld certainly 
reply in the affircative. 


Than..:': yo" Dr. Aaplan, very ::._ch for presentin,=" this infor:',ation to '.JS 


~fter point in tice~) If all ~y colleag..les de=and the equal tiDe doctrine 
this afternoon, we are bOing to be here well into 3idnight. But I do 
~ow that seyeral of tne~ do have co~ents the.t they vo-.... ld like to ~ake 
and in addition I do also. Er. Witt has been n ·.: dgine ::.e, saying , "~':e 
next", so I viII defer to hi~ first and call on D~. ~alfac~e also. 


'Jell, first, I want to say that cy colleag-J.e, Dr. Filner !,refaced his 
re ::-.ark~ by saying that he ':las not criticiJdng o ';~ infor::etion progre.::-.• 
I vo '.:.ld hate to thi....u: whet ~-To' ,: ld ha'?!len if he were cri tici~ing o',;r 
inforaation prog:'B.!::. But I just ,,,ant to say as a ::.atte'r of policy, I 
don't thi.nZ it is o·.:.r d'.lty or o' .... r job to provide the Carlin ,laintiffs 
wi th the co'; rt brief the. t t!ley are gain£: to \.:. se in the co;,!r t. ~d I 
t :-:i:tk bet wot'ld be what "r.o· Id happen if we wo '..: ld tue t!le doc':.:'1ent that 
~e have before us today a..'1d!fi:J.d every criticist! t!lat ~ofe Ce.!l find tb.at ~iiht 
be Pl).t in there. Beca::se t don't t!lin..'-' that an~r pro ·::-a:: !'las ever been '?~t 
together that there hasn't been t~gs wron~ with it. I thinE- we are 
literally !Jutting 0 1..'.T best foot forw~d in this doc:.:.::!ent that we are asked 
to approve to go to the court and that is w~t I see it as--our be~t foot 
forward. And I an very pleased to vote fo~ it. I thiILc it does p' ~ t o'-~ 


best foot forward, if I thot'.ght it did not put ot;.r best foot forward, 
i wO'.;.ld vote against it. And this is what I think the doc'..l!!lent is, now 
if the board needs additional infor~tion or if the board needs repott s 
that will go into proble~ areas in the plan then I t~nk that these are 
other areas t !':.at sho·..:ld be as:-ced for, these are areas t..1.2.t sho·.;.ld be 
brot:5nt o:.:.t. These are not things that sho~ .. ld be p'e t into this doc-..;,:::ent. 
Beca3~e the, I thi-~ the Carlin plaintiffs ~ave ade~uate reprezntation 
on their side. And I don't feel it is o~r job to do their joe :or the:: . 
lIow I thi...'1k that ~any of the tnin€s t~~t have been as~ed for as not bein~ 
in this doc'..Cent, that were alLded to do as bein€ very nice thinss to 
be in the doct~ent, .:uaybe thin CS t!!.at shc-..,ld be infne doc-..t:ient , cO·.lld 
be inthere if we wOl:ld do one t!'ling and that is decide that we were 
going to lLave ~ore ed=.inistrators in the district tr~ teachers. .~d i: 
~'Te were going to :1aL:e that decision, then I thinL we could do all these 
things, or at least, !:J.aybe, al.::.ost all of the:, . ?ossibly not ~l:ite all 
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of then. But I don'tthink that .... e want to do that. I think we ~.,ant to 
:::ore teacilers than we have acbinistrators; so because of that Jrdon *- think 
that we can do everything that ~li€,ht be thought of that would 'fie nice to 
do. I think that we have to p~t in there those things that we tnink that 
we have the capacity to do and I think that is what we have done. Now in 
regard to whetner or not we sho~ld find a great n~ber of things wrong 
with this eval~ation prior to goin'" into cc,-.;.rt, I don't think that we 
should discredit this eval~tion publicly before going into co~rt. And I 
think I have all· ~ded to whether we want to pt;.t o:.:.r best foot forward 
~oing into cot;.rt or whether we don't. Now in regard to whether there are 
other questions that sho~d be answered that haven't been answered, I 
~ s~e there are. I thliLjWe can always think of one ~ore thing to do. 
And I can't thinL: of one ::lore thin.; to do bef ore going in to co·;.rt. except to 
wish the sc~ool's attorney good I t;.ck and I tn~ he cay need it. ~ 


Now in regard to the next poll. I think very likely the next poll 
can be i=proved if we ask all the board cecbers to write down questions 
that they want anGwered in the poll. If we do that~then we are going to 
have to decide at what level are we going to f'~d the poll. And we have 
funded the past polls under very severe budgetary limitations. And I 
think that if we want to expand that poll, we will have to consider 
how ::It;.ch money do we want to spen#o do the poll. In regard to ~,hether 
the poll was t~~en during the right t~e of day, or the wrong tiDe of 
day, that's a very debatable (thing 1) as to what is t~e right time of 
day. I know that ~any of the calls that I get fro m people that want to 
as~ oe things, or sell :!:e things are dl~ring tne dinner hOlo r and I thirL{ 
they call d...:ring the dinner ho·.;.r becat;.se tiEy want to catch people home. 
3~t at the sane t~el I feel ::lost antagonistic toward answering phone 
calls that Coce d·-.lring the dinner h01..;r, too, so I would question 
whether ca:ling when yo~ ~ight catch ~ore people hOine is the best t~.e to 
call. ;think pretty !!: ..... ch that we are talking aboa t: One~is what shodd 
we t~e into co~rt and two/is what evaluation tools the board ce=bers need. 
And I thin1: they are two entirely sepera te things. And I thiru: the 
docuaent we have befor e as to ta2::e in to co~rt not only ade~-ua tely b::.t 
very satisf?-ctorily portray3 the district' s postl.re d'..!ring this past 
year. 


Thank yo'.'. . Dr. Salfacre, did you have any cow.::ents to :!lMe? 


Not i:lanY , :1ada:le Pres ident. .L.st a few, b:~ t I 110'.:ld like to .•• I think 
o~r new board =e~bers are at a disadvanta~e co~ins in d'.~ing these 
cl"'lcial ti.:::e s of disc'.!ssing 01.:.::" integration l'rogra:: when it ha s been a 
long standing prograr: nO~l wi thin the district. I wotlld jus t 1i~e to 
say, Bob , in re~ponse to so~e of yo~r c once~s abo1.!t t~e pro~r~ and the 
a. .. : encbents before ~ ::! today , ...,e are operating :;.nder a five year ?lan. .\nd 
I :oeallT! ,;,ant to e~-::lhasi::e that. T:Ie are not dras-:ically revisin? c'..: r 
in teara':ion pro?a::" every yee:r. ~'Te :0:. b:..i tted a plan after tne advice o~ 
tr..e CACTI e;ro'; !' and 3".lbmi tted it to tile j'.;d.ge and the five year plan ~tas 
approved and I feel ext:-e:::ely Good t~at 'Ire have revised that plan each 
year a s probleos neve ~~faced and we have z otten advice fro::: the 
?laintiffs, fro~ t~e Integration Ta3~ Force and ~ others abo~t the 
probl~s. ~ie have !lade adje str:ents to try to i::prove on teem. Tl-.e thine: 
that I find ::lost distl"' .. bing , Bob, is that ,ri t h , yo ', sin~le""d out tilis 
ev;.iua tion :-e!lcrt and obvio::sly yo·.:~pent e Ion.; ti!:i~etail~. V70et--:.in 
yo::..r vien are very )ver'J negative aspects of t!lls. I ',ro"..:.ld J:lst 1:L:e to 
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say that we have received a n~ber of reports re5ardin~ the success and 
fail:.:.res of 01.~ intel,"I'ation plan and ."e received thel<' frow the three 
experts, we have received an Integration Taskforce report and I don't ~ow 
of any board ~e~ber here who. has locked at those, I think we co~~d all 
find things to be critical abo~t. Jdidn't a gree with all of the things 
that are in that.. I djd not take the op~ort~ity in this forum to attack 
those and try to disc~it those because they didn't agree with !!ly point 
of view. Bob, it appears to ~e as tho~gh anything that disagrees with 
youx point of view, you try to discredit it. And what I ~ saying is, 
that we have had a whole, tiis is just one of a series, this is, the 
integration case is not goins to rise or fallon this. The Judge has 
~any other responses to work frow, so~e of which are very critical, soce 
I think we have gotten SO:le very 500d sUGbestions fro~. Bt"t I Jon' t take 
the opport~ity , I':l not s~e that it is fair to this co~~~ity or to 
Dr. Kaplan or to t:'1e inte€;-ration !>ro?e::: to , becas'J.e it si::.ply does not 
azree with your point of view, that YOc t~e this op?ort~ty to discredit 
it. That's not o'..~r zoole. If ''Ie are[co,",itted to inte;ration, I think 
we can best spend our efforts in tryi.n5 to i:;;.prove and ::ake the progrru:: 
work, not trying to identify the problerr.s and the failc;re~ in this. And 
let oe j:.:s t say, fortunately, I jast car::e back f!'o!::. a :::.eetins in 
Washington and I iad the good pleesllzoe of sitting with sc~e board =e.::bers, 
who had SOr:le in depth discussions. Bob, and I know that you did tnis too. 
Board :leobers fro~ Boston, Cleveland and Philadelphia. Pittsb~rGh . And 
in all of those cities, they abost are taro/1in::; 1:.p thei::." hands becas~,e 


they have no way to deal at this ti.::e, sl,~cces3f:.:.lly , vn th their 
intes ration problera. I feel that we by co=parison, in tal:dng ,dtb these 
board !:ieobers and s:.~perintendents fro¢ro'~d the co;.;ntry, while 0'..:1:' 


pro€:;ra!:. i3 not perfect and I a:: not sayinJ t!1at, I think we a=e providin~ 
~ore integrative learninG experiences for O'_'X children t:-.an s any other 
ci ties can even pro~oee at this ti~e . B·- cause they no lonGer nave toe 
ability to do that. For one reas on or another . I loo~ throl~~h the report 
ver'J carefd,ly, Olld I think ,Bob, the t all of '_is cO'.;.ld find thin'-s that 
we co~ld disa6Tee with, O~ any report that co=as before ~S. J(thL~ as 
I look at the q:lestion, the ~~e:::;tions, tr.z t Dr. Ka!)lan lla .J asl:ed, I 
~'1o ',:ld :,:r~e tho:::e of YO:A. in the press ~d in the B.:A.dience to look th!'o',:::;n 
tbe~ . Bob, they ~ay not be perfect, I don't find a distinct bias taa~ 
Dr. ?iL"ler is char.::;ing !lere. Ithifu: t!lat teat ac aL"l reflects nis .:.otiV'es 
and his opL"lion, l1hether it disat'Tees wit~l his apinicn. I t~IL: t ilat 
any thin.;; that co:::es O'.:t ::.li:;ntly fa-.rorable i!l ter-~s of t~e ?rO,;7e!.: , h e 
reject3. And. 1'::1 sorr~r , 30b, bn t that is the ,'re.:,j[o-.:, CO~:le across . 3eca'_: se 
I t~ if ue polled the e.udie!lce on t!le 3cien tific poll t!1a t "lo: '.ld be 
~eeptable, I thinI-: yo .: too}: every op~ort<:ni ty to discredit this ::-eport 
bec~.:.lse it disa{i!"ee s 1nth ~ro: r point of viall. And I don't a.,:!"ce with it. 


Joe do yo .' 


,:'y na! :e is on thi's doc':::ent , hezoe. I e=. not rp. :::;:>on3ible for t h e 
Integretion T~~~: ~orce ?~ozot. I ~ net ::-espon=ible for t he ~yert= 
Report. I have ':larti:ti res~onsibli ty fo::- this ::."eport. It i s ::..:,r 
re :3!lonsibli t y to get the repozot to reflect \-That I ~T2!; elected t o do. 
Yo' don't have to a<.:;:"ee ~Tit:-. -::e. ==a j o::-ity zo';,lc= :;.e::."e. 3~t , :'o'·. '::."e ri ;nt. 
I a::: tal~E' aOo':.t ho~~,ft relac:;;:;, ;ri:et::'e::- it s :',TO!'ts ::"7 vie~: of ~.,ha1: '~e 
are doL"l; . And I Rave a vote on t~at , one vo t e. .\nd I don" :~ve to 
vote :res all t he ti::.e a..'ld I don t t ::'e'Te to ·rote ::1.0" all t ::e ti::e bt;." I !: ::.v~ 
to vote S!'!:' I :"2. va to d:'sc:.:ss it. I :ion I t ~:a ... e to d:"sc' ~~o;; ::::o s e ot~e::." 


t!lin~~-;: . I' =- not ;.;oLTt:; to tee.~ t hc =: e ot: er t :'l i."f!.: 3 a_art. '?t:i.: i~ T~...3. "t ! 
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(Filner) 


Larz8rl: 


e:: sending- to cO'Jrifn. th '!C.y na:::e on it ane. I ou;=:;h t to heve a role L'1 ~'r!1at 
is in -there. I don 't ~"ant to be .?resented this , each doc:ment , ~-ro 


days in advance and say ap~rove it. II~ not ~oin6 to do it. 


!'!r. Littlejohn. 


Litllejorm: II!!! deliberatin<;, EadaDe President. I'd li!:::e to hear yot;.r response 
ane. I wO l.:ld li~e to defer to JOu. 


Lar:!en: OK. ?ine I ~·rill be hap.?y to. If there are any tno·.,;-ht.3, and there 
obviO'.;.sly are, for restr:;.ct...:rin.:; this s .... TVey and tb.e q'..lesticns next 
~'ear, I think it is ::lost ap?ropriate at tte ti.:>.e that t!le cnntract is 
auarded and that the acth'ity is set in =otion for next year's S1.4rVey 
consi4eration that that co~e abo~t in an orderly fas~ion in Septe~ber 
or October when it will be before the board as an a genda ite~. I know 
that )lhoever the ~ollster will be -;-;ho ~'lill do Oi....r s'...:.rvey, '\'T!let!ler it \'Till 
be Dr. Ke.;>lan or sor::eone else, and he :::.ay not ,·rant e.ny-:-relat;onS:_ ~ ~;: -::-( 
with it~ in ti=es to come. Yet it is ep-~0~~iate at that t~;e that the 
. ')ard do e::o::plo:;.~~ whether they ''1ant a :::;ore ir: -de.?th, and a different t:rpe 
of s!.L-vey. L'1 this particular inztance, the s!X::'1ey qt:.estions this year, 
,·rere an on.;-oj n;:: extension of the survey q,l:estions a.'ld the data that we 
had been tr:ring to co12.ect t!le :;Jast two j'ears. And we all mov! that 
s'..U"Veys can be projected and "rri tten to obtain different resl..lt s, but 
I think ,·re as a boerd, have had a.'l on:;oint; aGree::ent that there ~"as 
fairness and certainly a sense of/pro.?riety in the 'tray the question::> 
were as~ed and f::-oo :all the expert \i.:l?lici t')t!lat ,;e have, ~le felt that 
it was an honorable questionnaire. And tn; s has been an ong-oin;; extension 
of these su.rveys of the last tvro years. The eval:.:.ation is strictly 
a statistical eval~aticn. It does not Get into pbilosophy. It does 
not Get into psycholo:T.7. T~e co~~ent that ~'ly =ore fe::ales ~eoponded 
to he s;;.rveys, I think any hot;.sel.old wot:.ld respond that a fe,,:ale 
an ' :ers the phone r:.ore freq'..lently in ::any instances there is not a 
:;a~. in t he hO:Je,V:::any faJilies. There are probably ::.ore sin~le !:lothers 
thrufoin.:;le fathers. to be there to anm-Ter the phone. ::L.t this is all 
.?art of a variety of di~ferent ele~ents ~~t.!t.g~ debate fo~ ::any ho~rs. 
:a-.~.t I do feel that the sta7ey 1>-B.S bee::1 aill~:tte!lhon of what nas cone 
fo~th the past two years. ~'je have been asked by the COl.:.rt to Show 
t ' t ' . . ,....c J. - ~. - t - d/ 1"· . na we; are :Je...-a.ng nean:LIlb _:' progreSS :LIl e_:uu.na Ulg S-'1 or a _eVl.a ,,:.ng 
racial isolation in the 23 ~inority isolated sc~ools and I think that 
this report and this a.naJ.J'.:lis contit:.es to exe:::plifJ' this in a tL;:e "T!len 
our =ejorit7 enr01~e!lt is decreasin; and we lost a ~eat n~ber of 
s t ::dents this last yeer b ut we still haye a _;reater :dz of ttudents 
t'Ti tbin ocr vario· .• s proL-'e!::s,. in the SDliSD. fl_'1d I a:: comortable ~d til 
the evaluation snd to send J.t to the COt±t. And i'Ir. Littlejo:m, if Y01.: 
VTo'.:ld Ifre to ::a::e a cow::.ent and teen ,·re have t-,TO re~uestsfor p::blic 
hearinbs . on this, ~~s i.3 not an action ite~, this i3 a statistical 
report. It is , has pt:.t together on the enrollr_ent projections, ue do 
!lave a;:;end=.ents toot are an action ite!:., that are an e:ttension of o'.U' 
five year plan. And our fille year plan r.es had a 6I'9 r>t deal of di!LotTUe, 
and disc~s:::ion, and inpt:t fro~ the cocu:l' . .'ni ty. And perhaps it \7o::~d be 
hel nf:;.l soneti:::.e for ;·s to sit dotm a s a collective £TO':.:? of :i ve :Ienber3 
e...~d·~et into soae o~ these thinss. The co:Jponents and so::e of the ideas 
t:mt 1.,ent into that. So:~e of -;'3 i1a.ve lived lnth it fo::- a lonl3~ :?eriod of 
ti.::e and we reali ::e Dr. Filner, that ~o'..: and Dr. Little j o!l..'1, that Y01:.. 
have not ?lad that Sa:le inpu t and involve::ent and :.:aybe t:!'.at is so!:.ethins 
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Pg. Tape 


(Larsen) that wo~d be ~ost ap?ropriate for us to do, and Y01; would feel 
!:lore coof ox-table 1'ti th it also. B .... t an'J1"ay, do you have anything to 
say before we 'have public hearings. 


Littlejohn: Yes, I do. I thin1: , the ce!:lbers of the board lrno haole been on l~Ger 


than I do have a p~t, that a part of :r.y feeling of frustration when 
getting a report of this si::e and I wO\;.ld nave felt the saze frustration 
if I had gotten it a :aonth ago, has to do \-lith the fact that I' !!l feelin6 
that I a.!:l r '.:nning behind a train and I a::l not gettine; on it. Because
And the train continues to i;0 and I tr.i."l!: that this ~ace pattern can 
exist the l.;noh ti::e that I a.. onthe oo.ard of education gecat:se sOL'",ething 
had a beginninG' !lad a senesis before I ever ~ot on the board. ~{y point 
at this tir.:e, is that I wO'l:.ld li:-ce to , I absOlu.tely wo~:ld liKe to see 
sone new direction taken. For exa=ple, in the s~vey, and I a= not 
even, I ar:: not :moc!dng Dr. 7.aplan's ~·.:rvey, that is not -~T point at 
this juncture, to knoJtck your st:rVey. :·1:,r ~oint at this jnnctare is 
t.'1.at I t~~ that not ntt.standing the point that • .,e are dealing rita 
proc;rac taat has had a begin!lL"lg ~efore I Got on theboard, I ar. nOl" on 
the board and I can , end I see soce ne • ., directions that I thl.nk ::icht 
be annronriate. One direction that I see apnro~riate is that we take 
an op~rational poi!: ~; 'l: "!i~,., in "er::s of op~;atins our inte:n-ation 
pro,n-arr.. S·:.:rveys directed ~t operation, rather than s1.·.rveys.directed at 
co~piling data to ~o into a cou.rt tr~t then .rill result in ~plications 
for the co~in~ year. You see off of tpis report there are gleaned 
i :lplications for o·..;,r operations for the next year. In other ,.,ords, I 
didn't have any input into this statistical co::pilation end cose~uently , 


thiggs that c~e off of this in te~s of reco~endations for next yeer, 
I don I t have a.."ly in~n:t on thefeither. It has j '.' St, the train is j''':s t 
going, and I ar:; r' :l".nin€ behind it tr:i'i .... "1€ to catch on to it. That is 
exactly ~y fr~stration and I thin~ pro~ably'Bob's frJstrations. I thinL 
if we sort of sit back and we don't get so inclined in listenin~ to the 
fact that there ::li.:;ht be an over~:ill in ter::s of analy~ing ,.,nat is €oin-: 
on. Dr. Filner does have soce point;:; in ter:-.s of locld.ng at ,,,hat, at 
30=e of the neciative aspects of the proczau and atte~ptinc to find ways 
of re!:lediatin;- those, to :::al:e those , to :lB~e it positive. Yopol'! 
have ears, and I also read .. hat t!le other aGencies thet ere 100~:inG at 
the integration pro€'1'a~ are sayi!l.; and I don't 3ee ~ow .le can (word?) 
alon;: l-n. th these tf'..in;-s (ui th blinders tha. t horses have ••• ??) by beinf; 
totally non resposive to the!:!. lie :leed to addresc the!: even i:' all '\ore 
cay i:: that ~'Tg don't :-eel that ~·1a'.l. And I tl"in!.: tl'..a.t w!J.en l.,e a=e tal::ini:.' 
abo·.: t doc'...::ent::; tnat c:o into the C01!I't, that ue i: i.g!.:J.t even sa:i tr.at. At 
least we need to be responsive to the fact that there are peo?le i'lho 
are sayinG teat t~~ receivin~ school= are not re=ponsive to the 
P.....EFing =t-..'.d.e:lts, or tilat b"..!.sinS- is one '~ay, or that • .;. Those state!:ant3 
are o~:.t there being ::.ade am they are bei..'l€ :'ad~y a bi; eno·~r.. .se ::nent 
of tee co:m~mity for ~s to respond to. 1:- W~ dont respond to the::: , 
in ter::s of reco:!!.:enda tionn for t!1e nel'f yea=, I don't :mow ::;'0'\01 we Hill 
ever 0'ab t~e bv.ll by the horns, I I:: sorr:r for . sin:.: all of t~c::e tti ~e 
state~ent3, bt:t I see that in ;;O:.1e instances tnat we reall:i do need to 
stop end :Jay ••• I' ::: not t~:-inG to ••• Let ~e !'es&ate t!!is • •• 1 a :. !lot 
attesptinc to as:';; fo!' a total re"T~pi.."l[ 0: ~at t-...a:: ,{oae on, b~·.t ,,,ha".: 
I a:: as~,=b!;; fer is that l.,e need to addre!::...: the i:;;:·:.e5 2S theJ U'~.5e and 
I e:_ not con'lincad ~'I'hen I 100:<: nt the ,ir-:end::;cnt:;, ( is that ~ltl2t "that is 
called there; t~e A:.:end;: .. ent3 t!'lat ,1e ~e ~es_ondj;;; to a. n'...::be~ of the 
critici~s that I ~ave ned bro~~t to::y attention over the period of 
ti..:e that I !lave l?een on t~e boa!'d of ed':cation. .md I on It :::lO\~ t1:e 
ve:'licle to qe, 1i,1~ fnfor.-.:.ation or i:i:o:::e reco::..::eIldations in1::0 t~is 
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Tape 


(littlejcbn) dOC'21ent. Ho,'/' It is not that I have an', "Oroble!:! with etati5tical 
- - r 


krsen: 


e...'lalysis, I do in fact Agree wit~ so!".!e of the t:lln0"s}hat Dr. :nlne:!' ha::: 
£ aid. E-,t this a;:; ~ infor.-ational doc'..:.=ent has already gone and 
done. This doct::.,ent, I do have s o::e diffict:l ty ui th in ter:: s of its 
:!'eco:.::::endation and. the i::~lications for the neAt :rear. This CO:l.e s o,-~t 


of t~e statistical analysis. 


: -:a~r ,\-;e ha'Te o'..:r tHO p·.:blic heai:in[,s and ti:e!l 1-Te are .:oin~ to h:lve a 
b~ief recess before ~oin~ into the neAt ite~ . 
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